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t's the solution
for adding enhanced
telephone services to the same

More
just words

coaxial cable that carries television

interfaces, to
the public
switched
network.

programming. It's an essential building

The telephone channels support all

block for evolving today's telephone and

public network services, including

Cable TV networks to fully integrated,

ISDN for integrated voice and data.

multi-media services.
CoAxiom is offered worldwide by a
CoAxiom uses advanced spectrum man-

partnership of Siemens, Scientific-Atlanta,

agement technology, enabling the cable

and Siemens Stromberg-Carlson.

to carry both upstream and downstream

Together, we're offering practical solutions

telephony channels at the same time that

that are more than just words.

it's carrying video. A Customer Interface
Unit, located at the residence or office,

Siemens Stromberg-Carlson

separates the channels, connecting twist-

900 Broken Sound Parkway

ed pairs to telephones and PCs, and

Boca Raton, FL 33487

connecting acable to the television set.

(407) 955-6054

A Headend Interface Unit links the tele-

http://www.ssc.siemens.com

phone channels, over industry standard

Visit us at:
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N PERSPECTIVE

D
epending on who you talk to, and perhaps even on what day you

talk to them, industry observers are characterizing Internet access
and the World Wide Web as either the greatest new revenue opportunity, or the '90s version of the CB radio fad.
For example, at last month's Convergence: Digital
Television and Internet conference in San Jose, Stephen
Weiswasser, president and CEO of the Americast consortium, was decidedly bearish. "The number of people
on-line and the growth rate of on-line is decreasing significantly:' he was quoted as saying. "Right now, it
appears that the average customer knows that the Web is
not all it's cracked up to be."
After abit of analysis, I've determined that
Weiswasser is right—and wrong at the same time. Without
numbers to back up his claim that the on-line world is
shrinking, Iwon't argue that point. Iwill acknowledge
that the Web isn't everything it's cracked up to be, but
that's atemporary situation, and already, there's plenty of
work underway that will change the face of the Web.
We hear all the time that technology doesn't create
good business models. Consumers don't buy new technology or spend money on services unless there's a
compelling reason to do so. But technology companies
don't typically build technology unless there's at least a
perceived marketplace need, either.
While there's alot of money being spent on hardware,
there's real market pull, too. Millions of people are on-line
chatting, exchanging e-mail, downloading files, looking up
information or simply surfing the Web. Corporations have
invested heavily in developing Web sites and Intranets to
keep their employees tied together electronically.
Yes, the CB radio was cool for awhile, too, because it
gave strangers anew way to meet and communicate.
But the problem with the CB radio was that the content never
changed, so people became bored.
To avoid becoming the latest passe fad, data providers have to do
more than provide anew pipeline for information exchange. The
keys are to develop localism, avoid creating hardware that has only
one application and to keep the medium fresh.
We've already witnessed the top three cable operators, with acombined subscriber count of more than 30 million homes, launch their
own services, each of which can be customized to appeal to local
markets. That's powerful. With the additional speed and bandwidth a
cable network offers, the content can be upgraded beyond today's static, often uninspired Web postings to captivating, video-intensive
"programs" that will keep people coming back time and again.
Access to such networks will get easier, too. Soon, you won't need
acomputer to access the Internet—you can use acable set-top box or
the TV receiver itself. But just like no one wants to watch nothing but
old TV re-runs, few will be turned on by "Frequently-Asked
Questions:' or alist of someone's most recent press releases. It's time
to unleash the game developers and Silicon Valley artists on the Web.
Otherwise, maybe we'll say, "10-4 good buddy," to the whole thing.
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Waveters Multi-User Stealth Reverse Sweep
Multi-User Capabilities... Get the latest
in Wavetek sweep technology. With
the multi-user capabilities of the
Stealth Reverse Sweep System, your sweep technicians can
simultaneously perform reverse sweeps and help eliminate the
impact of ingress on the measurement.
MOPS %WM— Engineered for powerful performance, the
Stealth Reverse Sweep has +50dBmV output to ensure
measurement capability, even in high ingress and noise
environments or with high-loss test points. Sweep techs can
quickly and easily perform sweeps, identify problem areas,
and troubleshoot with the handheld Stealth.
The Stealth is precision engineered to save time, simplify testing,
reduce fatigue, and gain comprehensive results. No wonder the
Stealth is preferred by technicians around the world.

C. POIS1111111111:11... Only with the Wavetek Stealth do you enjoy
precise measurements of forward and return path alignment and...
•Up to 10 simultaneous users
•50dBmV output to help eliminate corruption from ingress
•In-service signal analyzer for C/N and hum
•Noise and ingress spectrum display
•Automated 24-hour testing capability
•High-resolution, easy-viewing LCD screens
•Rugged/water resistant hand-held field unit
Confidence... The Stealth Reverse Sweep System is just part of
Wavetek's complete line of quality test and measurement
equipment. We pioneered the SAM ... Sweepless Sweep ... and,
Return Sweep. Each product delivers all the performance,
precision, speed, and ease of use you demand — at avalue you
expect -from the leader. We are your signal meter specialists.
Power up for the interactive revolution with the Stealth Multi-User
Reverse Sweep System. In the U.S. call,

1-800-622-5515
IVavetek ...partners in productivity for over 35 years

WAvŒTEK

Worldwide Sales Offices
United Kingdom (44) 1603-404-824
France (33) 1-4746-6800
Germany (49) 89-996-410
Eastern Europe (43) 1-214-5110

United States (1) 317-788-9351
Southeast Asia (65) 356-2522
Asia Pacific (852) 2788-6221
China (86) 10-6500-2255
Japan (81) 427-57-3444

http://www.wavetek.com
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30 FiberLine

By Chinlon Lin, Keang-Po Ho, Hongxing Dai and Jinyi Pan,
Bellcore; and Hermann Gysel and Mani Ramachandran,
Synchronous Communications

Simulation results indicate that high-performance trunlcing of both
digital and analog video channels can be achieved with proper
design of ahybrid WDM system which takes into consideration
the optical amp gain nonuniformity and ahost of other factors.
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62 Telcos and cable operators as friends?
By Ken Pyle, E/0 Networks

Former foes are dancing to the same beat, as local cable TV and telephony operators realize that
they can share facilities for mutual benefit. Applications of infrastructure sharing include service
extensions and headend and/or exchange consolidation.

70 Availability considerations for HFC telephony
By Farr Farhat: and Lee Thompson, Scientific-Atlanta
This article addresses the various elements involved in offering telephone service over ahybrid
fiber/coax network and their impact on the availability of network services.

80 Digital video and transport connectivity

Illustration by Bob Stewart

42 Telcos revamp video
plans, forge ahead
By CED staff

If cable operators are finding it harder to
deliver telephony services than they had
thought, telephone companies are finding it
harder to deliver video than they had
thought. Nevertheless, nine of the nation's
biggest telcos are continuing to mold their
video strategies for success, as they look at
everything from HFC to SDV.

B.
‘Ja) Shulet; Norte! (Northern Telecom)
Digital video—everybody wants it; nobody wants to pay for its implementation. How operators
can design their digital networks to achieve long-term revenue potential, as well as cost savings.

86 Proactive return path maintenance
By Bill Morgan, Hewlett-Packard

The time has come to sweat the small stuff. In order to maintain their competitive edge, cable
operators will need to implement areturn path preventive maintenance program.

92 Telecom Perspective
B) Fred Dam .1011

Even as cable operators and telcos discover that delivering voice over coax is harder than they
thought. anew service beckons: Operators could have agood shot at PCS.

SCIE
I.

About the Cover
features some of the telco strategists who are responsible for implementing their companies' video plans in the real world. Pictured (clockwise from top): Ali Shadman, vice president of operations and business development, Ameritech New Media; William D. Wilson, president of GTE Media
Ventures Inc.; William E Reddersen, group president—long distance and video services, BellSouth; and Jim
Baumann (left), executive director—engineering, Pacific Bell Video Services-South, and Jeffrey Carlson,
vice president and general manager, Pacific Bell Video Services-South. Concept photo by Don Riley.
Personnel shots courtesy of each company. BellSouth photo by Alex Jones.
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Analog? Digital? Fiber? Copper? HFC? Standard makes anetwork work
Putting together or upgrading aheadend is more complex than ever. You
need technology that will bridge the
gap between today's wants and tomorrows needs.
Standard has all the essential equipment you'll need for arapidly changing
env.ropment.

audio and IF signals to designated
back-up modules.

with FCC part 76 Video/Audio and RF
performance standards for future
headend requirements.

The perfect upgrade solution.
Upgrading your headend? Start with
our Agile IRD II integrated satellite
receiver/descrambler. With afully synthesized PLL tuning circuit and microprocessor control over the dual conversion C/Ku-band 950-1450 MHz RF
input, it's the preferred choice for the
continuous duty cycle CATV master
headend environment.

The cornerstone of the
intelEgent headend.
For proof, take alook at our Stratum
modulator, aself-healing, advanced
broadband network modulation system.
Stratum combines up to 78 channels in
asingle six foot EIA rack Ideal for master 'neadend applications or remo:e hub
operation, Stratum offers exceptional
RF performance, complete remote con
trol operation and status monitoring
capability. And with the unique 3
mated_ redun
1.
can instantan
faults. by in

You deserve atoast.
When you purchase Standard, you've
chosen the finest line of headend
equipment available. Congratulations!
Celebrate your good taste, and good
fortune...
The right technology.., for right now.

Standard

Complete the package.
The TVM550S modulator, with the
integrated CSG60 BTSC stereo gene
ator, gives you noise and spurious fre
RF' output, not to mention ultra-stable

nications

SATELLITE & BROADBAND
isiors4
O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
.310/332-5300
Toll Free 800/745-2445
Fax 800/722-2329 Toll Free)
& Intl Only)
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Cover the broadband spectrum
from 54 to 550
MHz with a
single unit.
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Have it integrated
into the 'TVM
Series or get the
space-saving
two-pack.
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SYSTEM
Put up to 78
channels in
six feet of
rack space.
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12 Color Bursts

By Roger Brown

Compiled by Roger Brown
General Instrument and Scientific-Atlanta agree
on digital set-top interoperability.

Will today's World Wide Web craze go the way
of the CB radio?

26 Letters

18 Spotlight

"BTSC now, or forever have no peace."

By Dana Cervenka

89 News
95 Return Path
Results of asurvey on making two-way work.

104 New Products

An analyst from Philips Broadband
examines line cards at Citizens
Telecom's central office (See page 12).

From child computer prodigy to head of the
MCNS working group, TCI Technology
Ventures' Michelle Kuska has come along way
in avery short time. A former physics major,
she seems to have mastered Einstein's theory
of relativity.

20 Frontline

113 What's Ahead

By Wendell Bailey, NCTA
This month, Bailey delves into issues surrounding privacy.
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22 Farmer's Market

90 Ad Index

By Jim Farmer, Antec

Fanner contrasts interlaced scanning, abandwidth reduction technique, with progressive
scanning and explains how resolution and bandwidth interact in the NTSC system.

91 Internet Directory

24 Capital Currents

97 Literature Guide

By Jeffiey Krauss, Telecommunications and Technology Policy
More isn't always better. In the real world, too many potential competitors in the local
telephone business, each using asingle technology, may not be able to stand up to the

106 Classifieds

incumbents.

114 In the Loon
By Thomas G. Robinson, River Oaks Communications Corp.

85 Product/Services Showcase
See the latest products and services showcased
in adisplay format.

Local governments are looking at infrastructure developed for traffic signalization purposes
to be further developed to provide transport for other types of data, voice and video communications.

It's unanimous!
Test after test confirms that no other method of attaching drop cable
comes close to the RB-2 Clip Gun System.
Whether you are preparing for cable modems, digital music, or
greater bandwidth, these clips assure you that your drop cable
will not be compromised when put to the task.
For more information, call 800-257-2448 or FAX us at 303-986-1042.
e.r _ .

g

ergName L
-a

Direct merchants to the telecommunications industry
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your return
path aroad
to nowhere?
Ingress is .the major roadblock to getting your
return path up and running.

Fortunately,

there's the new HP CaLan Sweep/Ingress
Analyzer. It's the only test gear that allows you
to quickly and accurately troubleshoot your
system, regardless of the presence of ingress.
When

ingress

corrupts

reverse-path

com-

munication, the headend unit (HP CaLan 3010H)

Now you can

senses the problem instantly, and transfers the

troubleshoot your

display of the ingress problem to the field unit

system at all times.

(HP CaLan 3010R). That means your technicians

No matter how

can begin troubleshooting immediately,

much ingress

And of course, the HP CaLan Sweep/Ingress Analyzer
offers

DigiSweep,

the

industry's

fastest,

is present.

non-

interfering, digital-services compatible
forward and reverse
sweep.

In fact,

reverse

sweep

measurements can
be performed in real°"•"

time

—

even

with

multiple users.
So don't let ingress slow you
down. To find out how HP CaLan's
Sweep/Ingress Analyzer can help
you

identify,

troubleshoot,

and

eliminate your ingress problems,

call

1-800-452-4844, Ext. 1748. Or visit us at:
http://www.hp.com/go/catv

0I996 Hewlett-Packard Co TMMID627/CED
5965-1438E
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BROADBAND

BROADerBAND

A broader range of opportunities
demands a broader set of solutions.
Turning today's emerging service opportunities into
additional revenue requires ahigh performance
broadband delivery platform. It must be flexible to
respond instantly to opportunities, integrated to be
easily deployed and managed, and practical to quickly
generate profits.

SONET Transport and ATM Access for
Business Broadband. ADC's Soneplex services
delivery platform provides end-to-end solutions that
work for business. With practical HDSL solutions,
efficient ATM access concentrators and high speed
OC -192 rings, ADC means business.

Complete Residential Broadband
Services. From POTS to digital video to high
speed Internet access, the integrated Homeworx'
system delivers it all — voice, video, data — with
comprehensive network management capabilities
to keep you in control.

Wireless,Too. From providing PCS over hybrid
fiber/coax to extending cellular coverage, ADC
has practical wireless solutions to help you take
advantage of new revenue opportunities.

For more information on what ADC's Broaderband of solutions
can mean for your business, call us at 800 366-3891.

IlL
ROC Telecommunications
A Broaderband of Solutions

•

COLOR BURSTS
Bay's LANcity Cable Modem Division had
agreed to work together to insure equipment
interoperability as well as ahigh quality of
service.
Specifically, the agreement calls for the
development
of aseamless, end-to-end netS-A's Digital Video Systems unit. He adds that
work management system, joint marketing by
under the agreement, the manufacturers can
both companies' sales and customer support
now compete for business based on features
personnel, training integration, interoperability
and value, as opposed to proprietary encryptesting of equipment from both companies and
tion methods or other gating items.
ajointly-developed white paper on high-speed
Leading cable engineers were also quick to
data delivery over HFC networks.
point out the benefits of such an agreement.
Both companies revealed that they are in
"This specification will advance the industry's
discussions with "a number of leading cable
ability to deploy digital set-top boxes and
operators:' both domestically and internationcable modems in acost-effective manner,"
ally, to provide both products and expertise.
said Jim Chiddix, Time Warner Cable's chief
In arelated announcement, C-Cor
technical officer. "That will (result in) lower
announced "C-Cor Data Select," asuite of
price points and more choice."
equipment and services designed to support
TCI Senior Vice President Tom Elliot
the delivery of high-speed data over HFC
echoed those thoughts: "This ... specification
networks. In essence, the initiative is aimed
will allow the simultaneous coexistence of setat helping cable operators shore up their
tops and data modems from avariety of manuweak link—the return path. During the press
facturers."
conference, Chandler noted that while more
than half of all cable plant is "two-way capa•
ble," only about 10 percent has actually been
activated.
A key part of the plan is to develop strategic relationships, such as the one with Bay
Refusing to be left behind as cable operaNetworks, to gain access to high-quality
tors hasten to capitalize on the popularity of
modems, routers, network management softdata services, C-Cor Electronics last month
ware and other equipment. C-Cor will add to
announced it had signed anon-exclusive coopit: market assessment/trunk-node prioritization
erative marketing agreement with Bay
services; network design; two-way HFC
Networks and formed aset of equipment and
equipment, including fiber optic transmitters,
services to support the delivery of data over
AM fiber nodes and RF amplifiers; return path
cable networks.
activation, balancing and sweeping; and distriDuring apress conference at the Atlantic
bution equipment network management,
Cable Show in Baltimore, C-Cor President and
Chandler said.
CEO Scott Chandler said his company and

GI and S-A agree on key points of
set-top interoperability specs
A potentially historic agreement between
two long-time rivals over digital set-top
interoperability was reached last month as
the result of cable industry clamoring for inhome terminals that can be purchased from
multiple sources. Specifically, General
Instrument and Scientific-Atlanta have
agreed to work toward an agreement that
includes aroyalty-free cross-licensing
arrangement for core encryption, modulation
and forward error correction.
CableLabs and its members have agreed
upon the major elements of an interoperable
digital cable system specification for North
America that creates the basic platform on
which digital video and data services can ride
and to which equipment manufacturers can
build hardware.
Under terms of the specification, digital
gear will conform to MPEG-2 main
profile/main level parameters; the MPEG-2
transport multiplex; Dolby AC-3 audio; and
ATSC service information tables. Downstream
digital modulation will be based on ITU's
Annex B, which calls for 64- and 256-QAM
with concatenated trellis coded modulation,
plus enhancements like variable interleaving
depth to reduce latency for delay-sensitive
applications.
Multiple conditional access and control
data streams, such as General Instrument's
DigiCipher and Scientific-Atlanta's
PowerKEY will be supported, but they will
have to be ported to the core encryption system, which will be GI's DES-based
Digicipher system.
Furthermore, the benefits of interoperability will be made available to cable operators
immediately. DigiCable terminals that have
already been shipped to and deployed by TCI,
Comcast, Cox and others will adhere to the
specification, using the GI conditional access
system. In addition, the Pegasus set-top
boxes, which will likely be supplied by S-A,
Toshiba and Pioneer to Time Warner Cable
and perhaps other cable operators, will also
adhere to the specification.
CableLabs President and CEO Richard
Green was quick to praise the equipment suppliers for hammering out the agreement. "This
is atremendous precedent and we would like
to see it expand into other areas:' he said in a
prepared statement.
"This is aclear win for the cable industry."
said Bob Van Orden, business director for
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C-Cor allies with Bay
adds suite of services

Drivers/timing of new revenue streams for HFC have changed over time
Current view

Original view (c. 1992)

amme

Interactive TV,
VOD, PPV
Telephony

dMafflID

High speed,
data

Source: C-COR Electronics Inc.
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Turn Your
Plan Into
Action
With Sprint
North Supply

When it's your job to make things happen, it's our job to make it easy
for you. Sprint North Supply keeps your projects on the move, with fast
catalog ordering and the product selection you want ... plus prepaid freight,
on-time delivery and no-hassle exchanges to save you time and money.
You'll have instant access to 30,000 quality CATV, telecommunications
and data products from 1,200 leading manufacturers. Our 11 regional
distribution centers will ship your products and equipment within 24 hours.
And our sales consultants are on call to create tailor-made solutions for
materials management and engineer, furnish and install (EF&I) applications.
With asingle toll-free call, you can depend on us for the support you
"Even when your deadlines
are tight, you can depend on

need ... quickly and accurately. So call Sprint North Supply, your full-line
national distributor ... and turn your plan into action.

us to get you what you need.
when you need it — at a

FREE CATV/BROADBAND CATALOG. Call and orderyour

competitive price."

FREE 296-page cakilog, featutIng thousands oftop-qualiC)

Sharon Roberts
Sprint North Supply
Sales Project Specialist

products. NO OBLIGATIO1V.1-800-639-CATV

Sprint North Supply
On Line, On Call, On Time.

Sprint.
8096
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Data services gear up
modem std. ayear away
9

Over the past 60 days or so, each of the top
three cable TV MSOs have debuted their own
high-speed data services; now comes word that
the industry is "likely" to see interoperable
cable modems by the end of next year.
With Time Warner's "RoadRunner,"
Continental's "Highway 1" and
TCl/Comcast/Cox's "@Home" services
promising to offer consumers blazingly quick
Internet access, file transfer and ahost of other
new services and information, the nation's
largest cable companies formally announced
that they've become high-speed Internet access
providers. But one key piece of the puzzle is
missing—modems that conform to astandard so
they can work in virtually any cable system.
But relief may soon be at hand.
@Home kicked off its service to residents of
TCI's system in Fremont, Calif. and recently
expanded to portions of the operator's
Sunnyvale, Calif. system. Just afew days later,
Time Warner made aglitzy splash in Akron,
Ohio as it rolled out its RoadRunner service.
Then, in late September, Continental said it
would be offering its Highway 1service to residents in New England and Jacksonville, Fla.
within the coming weeks, and rolling the service
out on anational scale over the next 12 months.
Particularly, service will soon be offered to
Boston-area communities Needham, Wellesley
and Newton; to 1,400 residents who live in
portions of the metropolitan Detroit system;
and Jacksonville. By the end of the year,
Continental's New England network will be
capable of delivering the service to about
225,000 homes, and double that amount by the
end of 1997.
On the hardware side, CableLabs
announced in late September that five cable
modem manufacturers—Com21, General
Instrument, Hewlett-Packard, LANcity and
Motorola—are all contributing to the industry's
data interface specification process. MSOs
Rogers Cablesystems and Continental
Cablevision, as well as MCNS members TCI,
Time Warner, Comcast and Cox, plan to use
key intellectual property offered by some of
the manufacturers in the specification, which is
scheduled to be published by the end of 1996
and tested sometime in 1997.
Once the spec is published and tested,
modem manufacturers are expected to alter
their products to comply with the new specification by the end of 1997. It is also expected
that modems from multiple manufacturers
could become available through retail outlets
as well as through the MSOs themselves.

14

CableLabs was careful to point out that no
one product or equipment vendor is being
selected in the interface specification process.
There is also no currently-available product that
meets the requirements of the proposed specs.

Cableitelco co-op
on new telephony gear

Who says cable companies and telcos have
to go to war to offer their customers communications solutions? Not Century
Communications and Citizens Telecom, who
jointly deployed an HFC-based system from
Philips Broadband Networks that will allow
residents of Norwich, N.Y. to receive apackage of telephony and on-line services, highspeed Internet access, video conferencing,
work-at-home, long-distance learning, broadcast video and ahost of multimedia services.
The product trial of the Broadband
Communications Gateway allows Philips to
place its equipment in areal-world environment
while both service providers test the waters for
new service provision, notes Rick Haube,
Philips' manager of business development.
The system consists of aheadend modem,
single-home subscriber interface units and
multiple dwelling business unit for businesses

and apartment complexes. In Norwich, several
SIUs were deployed, each of which offered
two lines of service. A multiple dwelling unit
was installed at Citizens' local central office to
allow employees to test and use P-Phone, fax,
coin and POTS services.
With the system up and running since July,
the initial field results are promising, according to Dennis Jones, general manager of
Century's Norwich network. In fact, he says
only minimal drop filtering and return path
amp modifications were necessary to make the
technology work as specified.

NEC and HP chosen
as Telstra main suppliers

Telstra, the Australian telephone company
that is building an integrated
voice/data/video network using the hybrid
fiber/coax architecture, has chosen NEC
Australia and Hewlett-Packard Australia to
be its equipment and information technology
suppliers for its next round of broadband service deployment. NEC will provide
CyberSURFR cable modems from Motorola
and cable routers for the company's Access
Network Subsystem, while HP will provide
the broadband server complex equipment.

An analyst from Philips Broadband examines line cards at Citizens Telecom's central office
prior to deploying the BCG system for product trials.
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CABLE TV OFFERS AWORLD Of OPTIONS.

SO DOES ICS.

Cable television technology
•iCS is the world's largest
continues to evolve. New opporstocking distributor of GI products,
tunities place new demands on
including the next-generation
suppliers. That's why we've creatMPEG-2, and is authorized by GI to
ed the ultimate full-service cable
repair warranty and non-warranty
distributor. Itochu Cable Services.
converters.
iCS unites the proven resources of
•iCS promotes afull selection of
VueScan, Cable TV Supply,
the best in CATV industry products.
Kelly Cable Services, and DX
Communications to provide the
•Backed by the worldwide resources
full range of products and repair
of the Itochu Group, iCS operates
services for the entire cable and
distribution and service centers
satellite communications industry.
throughout North and South America.
The ultimate cable supplier

ICS

ITOCHU Cable Services Inc.

Sales
Deerfield Beach, Florida
800-327-4966
Carson, California
800-222-0052
Cleveland, Ohio
800-858-0830
Denver, Colorado
800-728-9887
Atlanta, Georgia
800-787-2288
Mt. Laurel, New Jersey
800-817-4371
Repair
Prospect Park,
Pennsylvania
800-352-5274
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
800-555-8670
Deerfield Beach, Florida
800-865-3692
International
Sales & Service
Buenos Aires, Argentina
54-1-582-9695
Santiago, Chile
56-2-335-2070
Sao Paulo, Brazil
55-11-246-9994
DX Communications
954-427-5711

* C OLOR BURSTS
The tour companies will be working closely
together in integrating the systems with
Telstra's cable network.
Eighteen companies were invited by Telstra
to formally bid for the technology contracts,
and the successful tenderers had proven their
capabilities in that regard, as well having the
necessary flexibility to respond to market
demands, according to Telstra officials.
The next expansion of Telstra's cable data
services will be in parts of Melbourne and
Sydney.

Vendors launch new
ADSL equipment

Aware Inc. has announced "ADSL-Link,"
an ADSL Internet access modem with full rate
adaptation functionality. The product was
specifically designed for high-speed data services, such as access to the Internet, telecommuting and video conferencing over one standard twisted copper pair telephone line—without any disruption to normal telephone service
on that line.
The rate adaptation feature is important
because it dynamically adjusts data transmission speeds for the length and quality of the
line, which allows the phone companies to
reach customers who are more than 12,000
feet from acentral office. The introduction of
rate adaptation lets Aware's modems take full
advantage of the capabilities of discrete multitone (DMT) technology.
The new, $2,000 modem will deliver data at
rates from 32 kbps to over 7Mbps to the
office or home, and from 32 kbps to 768 kbps
from the home to the central office. The transmission rate is automatically set to the maximum possible rate and can be adjusted in 32
kbps increments.
ADSL-Link is based upon the AD6444, the
first generation ADSL chipset from Analog
Devices, acooperative development between
the two companies. The modem's rate adaptive
capability is implemented as asoftware extension to the core chipset functionality.
ADSL-Link can purportedly reach distances
of up to 18,000 feet with data rates of 1.5
Mbps downstream and 160 kbps upstream.
Data rates of over 7Mbps downstream and
768 kbps upstream are available over shorter
distances.
The modem is available with an Ethernet or
serial interface and includes an integrated
POTS splitter. The serial interface is ideal for
lab evaluations and for connecting to routers,
while the Ethernet interface is ideal for connecting directly to PCs, hubs and LANs.
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Motorola also announced anew addition to
its ADSL product line. The CopperGold ADSL
Line Driver, designed to optimize the performance of the company's DMT-based transceiver, provides asingle-chip interface and
reduces the footprint on the board. The design
is said to result in lower power needs, lower
cost and optimized performance.
The Driver is available in two configurations, with two different power levels—one for
central office locations and the other optimized
for the remote terminal.
The products are scheduled for availability
in the first quarter of 1997, at costs of under
$10 each in volume quantities.
Not to be left out, Amati Communications
Corp. and XEL Communications are working
toward amemorandum of understanding to
jointly offer aline of products based on Amati's
ADSL/DMT technology at rates up to 8Mbps.
Amati products are being used in tests of 2-,
4- and 8-Mbps video-on-demand services
offered by PTTs in Europe and Asia/Pacific;
and a6Mbps trial of broadcast-quality video
in Australia. The company also provides
equipment to GTE for Internet access trials in
Dallas and Redmond, Wash.
Meanwhile, GlobeSpan Technologies says it
has shipped 35,000 CAP-based DSL transceivers, which have been at the core of 90 percent of all ADSL modems used in worldwide
trials to date, including Westell's FlexCap
ADSL modems by UUNET Canada, Nynex,
Ameritech, GTE and Pacific Bell.
In June, Westell announced that UUNET
Canada would become the first commercial
Internet Service Provider (ISP) to conduct
ADSL field trials. In August, GTE and
Microsoft announced that the first phase of
their ADSL trials in Redmond, Wash, will provide 40 of their employees with Internet access
using Microsoft NT-based servers; and Pacific
Bell began initial CAP-based ADSL trials in
the San Francisco Bay area, with plans to
expand trial deployments over the next few
months.
Later in August, Nynex, Lotus and Westell
announced that they began atrial that enables
Lotus personnel to gain high-speed access
from their homes to Lotus corporate networks
and the Internet. Then, in September,
Ameritech and IBM said they would provide
several hundred Chicago consumers with
ADSL Internet access.

Jottings

Want to be aspeaker at next year's SCTE
Cable-Tec Expo? You have until Dec. 1to
submit your proposal for either the annual

CEO: COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN

Engineering Conference or aworkshop. The
Expo is set for June 4-7, 1997, in Orlando, Fla.
Submissions must include abrief abstract and
should be faxed to Bill Riker at 610/363-5898
.
The Antec acquisition juggernaut just
keeps on rolling: The company announced last
month that it's in discussions to acquire TSX
Corp. (formerly known as Texscan), pending
the execution of adefinitive agreement. The
acquisition would finally give Antec its own
line of fiber optic transmission gear .... The
National Cable Television Center and
Museum is now on-line with its own World
Wide Web site. The site's five sections feature
historical overviews, information resources,
educational diagrams and photos and biographies. Look it up at www.cablecenter.org.
The SCTE has gotten into the act as well, with
aWeb site that features SCTE info, apublications list and calendar. Check it out at
www.scte.org ...General Instrument formally announced it will work with WorldGate
Communications to support the "TV OnLine" service that allows TV viewers to
browse the Internet via cable TV set-top
boxes. Set-tops from Scientific-Atlanta already
support the service, and GI will alter the way
its equipment processes information in the vertical blanking interval to accommodate TVOL
. GI also has adeal with Superior
Electronics Group to interface GI distribution
gear with Superior's Cheetah status monitoring
software.. .Speaking of set-tops, Sony has
selected VLSI Technology chipsets for inclusion in its set-tops that support Japan's
PerfecTV! and France's Canal+ satellite services. Specifically, VLSI's QPSK demod, FEC
decoder and MPEG-2 transport demux will be
integrated into the DVB-compliant boxes.
Comcast and ICI joined agroup of other
investors who collectively poured $20 million
into The Lightspan Partnership, aprovider of
interactive educational media and Internet
access. Using CD-ROMs and Internet,
Lightspan creates and offers curriculum-based
video programming for kids for both in-school
and at-home use. Comcast and ICI, through
its education subsidiary ETC w/tci, also said
they would support Lightspan's content as part
of their Internet service offerings.. .Nortel
has delivered its Cornerstone Voice telephonyover-cable product to Japan cable operator TV
Chigasaki for agovernmental emergency
information exchange system ... CAI
Wireless Systems will trial high-speed wireless Internet access services in Rochester, N.Y.
The test will utilize General Instrument's
SURFboard 27 Mbps modem in the downstream and astandard telephone modem in the
upstream direction .... CUD
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Clear Sailing.

Now is the time for system operators to set acourse for Panama. Motorola's new PanamaTM Chip

Set has been created exclusively for the cable industry to provide areliable, efficient link from broadband networks to the world of
telephony and beyond. An integral part of CableComm technology, the Panama Chip Set clears the communication passage to
system operators and establishes anew route filled with oceans of untapped revenues.
This advanced Panama Chip Set, embedded in CableComm Cable Access Units, provides operators cost efficiency through
unprecedented spectrum and power management. Developed from the ground up by Motorola, this new component combines all
of the company's core competencies. With their unmatched RF expertise, their position as the world's largest manufacturer of
modems and industry leading semiconductor technology all integrated into one product family, Motorola's CableComm technology
will take your system right into the land of opportunity. Now, with the incredible efficiency and reliability of the Panama Chip set,
Motorola has contributed yet another of its core competencies to this next wave of advanced service offerings.
System operators your ship has come in. Once again Motorola's foresight has brought forth anew generation of revolutionary
and reliable technology. So steer clear of other systems' dire straits and focus on THE total system solution. Motorola's CableComm
technology; now featuring the Panama Chip Set.
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he was programming in BASIC on ahome-built computer in the fourth grade; by the eighth grade, she had
mastered Pascal. And much later, with the final stroke of
apencil on her graduate school entrance
exams, she won aNational Science
Foundation Graduate Fellowship.
For one so young, Michelle Kuska
has managed to cram alot of experience
in technology into her life. A systems
engineer who also has an intricate grasp
of how technology works at the micro
level, Kuska is currently eating and
breathing cable modems as she heads up
the Multimedia Cable Network System
(MCNS) working group, and evaluates
modems for TCI Technology Ventures
Inc., as director of network technology.
Since joining TCI in 1994, Kuska
has written the Data Over Cable System
RFP, as well as the Data Over Cable
Service Interface Specification RFP,
which meant consolidating information
from five other MS0s, as well as Cable
Television Laboratories. The ultimate
goal of the MCNS group is ensuring
that there will be affordable, interoperable cable modems available to the public—perhaps by the end of 1998.
Drafting amodem specification is a
continual balancing act between making
"technically correct" choices, says
Kuska, and making tradeoffs in scheduling and cost. "You don't always want to choose the technically correct direction," she adds. "But because we're
working with technical professionals, that makes it very
easy. We discuss all of these issues, and we pretty much
come to the same conclusions!' The next step for Kuska
and the working group will be to contribute suggested
technical directions to the SCTE's Data Standards
Subcommittee, which was due to occur in mid-October.
Kuska's background makes her ideal for this modem
mission: because she has designed circuits, she intuitively knows whether aparticular product design will
work, and how easy or difficult it will be to implement;
because she is aprogrammer, she can evaluate modem
designs from asoftware perspective.
Kuska is well-versed in the issues that affect the engineering of services over hybrid fiber/coax networks.
Shortly before joining TCI, she was working with Pacific
Bell's consumer broadband unit, where she was the principal technical analyst and systems architect for the interactive digital services network offering on the company's
HFC network, with responsibility for level 1gateway
design and development. Some of her contributions
included evaluating set-tops, level 1gateway configurations and the backbone ATM network. Before that, she
worked as senior engineer in customer broadband applications for PacBell, where she authored the company's
Broadband Asynchronous Transfer Mode Access

Kuska
and the
theory of
relativity

Michelle Kuska
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Strategy, covering FTTH, FTTC, ADSL, HDSL and
HFC. Actually, Kuska worked for PacBell for nearly five
years, beginning with acollege internship in 1990 when
she began collaborating with vendors on solving interface
problems between new and existing equipment.
Her electronics background, however, spans much
more than broadband communications. In 1989, while
working for Sandia National Laboratories in its Ultrafast
Phenomena Laboratory, Kuska designed and built an
interferometric second harmonic generation autocorrelator for characterizing femtosecond pulses generated by a
colliding-pulse, mode-locked ring dye laser—essentially, a
device which splits abeam of light, sends it down two
separate paths, and recombines it so that the user can see
certain characteristics of the light wave.
Prior to that, as amere summer intern,, she completed avariety of sophisticated projects for AT&T Bell
Laboratories, including:
6/Performing measurements to characterize jitter in the
DACS IV (digital access cross-connect system).
6/Designing aprototype trunk line work station support processor for anew feature in a5ESS switch.
VAnd designing a1.25 gm 16x16 bit CMOS multiplier
as an experiment in standard cell design methodology.
Though she has spent much of her professional life
thus far in problem-solving for electronics and communications, Kuska's first love is physics: "But they don't
give you jobs in physics!' Specializing in quantum
mechanics while earning aB.S. in electrical engineering
from Cornell University and an M.S.E.E. from Stanford,
Kuska amassed anumber of academic honors, including
aFord Foundation Graduate Fellowship, aGEM
Graduate Fellowship, aBell Laboratories Engineering
Scholarship and Cornell's John McMullen Dean's Prize.

Aparrot named Rover
When TO beckoned, Kuska jumped at the chance to
leave California for Colorado: "For me, California was
always too expensive, too crowded, too much crime!'
Plus, her new home allows her access to abundant adventures. Her list of mountain activities includes hiking, skiing, whitewater rafting and experiencing adude ranch.
She also enjoys tennis, ice skating and collecting antique
furniture (the latter because she abhors particle board).
And there's still plenty of time left over to spend with
Tweepy, Baby, Rover and Fluffy, Kuska's pet parrots. "I
got my first one (a cockatiel) when Iwas an undergraduate!' notes Kuska. But four birds? "You can't keep abird
alone because they are flock animals, so Igot asecond
one to keep him company. And when Istarted working at
Pacific Bell, Iwanted aparrot that played more like a
dog, so Iresearched the types of parrots, and bought a
Lory." (All this, and time to devote to pet research, too.)
While she has accomplished enough—both personally
and professionally—to be an individual twice her age,
Kuska's secret may be that, while some of the rest of us
are moving at anormal speed, she's moving alittle closer
to the speed of light. No wonder she looks so young.
—Dana Cervenka
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interactive diagnostics
Introducing Genasys, the industry's first integrated power system with designed-in reliability not bolt-on
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Investigate the [Power] of Alpha @ 800-421-8089.
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n1981, the cable television industry was beginning to
look into expanding its involvement in upstream activities. In fact, at that time, the NCTA maintained apublication known as the Enhanced Services
Guide that listed systems which offered
such things as teletext, security and
two-way services. The best known of
these early efforts was the QUBE system by Warner Cable. This service was
used in several communities, and was
the subject of literally thousands of
articles about future two-way offerings.
One of the issues that began to surface in late 1981 was directly related to
the QUBE service. Certain segments of
the communities where QUBE was
offered were concerned about the use
to which cable operators would put
subscriber information that was collected. It seems that people were concerned that some of the features of the
interactive service could reveal who
watched what, and when. It is true that
the system could determine the details
of what channel was turned on and
which movie service was authorized.
The issue of privacy and concern about
"Big Brother" had arrived in cable
land.
The NCTA and its board of directors
decided to do something about this
concern, and the result was aset of
guidelines that spoke to what information could be collected, and under what circumstances it could be used.
Specifically, these guidelines gave the subscriber the
right to demand that no information collected by the
operator could be used for any purpose except the actual operation of the cable system without the written
permission of the subscriber.

How to
build a
stainless
steel house

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA

Giving our privacy away

Have acomment?
Contact Wendell
via e-mail at:
wbailey@prodigy.com
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Today, one would have to say that, in terms of danger to our privacy, the cable issue in the world of
QUBE was light years away. Today, privacy is uppermost in our minds. The Internet and its capabilities
have made it possible to find out just about anything,
about just about anyone, in only aminute. There are
dozens of databases, web sites and computer programs
that can identify you through awide variety of details.
Anyone who knows your telephone number has an
absolute lock on your address. Anyone who knows
your address has an excellent chance of finding out
where you work, and anyone who knows your name
and address is just an eyelash away from finding out
your social security number. Sometimes you give this
information freely to someone who asks for it in connection with aservice or apurchase. It may seem
incredible, but virtually any detail that acommercial
merchant gets from you can end up on alist that is

available through the previously-mentioned venues.
Perhaps afew examples are in order. If you are a
ham operator and are active on the air, anyone (either
another ham or just ashort-wave radio listener) can get
your call sign, go on the World Wide Web and access a
license database from the U.S. government that has
your name, address and birthday! If the government
database is off-line, not to worry—there are at least
three other web sites that have the same data.
If you were paying attention to the press afew
weeks ago, you would have heard about amajor online database, widely used by professionals, that, for a
period of 11 days, made available to anyone who
knew what to ask for details about you that included
your social security number. A loud, negative public
reaction to this offering caused the company to
change its service so that the social security number
is no longer available. Idon't know about you, but I
still wonder how this company got my personal
details in the first place.
That, of course, is the crux of the issue. How exactly
do the people who offer to "give me up" get the data?
The answer is, Igave it to them, just as you have given
your data to them. We do it in ahundred ways, and we
have been doing it for years. It is done thoughtlessly
and innocently and inadvertently, but nonetheless, we
do it. What does it mean? What is the extent of the
danger to ourselves and our friends and families? After
all, we live in acountry that is governed with our consent, what harm could there be? (That last sentence
was heavy with irony, in case you missed it.)

The first floor is in place

Many years ago, 1read abook that Ihave never
forgotten. In aroundabout way, it was about this very
issue. The book was titled, The Stainless Steel Rat, by
Harry Harrison. It was about aworld that was just
about to finish the monumental task of putting all of
the details about all of the people on the face of the
earth into one gigantic database.
The scenario was that physical money would no
longer be needed, because everywhere you went,
there would be aterminal that would know all about
you, if you just passed close enough to be scanned.
The hero of the piece was the fellow who was hired to
complete the programming of the massive system
with the details of the last un-entered people. At this
point, the protagonist realizes that he has the ability
to be the only person on the planet who is NOT
entered into the system, and this state of affairs might
have abenefit. He poses aquestion to himself: What
kind of varmint could survive in ahouse made entirely out of stainless steel? The answer, of course, is a
stainless steel rat.
We are rapidly approaching atime when it will be
hard to quibble with those who believe that the
Internet and the government have together, perhaps
inadvertently, built the first floor of astainless steel
house CM
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BARCO introduces PULSAR, arevolutionary
modulator for CATV headend applications
requiring high quality RF signal and automatic
provisioning. PULSAR offers remote monitoring
and control of all modulator functions. An
intelligent "white limiter" and video AGC
prevent overmodulation and automatically
optimize video input signal levels.
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•High RF Output Over the Entire
Frequency Range

Maximum Flexibility

•White Limiter and Video AGC

PULSAR operates with 110 Vac or -48 Vdc,

•Auto Set-Up, Auto Alignment

making it compatible with both conventional

•Complete Software Control for
Monitoring and Backup

with all major scrambling techniques.

See Us at Western Cable
Booth 4382
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deJivery. To find out w4.PULSAR will transform
the future of heaclawd modulators, call
770/218-3200.

control of video and audio RF levels, modu-

CATV or Telco powering schemes. The modulators feature IF substitution and are compatible
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PULSAR gives CATV aperiors cmdlelcos an
entirely new dimension .in signal and service

Easy-to-use front panel keys allow direct

control of the unit.
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Remote or Local Control

lation depth, frequency deviation, and input
switching. An RS-485 interface allows remote

•

•Fixed Frequency and Tunable Versions
• 110 VAC and -48 VDC Powering
•Unique In-Channel Tilt Control

BARC
3240 Town Point Drive
Kennesaw, GA 30144

Tel:
Fax:

770/218-3200
770/218-3250
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FARMER'S M ARKET
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ast month, Idiscussed some of the parameters of the
NTSC television system and how we got to where we
are today. Ialso looked at some of the bandwidth
reduction tradeoffs used in the PAL and
NTSC systems. The point was made
that, as good as the work of the MPEG
committee has been, there was an awful
lot of very impressive work that came
before.
In NTSC television, there are 480
or so lines of active video on the
screen, out of atotal of 525 lines
transmitted. Italked last month about
interlaced scanning, abandwidth
reduction technique in which alternate
halves of the picture are painted, with
the two halves interlaced.
Unfortunately, interlace scanning is
not aperfect answer. One problem,
seen when we are reproducing still pictures, is that the interlace is not perfect. That is, the two halves of the picture don't fit together quite correctly.
This is because of imperfections in the
scanning process, and manifests itself
as too much space between the two
interlaced halves on one side of aline
pair, and too little on the other.
•
Another problem is that, because each
half of the picture (field) is updated
only 30 times asecond, the field does
exhibit flicker. Each field is flickering
out of phase with the other, producing what some call
"interlace flicker." For these reasons, we lose vertical
resolution from the interlace.

Resolution
and
bandwidth:
The twins

By Jim Farmer,
Chief Technical Officer,
Antec

Painting twice as many pictures

Have acomment?
Contact Jim via e-mail at:
jfanner@ix.netcom.com
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Some people want to eliminate interlace scanning
from high definition television because it is harder to
generate in acomputer, and it doesn't compress as
well. The former reason is why most computer monitors don't use interlaced scanning (they also run at a
much higher frame rate, which costs money and takes
bandwidth). On the other hand, interlace does apretty
good job on entertainment video. The highest resolution mode of MPEG cannot be transmitted in six megahertz, if interlace scanning is not used.
If interlace were to be eliminated, one would have to
paint twice as many pictures on the screen each second, in order to maintain about the same flicker reduction. This means that the vertical and horizontal deflection rates would be doubled. Because the deflection
circuits use alot of power, the amount being proportional to the square of the scan rate, then power consumption would increase. Further, costs for the appropriate hardware would be higher. However, one could
obtain better picture quality this way.
Some programmers have announced their intention
to transmit HDTV in progressive scan format. The

nature of the beast is that the TV can decide whether or
not to display that picture using progressive or interlaced scanning, just by the way in which it reads the
decompressed picture out of memory.
Last month, Isaid there is away to talk about lines
of resolution horizontally, even though the picture is
not broken into lines vertically. Today, there are about
480 active lines on the screen. I'll put in afudge factor
(which, by the way, happens to make the numbers
come out right) and say that we have effectively about
70 percent of 480 lines, after allowing for the limitations of interlaced scanning. Seventy percent of 480
lines gives us 336 effective lines of vertical resolution.
If we want the same resolution horizontally as vertically, we will need 4/3 as many lines, because the screen
is four units wide for every three units high. This gets
us from 336 lines up to 448 lines.
Lines of HORIZONTAL resolution, when the screen
is broken up VERTICALLY with lines? Yep, we can
talk about lines of horizontal resolution. Look at it this
way: Suppose the camera is photographing abunch of
vertical lines, alternating between white and black.
How many such lines could be displayed on the
screen? If we are to have the same resolution horizontally as vertically, we need to be able to display 448
separate black and white lines, and we need adequate
baseband bandwidth to make that happen. For every
time that the camera picks up one black line and one
white one, the electrical signal goes through one complete cycle. It wants to go through 448 changes, or half
this number of cycles, 224, in one horizontal line.
Now one line lasts for roughly 63.5 microseconds.
But this includes sync and the front and back porches,
not just active picture time. The actual active picture
time is about 53 pS, so it is in 53 pS that the electrical
signal must complete 224 cycles. Now 224 cycles
divided by 53 µS yields afrequency of about 4.2 MHz,
which just so happens to be the maximum baseband
frequency allowed in the NTSC television system!
(Now, how did Iknow that would work out?)
The alert reader will note that the NCTA uses 4
MHz, not 4.2 MHz, as the maximum frequency, for
example, in computation of carrier-to-noise ratio. This
is pretty close, though, and in real systems, we are
lucky to get the extra 200 KHz. In fact, when color was
added, the maximum luminance (black-and-white) frequency dropped from 4.2 MHz to around 3MHz. That
made the pictures less sharp horizontally, but people
preferred color to horizontal resolution. (In the modern
vernacular, one could say that pixels, or picture elements, are rectangular, not square, because there is less
resolution horizontally than there is vertically.) Later,
when comb filters were developed, we got some of the
lost resolution back, but that's astory for some other
time.
How about that: We started with the vertical resolution in lines, and wound up computing the maximum
baseband frequency in the NTSC system. Amazing
what modern science can do. CND
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Designed For
Your Needs.
Sencore's new line of hand-held signal level
meters were designed with one thing in mind —
to make your job easier. Along the way we also
developed the most rugged, easy-to-use meter
on the market today.
Whether you're doing installations —trunk and
feeder troubleshooting —or complete system
performance tests —we've got the meter to fit
your needs.
The new "CHANNELIZERS" feature easy-to-read,
back-lit LCD displays that are foolproof in direct
sunlight or night time work. Plus, they're
designed to give years of trouble free service
under all types of weather conditions and are
backed by Sencore's 3Year Extended Warranty.

Call us at 1-800-SENCORE

(736-2673)

ext. #530

to try one for yourself absolutely FREE!

1
.1%1C)1= 1
320ü :ericore Drive, Sioux Fat, SD 57107
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C APITAL C URRENTS

T

he 1996 Telecommunications Act established anational policy of competition in the local telephone business.
Today, there are many potential competitors on the horizon, each associated with aparticular
technology—cellular, PCS, LMDS,
DEMS, 38 GHz, optical fiber, and of
course, cable TV But Ibelieve that in
the long run, there will be consolidation,
and there will be asmall number of
competitors, each utilizing amix of
technologies. This will be driven by customer demand for "one-stop shopping,"
the recognition that no single technology
can meet all user needs and the need to
foster ahealthier business climate. FCC
policies need to be adjusted to encourage this consolidation, or at least, to
eliminate the current notion of "the
more competitors, the better."

Evolution
of the
local phone
market

The players today

By Jeffrey Krauss,
waiting for local phone
competition and President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy

Have acomment?

Contact Jeff via e-mail at:
jltrauss@cpcug.org
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Today, the potential local telephone
competitors are generally associated with
asingle technology. The existing local
exchange telephone company, for example, serves most customers using twisted
pairs of low bandwidth wires, each wire
pair dedicated to asingle phone line.
Companies like Metropolitan Fiber and
Teleport serve most of their customers
by running digital optical fiber to the
customer's location. Cable TV companies employ coaxial cable to the home.
And then there are numerous wireless technologies
that will be used for local phone service. Most of these
require licenses from the FCC. There are two cellular
phone companies in each area. (In most cases, the local
telephone company owns one of the two cellular companies, but operates it as aseparate business. Pacific Telesis
has actually gone so far as to divest its cellular operations
into atotally separate company, called Airtouch.)
There will be several PCS operators in each area,
such as the Sprint Spectrum service operating in the
Washington D.C. area. While there are some business
affiliations developing in this sector, so far, they are
between aPCS operator and along distance carrier
(AT&T, MCI or Sprint) rather than between PCS and a
different local loop technology.
Fixed wireless technologies that can support local telephone service include Digital Electronic Message Service
(DEMS) at 18 GHz, Local Multipoint Distribution
Service (LMDS) at 28 GHz and the frequencies at 38
GHz (which don't yet have their own name). The major
players in these technologies are Associated
Communications, headed by former AT&T President
Alex Mandl, in the DEMS service; CellularVision in the
LMDS service; and Winstar at 38 GHz. But the FCC
plans to hold auctions for additional licenses in these services, so additional players will emerge.

Finally, there are unlicensed wireless services that
could be used for local loop service. Frequency bands
for these include 915 MHz, 2450 MHz and 5800 MHz
using spread spectrum technology, and 1900 MHz and
2400 MHz under the new "unlicensed PCS" rules.
What these new competitors will find is that no single technology meets all customer needs. Each technology has both advantages and disadvantages.
Twisted pairs, optical fiber and coaxial cable all
require long intervals between placing an order for service and installing the fiber or cable. The phone company
has ahuge advantage here—it has wire in place already to
serve customers almost everywhere. But new competitors
have to go through the pain and delay of cutting through
streets and sidewalks to serve new customers. Once in
place, it's easy to hook up additional customers.
Cellular service is available almost everywhere. Once
the local phone companies lower the interconnection fees
they impose on cellular calls, which they are required to
do under the 1996 Telecommunications Act, cellular service will become much less expensive. But cellular technology is mostly analog and will be for many years,
channel bandwidths are narrow, and thus high-speed data
is difficult to support. Perhaps PCS will overcome this
limitation, but even so, it will take many years for PCS
coverage to match cellular or phone company coverage.
The fixed wireless technologies all have the advantage that they can employ highly directional antennas in
order to reuse frequencies from one cell to the next. But
they require direct lines of sight between transmitter
and receiver, which may be difficult to accomplish for
some locations. The unlicensed wireless technologies
are far from perfect, because if these frequencies
become congested, there is arisk of interference. But
service to new customers can be provided almost
instantaneously—no delay caused by FCC licensing.
A combination of technologies, not asingle technology, is the best way to go, because of customer requirements, time factors and physical limitations. Companies
that want to compete against the phone company need a
broad portfolio of technologies. But so far, the only ones
who have learned this lesson are the phone companies
themselves. US West and Bell Atlantic are experimenting with unlicensed wireless equipment from Tadiran as
away to quickly install service to new customers when
twisted pair capacity is exhausted, and new cables would
take months to install.
Current FCC policies fail to encourage joint ventures among technologies that can compete with the
phone company. To the contrary, there are FCC policies that limit the number of channels or amount of
spectrum that one licensee may control. These policies
actually discourage joint ventures.
Current FCC regulatory policies are based on the
notion that "the more competitors, the better." But in the
real world, afew healthy competitors, with broad portfolios of technologies, will be more effective against the
existing phone companies than amultitude of small,
weak companies each using asingle technology. CIED
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Less Than 241 Days Until EAS Affects You!
The old Emergency Broadcast
System (EBS) has been blown out the
window and replaced by the new
Emergency Alert System (EAS). And you
have less than 241 days to comply*. It
means you're going to need some new
equipment. But don't panic. We know
what you're thinking —wouldn't it be nice
if there was an emergency alert system
that could contribute to your overall
operation? Because, let's face it, most of
the time, most emergency systems sit idle.

but that's not the best thing about it. When
ACM is not busy blowing tornado sirens.
flash flood or severe thunderstorm
warnings, you can put it to work flashing
the community bulletin board or local
sports scores. Better yet, use it to
advertise and switch that pay-per-view
special. We're serious: this is the one
emergency system that has enough force
to pay for itself. And that's not just alot of
hot air. ACM is aproven system,
currently in operation at hundreds of
facilities around the country.

Well, SDI has just the solution.
Our ACM (All Channel Messaging)
system will handle all the video and audio
requirements of an Emergency Alert
System for even the largest cable systems,

With ACM, EAS is abreeze. Contact
us now at 800-231-1349 and we'll send
you our new brochure that shows you why.

404 W. Ironwood Drive, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 •(801 )464-1600, Fax: (801) 464-1699
Copyright 1996, SDI •Compliance with the new EAS regulations must be completed by July I. 1997.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

'BTSC now, or forever
have no peace'
The following is aconversation that may
soon occur (and indeed is occurring) in many
households as digital video technology is disseminated. Digital transmission and reception
equipment manufacturers, system operators,
programmers, broadcasters and other involved
parties would be well advised to seriously
heed the warning within. Witnesses at weddings are advised to raise concerns through
the admonition to "speak now, or forever hold
your peace." As the marriage of digital transportation and analog TVs begins, this "piece"
will discuss why we must "BTSC now, or forever have no peace!"
Prologue: The press has recently been inundated with reports of digital video technology
for broadcast, cable, MMDS and other industries near at hand. Multi-hundred million, and
even billion dollar contracts have been entered
into for next-generation digital set-tops. While
the author has certainly not been privy to the
design specifications of these set-tops, prototypes and architectural renderings indicate that
none of the current designs include the ability
to generate aBTSC carrier with its requisite
subcarriers, matrixing, and companding,
despite having up to five channels available
for stereo/surround sound (AC-3) under
MPEG-2. My research has revealed that asignificant percentage of stereo televisions, both
currently in the home and in the marketplace,
do not have discrete baseband audio jacks, and
can only reproduce stereo signals by decoding
aBTSC carrier. Read on, and delve into the
world of the "F' connector input customer, or
shall we say, "potential" customer?
Technician: Hello, Mr. Lansing.
Customer: Call me Altec.
Technician: Pardon me, but Ican't help
noticing your name matches that of afamous
designer and manufacturer of audio equipment. Any relation?
Customer: Oh no, no, no. Just acoincidence, but albeit an appropriate one, 'cause I
LOVVVVVEEE my audio! In fact, Iwasn't
able to sleep last night just thinking about
getting your new digital service with crystal
clear pictures and stereo that will knock my
socks off. Come on in, and tell me more
about your service.
Technician: Well, Mr. Lansing, our new
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Technician: Well, it's alittle complicated. If
you had astereo receiver or preamp, Icould
feed you stereo; heck, Icould even give you
five-channel audio. But you see, Mr. Lansing,
your TV only has one jack on the back where
your cable connects.
Customer (more agitated): Now why will the
darn thing work in stereo on your old system,
but it won't on your new and improved digital
system? All your advertisements said this thing
advanced service delivers hundreds of digital
channels directly to your TV. We use state-of- was better than candy to ababy. Now it looks
like you are taking candy from the baby!
the art digital compression using the MPEG-2
Technician (conciliatory): Well sir, to be
transportation protocol. Icould go into alot of
honest with you, Idon't think that the folks
detail, but suffice it to say, there is absolutely
that designed or purchased these set-tops
no degradation in the signal as it goes through
thought about TVs like yours. Our set-tops
our network. What we send is what you get.
have left and right audio jacks, but your TV
Customer: I'd like to hear more about how
doesn't. I'm afraid there is not much Ican do.
it gets here, but right now, I'm ready to see,
But on the other hand, look at this picture!
and more
Customer (controlled but highly agitated):
importantly,
Doggone it! Iknow it's not your fault, but
hear what
somebody ought to be hoisted (up) for either
you've got. In
fact, I've got a being too cheap or too dumb to realize that
there are lots of TVs like this. In fact, there
brand new 25are at least five of this exact model in my
inch TV just
neighborhood. It's got agreat picture, was
for this new
very affordable, and USED to have dynamite
service. Hook
stereo until somebody improved the system.
me up!
Is the den government involved here!?
Technician:
Technician (diving for cover): Tell you
OK! It will
what, Mr. Lansing. Iwould like to leave you
take me afew
this new set-top with no charges for amonth,
minutes to do
while we research this situation further. In
some testing
fact, I'll install aspecial connection so you
and setup of
can still receive your old stereo channels like
your equipyou used to. What about that?
ment. Could you please sign this work order
Customer: Well, I'll try it for free, but I
and fill out this survey while you wait?
guarantee you Iwill be on the phone with
Customer: Sure. I'll be at the kitchen table
those satellite folks to see if their system is
if you need me.
any better. If it is, you can kiss me goodbye!
A few minutes later:
Technician: Iwould encourage you to do
Technician (rather sheepishly): Mr.
that, Mr. Lansing, but I'm afraid they will give
Lansing, could you please come here?
you the same answer that Idid.
Customer: OK, Ijust completed the survey.
Customer: They better not! Iwon't put up
Is there some kind of problem?
with folks discriminating against me! I've
Technician: Well, I'm afraid there is.
got rights! It ain't in the Constitution, but the
Customer: Is it aproblem with your netright of aural separation ought to be one of
work? Iknow new technology sometimes hicthe amendments in the Bill of Rights! If
cups, but Ican handle that. What's the deal?
what you say is true, I'm gonna write my
Technician: No, the network is fine. In fact,
representative. Heck, I'll even send the
Idid not detect any errors at all.
President an e-mail! What do you think of
Customer: Then what's wrong?
that!
Technician: Mr. Lansing, I'm afraid your
Technician: Sir, you absolutely have the
new TV doesn't have the right input connecright to do that, but, again, let us research the
tors, and you will only be able to receive a
issue while you view for free. Maybe we can
mono audio signal.
find an answer.
Customer: What!!!! Ipaid hundreds of dolCustomer (calming down): OK, OK, OK. I
lars for this set!! And what's more, it gets all
know it's not your fault. Just tell your folks to
your current stereo channels just fine! Isaw
find me an answer, quick! And the answer betthe indicator light and could hear the stereo
ter not be NO!
separation. Look, let me show you!

"The right of

aural separation

ought to be

one of the

amendments

in the Bill of
Rights!"
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DAWN...
THE SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS
Professional

Expertise

Before Dawn, end-urs were in the
dark about details relating to
satellite communications equipment

Dawn Satellite is dedicated to shedding
light on all of your satellite

Dawn Satellite specialists are
meeting the product and service
needs of today's commercial satellite
users.

I

As product providers for the Radio,

CATV, Broadcast TV, and Educational

"
-markets, we employ experts who can
competently advise you on all your
- communications needs.
And, unlike some companies, our
commitment to you does not end
there — we continue to provide
engineering and
technical support
even after the sale.

communications requirements. Some
products and services provided are:

Products:
• Digital Ready LNB's
• Satellite Antennas
• Block Translators
• Downconverters
• Satellite Receivers
• Cable and Connectors
• Antenna Motorization Systems
• Accessories

Services
• Technical Assistance
• Design and Engineering
• Installation
• Field Service

Dawn Satellite delivers only
quality products with unparalleled
service, in avery cost-effective
manner. We will prepare you to
meet the dawn of anew age in
satellite communications.

10>

Call Toll Free
1-800-866-6969
il
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The Satellite Communications
Equipment Specialists
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3340 South Lapeer Rd, P.O. Box 9, Lake Orion, MI 48361 (810) 391-9200 Fax: (810) 391-9207
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Hybrid WO
High-capacity
applications systems
for video trunking
By Chinlon Lin, KeangPo Ho, Hongxing Dai and
Jinyi Pan, Bellcore; and
Hermann Gysel and Mani
Ramachandran,
Synchronous
Communications

H

igh-density wavelength-division-multiplexing (HDWDM) and optical amplifier technologies are becoming important in high-capacity long-haul and metropolitan area fiber networks. Both technologies are of
interest for high-capacity video trunking serving both
telecom and cable TV networks. This article will discuss hybrid WDM systems in which the optical channels have different bit rates and/or different signal
formats (e.g., mixture of four optical channels of
baseband digital signals at 2.5 Gbps and one optical
channel of passband subcarrier-multiplexed AM or

M-QAM signals) for high-capacity video trunking
applications. Based on HD-WDM systems in the
1550 nm region with erbium-doped fiber amplifiers
(EDFAs), the performance of such hybrid systems is
studied. Simulation results indicate that high-performance trunking of both digital and analog video
channels can be achieved with proper design of a
hybrid WDM system which takes into consideration
the optical amplifier gain nonuniformity, different
amplifier input power requirements and different
receiver performance characteristics, WDM
crosstalks, etc.

Video trunking—AM, FM and digital

Because of the expected increased demand for
video and multimedia-based Internet and other broadband services, in the near future, the total transmission capacity on the fiber backbone networks will
have to be increased substantially. The use of optical
fiber transmission systems for video supertrunking
applications in cable TV networks is well-known, and
the signal format used in the trunking could be analog (AM or FM) or digital, each having its merits and
disadvantages [1]. AM-VSB video trunking has the
advantage that it does not require
video signal format conversion at
Figure 1: Homogeneous HD-WDM system
Modulator driver
_
the distribution node as it is
11111
with all optical channels operating at 2.5 Gbps.
directly compatible with current
AM-VSB TV receivers. The
Modul
trunking distance and the overall
signal quality, however, are more
limited. In contrast, FM or digital
supertrunking can achieve high
Fiber
signal quality but require format
2.5 Gbps
conversion or set-top boxes with
•
receiver
conversion capability. FM
2.5 Gbps
EDFA
EDFA
wpm
supertrunking was quite popular,
transmitter •
WDM
demux
but
baseband digital trunking
mux
systems offer better signal quali511-11"
ty and very-long-haul trunking
capability. Today, high-quality
—1.-ator
trunking of multichannel video
signals over the regional backbone networks is often
Figure 2: Hybrid HD-WDM system with optical channels
Modulator driver
based on baseband digital
operating at 2.5 Gbps and at 10 Gbps.
JLftJ
optical fiber transport of
digitized uncompressed
—op.- Modulator —.video signals. This
2.5 Gbps
requires video signal
transmitter
conversion
(digital to
_MILS
AM) at the hub before
delivery to the HFC or
2.5 Gbps
FTTC distribution netreceiver
works.
EDFA
EDFA
wpm
VDigital video trunk10 Gbps
10 Gbps
demux
ing for regional backbone
transmitter
receiver
networks. Multichannel
1111111111111111.
baseband digital video
IN
trunking systems are typically designed to operate
30
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Sophisticated
• Technology,
• Simply.
•
Managed.
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Introducing the NETWatch"
Element Management System
from Harmonic Lightwaves. Our unique,
Windowsim-based system makes simple work
of broadband network monitoring, diagnosis,
control and maintenance. Just point and click.
If a network problem occurs, NETWatch initiates an
alarm allowing you to instantly pinpoint the problem,
then make corrections — usually on screen and in seconds.
There's no guesswork. Fewer truck rolls.
Less overtime. And no costly service interruptions.
You design NETWatch to match your system
configuration. Its open-standards platform gives you
the flexibility to incorporate other manufacturers'
hardware and to upgrade to support future
generations of integrated element transponders.
NETWatch is the latest of the advanced products
from Harmonic Lightwaves and, like our full line
of HFC network components, NETWatch provides
technical superiority and exceptional reliability.

Connect with the source and see why the most advanced
broadband networks rely on Harmonic Lightwaves.

Harmonic Lightwaves

549 Baltic Way. Sunnyvale. California 94089-1140. USA. 800.730.4099 408.542.2500 FAX. 408.542.2511
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tal PCM systems can be
designed which are not
sirucompatible with Sonet
channels over 750 MHz bandwidth.
standards [2]. The relaModulator
tive merits of Sonet vs.
non-Sonet-based digital
2.5 Gbps _Fullvideo trunking systems
transmitter
2.5 Gbps
have been widely disFiber
receiver
—. Modulator
cussed [2,3] in terms of
cost, performance and
•
network reliability and
EDFA
EDFA
wpm
10AM channels
WDM
flexibility, as well as
Analog
demux
mux
receiver
compatibility with other
IIIIIII —1111111 ow +
l
Modulator driver
7
traffic types over the
telecom networks.
t
Xa
Vfligh-capacity
—1...- Modulator —0video trunking: TDM,
SDM and WDM. For
trunking of more than
Figure 4: Hybrid HD-WDM system with all optical channels operating
Modulator driver
i
16 digital video chanIlfl_f
at 2.5 Gbps except one channel carrying analog AM-VSB
nels, one can use higher
channels over 750 MHz bandwidth.
bit-rate electronics and
—0- Modulator
optics (higher speed
TDM, e.g., at -5or 10
2.5 Gbps _fins
Gbps to double and
transmitter
2.5 Gbps
quadruple the video
Fiber
receiver
channel trunking capac1 1
r.
ity). Or, one can simply
•
use more fibers and
:
EDFA
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tA M I
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• Analog
more video trunking
WDM
demux
—
mux
systems at a2.4 Gbps
receiver
.1
+
7Modulator driver
rate (sometimes called
SDM for space-divit
a
sion-multiplexing).
Alternatively,
one can
EDFA
use wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) of multiple optical chanclose to 1.2 and 2.4 Gbps, for transporting up to eight
nels over the same fiber. Such WDM techniques are
or 16 uncompressed digitized PCM (pulse-code-modnow well-known for increasing the overall transmisulated) video channels (assuming - 140 Mbps for
sion capacity of optical fiber communications systems
each digitized PCM video channel). Such baseband
without installing new fiber links. Using multiple
digital trunking systems could be designed to conform
+

Modulator
driver
7

Figure 3: Hybrid HD-WDM system with all optical channels operating
at 2.5 Gbps except one channel carrying multiple M-QAM

1

with Sonet standards (e.g., OC-48 for -2.5 Gbps
operation), or alternatively, proprietary baseband digi-

(Continued on page 35)
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Wherever there's cable, there's AMP
to manage it, terminate it, and keep it on the job.
Wherever there's fiber or copper cable, there's AMP to add reliability and efficiency. We've got the
broadband components today's projects demand, including innovative new products for evolving standards
and advancing technologies. Wherever there's cable, there's AMP.

F-connectors
Rugged F-connectors provide superior
- performance and reliability to 1GHz.
Their standards-compliant, craftfriendly design terminates
quickly with industry standard
tooling. Available sealed and
unsealed for outdoor or indoor
use, AMP F-connectors are designed
to meet Bellcore and SCTE specs.

Fiber Optic
Interconnection
Devices

Fiber Optic Control Devices
AMP fiber attenuators, wavelength division
multiplexers, and couplers offer low reflectance,
reliability, and awide variety of packaging styles
for your specific system's needs. These devices can
be packaged in convenient modules that just snap
into your fiber frames.

From complete fiber frames to highperformance cable assemblies,
connectors, and splices, AMP is a
leader in products to connect,
organize, and protect fiber cables.

Coax
Coupling Closures
Electrical
Environment Monitor
Locate and identify abnormal electrical
environment patterns based on realtime monitoring by AMP. Using our
patented ACCU-SCAN 804 Electrical
Environment Monitor, this valuable service
can help you prevent the damage, and
downtime, that can cost you subscribers
and revenue.

Designed for direct burial, gel-filled
CERTI-SEAL closures protect F-connector
splices. Their one-piece design snaps together for
easy assembly, and to eliminate lost parts.
Innovative centering tabs and amolded-in strain
relief reduce the possibility of temperatureinduced movement.

Connecting
at a

IGHER

level
AMP, ACCU-SCAN, ACCU-SCAN 804 and CERTI-SEAL are trademarks.

For more information, call 1-800-220-5489 (fax 717-986-7321). AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608.
In Canada, call 905-470-4425. On the Internet, http://www.amp.conl
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WDM hot at NFOEC

The other
newsworthy
event was
ahistoric Sonet
interoperability
demonstration

If there was one major theme of the 12th annual
National Fiber Optic Engineers Conference in Denver
this year, it had to be wavelength division multiplexing. While it may be abit soon to think about WDM
for video services, it has become ahuge issue in the
telecom world as network providers are beating the
bushes looking for additional capacity
With at least three panel sessions on the subject,
presenters touched on WDM economics, system
choices, case studies and control and management
of such networks. And vendors appeared on the
scene, telling all that they're rushing to develop electronics that offer ever-greater capacity. To date, several vendors have already introduced 4-, 8-, and 16channel systems, and promise equipment that will
feature ever-greater levels of multiplexing.
Of course, the other way to expand capacity is to
transport signals at ever-greater speeds. Fujitsu and
Alcatel were on hand in Denver to talk about their
new OC-192 and 160 Gbps products, respectively.
The other newsworthy event was ahistoric Sonet
interoperability demonstration between Bellcore,
Fujitsu and Lucent. The three companies demonstrated afull, seven-layer OSI communications link
between their equipment (see Figure below). The
upshot is that telcos and cable companies can finally
confirm that all OAM&P (operations, administration,
maintenance and provisioning) info is being fully
communicated from one network element to another.

In the past, vendors chose to use proprietary
equipment and protocols to provide the functionality
their customers demanded, instead of using the complex OSI protocols. However, this never allowed the
full suite of information to be passed between different
vendors' equipment. But now that there is agreement
on an interoperability specification, vendors will be
incorporating it into future hardware, finally making it
possible for multiple vendors to peacefully co-exist in
the same network. The next step? To get more vendors to agree to build their equipment to the spec.
During the NFOEC demo, Fujitsu connected its
FLM 600 ADM Sonet add/drop multiplexer to
Lucent's DDM-2000 OC-3 Sonet multiplexer.
Bellcore added its OCAT protocol analysis software
to view the upper layer protocols on an Ando AE5150S protocol analyzer.
Meanwhile, aseparate demonstration in the
Tellabs booth showed multi-vendor internetworking
of Sonet network elements among Tellabs, Fujitsu,
Lucent and Nortel equipment. Tellabs is the first digital cross-connect vendor to demonstrate interoperability with aFujitsu add/drop multiplexer.
Finally, Tellabs' Titan 5500 digital cross-connect was
tied to Nortel's S/DMS TransportNode OC-3 Express
to show "reach-through connectivity" between the two
products. This means that anetwork provider can
bring adevice such as Nortel's OC-3 Express under
direct supervision of the central office via the digital
cross-connect. Nortel's OC-12 and OC-48 products
have also shown the same interoperability properties.
—Roger Brown

Seven-layer OSI interoperability demo
Fiber optic splitter
Fujitsu
FLM 600 ADM
Sonet
add/drop multiplexer,.,

Fiber optic splitter

Ando
AP-9460B
Sonet
analyzer

O Lucent Technologies

OC-3

OC-3

1/.11
interface

DDM-2000 OC-3
Sonet
add/drop multiplexer

OC-3

Ando
AP-94608
Sonet
Q analyzer

Ando AE-5150S
protocol analyzer
with
Bellcore OCAT software
and
Danet OSITEST software
Source: Bellcore
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-ACTING, AND Now AVAILABLE I
N

EXTRA STRENGTH.

Lectro POWERNODE
When it comes to reliable power, leading system operators turn to the Lectro Zero Transfer Time (ZTT) family of standby
power management solutions. And now, you'll find this tried and true technology incorporated into the next generation
of innovative centralized powering solutions. The Lectro Powernode family. New solutions for power management. Look

-EXIDE
ELECTRONICS

LecTro

Strategic Power Management -

A PRODUCT OF EX/DE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

For more information on how
the Lectro Powernode family
can improve your network
reliability with proven technology,
call -B00-551-3790,
fax 1-919-713-5350, or mail the
attached business reply card.

El YES! Ineed more information about how the Lectro Powernode
family can help me shape the future of cable telecommunications.
Name and Title
Company
Address

Visit us on the Internet at
http fiwww exide com or send
E-mail to info@exide.com

City
Phone (

State
)

Zip
Fax (

)
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NGREDIENTS OFTHE LECTRO POWERNODE
Pre-installed Optiofls

Cabinet

Power inserters, utility disconnect, AC

Low pretile. Aircraft grade welded
alumieum. Heavy-duty, lockeble, and
removable doors. Technician-friendly
hamesseemmectors. Internal connections
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Figure 5: Example of ahybrid
WDM digital video

tical channels, high-density (HD-) WDM systems
trunking system
ow great promise for video trunking applications.
application.
HD-WDM for high-capacity digital video trunking.
or high-capacity video transport, e.g., trunking of 6428 uncompressed digital video channels, HD-WDM
ystems with four to eight optical channels operating at
Local information
.5 Gbps each can be used to achieve the goal. In HDDM systems, the optical channels typically may
HFC & FTTC
ave an optical channel separation of, e.g., 0.8-4 nm,
access systems
lowing, for example, four to 32 optical channels in a
)` 1: QAM-SCM channel
iven fiber low-loss transparency window. Because of
:10 Gbps Sonet
elower loss of the 1550 nm region and availability
:2.5 Gbps PCM video
fvery efficient erbium-doped fiber amplifiers
EDFAs) for 1530-1560 nm signals, most of the HD2
`4 :2.5 Gbps PCM video
M system experiments were at 1550 nm (using
550 nm DFB lasers with optical power increases proided by EDFAs). The use of HD-WDM is especially
result indeed highlighted the capability of HD-WDM
elevant for very-high-capacity digital video trunking.
with EDFAs. If such an HD-WDM system is developed
ith 32 optical channels, one can deliver 512 uncomfor video transport, the 1.1 Tbps capacity would allow
essed digital video channels over the same fiber link.
trunking and distribution of more than 7,000 (or 110 x
The need for ultra-high-capacity optical transport sys64) uncompressed digital NTSC video channels.
ems could be reduced by digital video compression
%/Homogeneous and hybrid WDM systems for video
MPEG-2), allowing, for example, -4Mbps for each
trunking applications. Most of the WDM system
SC video channel, as compared with -140 Mbps for
demonstrations reported or real-life deployments so far
ncompressed digital video. In principle, if the same
are based on homogeneous WDM systems in which all
-ID-WDM trunking capacity for transporting 512
optical channels are carrying digital signals operating
ncompressed digital video channels is used to transport
at the same bit rate, e.g., 2.5 Gbps, 5Gbps or 10 Gbps
ompressed MPEG-2 video channels with -4Mbps per
for each and every optical channel. One of the key
hannel, more than 18,000 digital video channels could
attributes of WDM is ahigh degree of signal bit-rate
transported over long distances even at asystem electransparency as well as signal format transparency. To
ronic bit rate of 2.4 Gbps per
aser transmitter wavelength. This
ould allow digital video broad2.5 Gbps
Modulator driver
ast of, for example, the entire
atalog of video titles in alarge
Figure 6: Example of ahybrid WDM system experiment with four digital
ideo chain store or video library,
2.5 Gbps channels (at 1546.2 nm, 1547.8 nm, 1549.4 nm
aking the video channels availand 1551 nm; channel spacing - 1.6 nm) and one AM-VSB
analog video channel (at 1557.4 nm). Two in-line EDFAs
ble for the subscriber to select
are used to amplify the hybrid signals.
_FIN —›-yoptoelectronic selection
wavelength tuning plus electronctuning), without switching in
eCO or headend. While such a
ystem may be high-cost today,
ere is along-term potential for
uch abroadcast system as costs
all in the future.
Recent experimental demontrations reported at OFC'96 indiated as many as 55 optical chanels (0.6 nm channel spacing),
ach operating at 20 Gbps, could
multiplexed and amplified
'thin the EDFA bandwidth (- 35
)to achieve atotal transmision capacity of 1.1 Terabits/sec
1,100 Gbps) [4]. This is near the
limit of the optical channel capacity for EDFA gain spectra; the
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FIBER LINE
take full advantage of this characteristic of WDM, both hybrid and
homogeneous WDM systems should
be considered for their potential
applications. Here we consider four
types of HD-WDM systems: (1) with
all optical channels carrying digital
M
signals at 2.5 Gbps; (2) with amixj
10
ture of baseband digital channels at
2.5 Gbps and 10 Gbps; (3) with a
-.(à.
-20
mixture of baseband digital channels
co -30
at 2.5 Gbps and one optical channel
carrying passband 64-QAM signals;
-40
TIII I IIII
1
1
1 and (4) with amixture of baseband
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
digital channels at 2.5 Gbps and one
Wavelength (nm)
optical channel carrying AM video
channels.
Figures 1-4 illustrate four such different WDM systems. The first one is the commonly-demonstrated
homogeneous WDM system, where all channels carry
the saine digital signals at the same bit rate; the other
three are the hybrid WDM systems in which amixture
of signal bit rates and/or signal formats are carried over
different optical channels. A variety of signal format
combinations is possible with hybrid WDM systems,
making them ideal for flexible upgrades in the evolution of broadband networks.
Applications of such hybrid
Figure 7b: Spectral output after the second
WDM systems for high-capacity
EDFA for the five-channel hybrid
video trunking are of great interest
WDM system of Figure 6.
in the "full-service networks" envi20
sioned by both cable TV and teleOutput @ EDFA 2
10
com network providers. In fact, both
HFC (hybrid fiber/coax) and
FTTC/FITH-based access networks
can be served with such atrunking
network. Figure 5shows the
schematic of such adigital video
trunking application based on hybrid
WDM systems [5].
In the WDM systems illustrated
-40
111111
T 111111111
I I
in
Figures
1-4 with each optical
1540
1550
1560
1570
1530
channel operating at high speeds
Wavelength (nm)

Figure 7a: Spectral output after the first
EDFA for the five-channel hybrid
WDM system of Figure 6.
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(2.5 Gbps or 10 Gbps per channel), the dispersion of
the embedded 1310 nm optimized conventional singlemode fibers may cause significant dispersion
penalties when the optical-channels operate in the
1550 nm region for lower fiber loss and efficient
erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs); therefore,
practical dispersion-reducing or dispersion-compensating fibers (DCF) [6-9] over the entire wavelength
region of interest may be needed. Use of the EDFAs
and DCF may become an important system design
consideration in such 1550 nm-based hybrid HDWDM systems.
The disparity between the power budgets of lowerand higher-speed digital systems, as well as the great
ly different required received optical powers for digital vs. analog optical channels, are critical system
design issues for such hybrid WDM systems. The following section describes the simulation results of a
hybrid WDM system.
t/An example of ahybrid AM/digital WDM video
trunking system with EDFAs. In ahybrid WDM
video trunking system corresponding to Figure 4,
with several optical channels operating at 2.5 Gbps
and one optical channel carrying AM-VSB video signals, the analog and digital channels are carried as
separate wavelength channels. Cascaded EDFAs are
used to increase the link power budget and the transmission distance.
The major challenge in such ahybrid system is to
meet the stringent carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR)
requirements for the analog channels while maintaining adequate transmission performance for the digital
channels. Recently, we have demonstrated hybrid
AM-VSB/M-QAM video trunking with cascaded
EDFAs [10]. It has been found that high-quality analog video transmission can be achieved if each in-line
EDFA is operated in the deep-saturation regime. This
typically requires an input optical signal level greater
than 3dBm.
In ahybrid AM/digital WDM system, however, the
desired operating point for the analog channel leads t
adramatic difference in optical signal levels between
analog and digital channels at the input of in-line
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The digital
channels
"see" only the
saturated gain,
rather than the
small-signal
gain...

EDFAs because of the relatively low output power in
digital lightwave transmitters. Consequently, the operating point of each in-line EDFA is dominated by the
analog channel and the digital channels "see" only the
saturated gain, rather than the much higher small-signal gain in apurely digital system with cascaded inline amplifiers.
From asystem-design point-of-view, it is important
to balance the optical signal level requirements for
both analog and digital channels by appropriately
choosing atarget link power budget to ensure adequate AM channel CNR and digital channel signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) at the optical receivers. Moreover,
because of the intrinsically non-flat spectral gain profile in EDFAs, gain equalization may be necessary
between digital channels such that signals from all
digital channels are received within the receiver's
dynamic range.
To understand these issues further, we performed
computer simulations of the transmission of afivechannel hybrid AM/digital WDM system with two inline EDFAs. The schematic of the hybrid WDM system
transmission experiment is shown in Figure 6.
There are five optical channels in the hybrid WDM
system depicted in the example of Figure 6. The four

2.5 Gbps digital channels are placed at 1546.2 nm,
1547.8 nm, 1549.4 nm and 1551 nm, with channel
spacings of about 1.6 nm (optical frequency spacing
equals 200 GHz), respectively. The one analog, AMVSB optical channel is placed at 1557.4 nm, well-separated from the digital optical channels. The output
power of the AM laser transmitter is assumed to be 16
dBm, and that of the digital transmitter is 0dBm. The
five optical channels are combined by an interferencefilter based wavelength-multiplexer [11] with the lowloss side at the AM wavelength.
The insertion loss from the mux for the AM and
each of the digital channels varies between 2.5 dB and
4.5 dB for the concerned wavelength span. An additional 1dB loss margin is included to account for the
various connector losses, etc. Based on our previous
AM video trunking studies [10], the optical power of
the AM channel is set at 3dBm at the first in-line
EDFA, corresponding to a9.5 dB power budget for
the first leg of the fiber link.
A spectrally resolved numerical model is used to
perform acomputer simulation of the performance of
the EDFA [12].The pump to the EDFA is assumed to
be 70 mw at 980 nm. The results are shown in
Figures 7a and 7b.
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XPM may impose
practical
limitations on the
actual system
performance

Figure 7a shows the spectral output after the first
EDFA. As expected, the amplifier is saturated by the
analog channel with asaturation output power of 16.2
dBm. The digital channel outputs are between
-0.9 to -2.2 dBm. With the AM channel level set at 3
dBm at the input of the second in-line EDFA, the output signal levels and noise spectrum are computed and
given in Figure 7b.
Once again, the AM channel dominates with asaturated output power of 16.2 dBm, while the digital
channel levels dropped to between -2 to -4.1 dBm.
Indeed, pronounced signal level difference (>2 dB) is
seen between digital channels due to the accumulated
gain tilt in the EDFA cascades. A symmetric interference-filter-based WDM demultiplexer is used to separate each optical channel.
If the AM channel is received at 0dBm optical
power, the link power budget after the second in-line
EDFA is approximately 10.5 dB, and the total link
budget is 33 dB. For digital channels, on the other
hand, the received optical power levels are between
-18.1 dBm and -17.3 dBm, which are well within the
normal operation range of the 2.5 Gbps optical
receivers.
The computer simulation results indicated satisfacto-

ry performance for both the analog and digital optical
channels for the five-channel hybrid AM/digital WDM
video trunking system shown in Figure 6; with atotal
link power budget of 33 dB, transmission over 100 km
of single-mode fiber is possible. Based on our previous
single-optical-channel analog transmission results [10],
the AM channel should offer aCNR better than 49 dB
with negligible distortion degradation. The digital channels should also offer error-free transmission based on
the above numerical simulation.
Finally, note that the penalty from fiber nonlinearities such as SBS or XPM has not been included in the
model. Although SBS effect can be minimized by the
specially-designed laser transmitters, XPM may impose
practical limitations on the actual system performance
of such amulti-wavelength system.
Experimental results of fiber transmission measurements of such five-channel hybrid WDM systems in
the 1550 nm region show that transmission over 100
km of embedded conventional singlemode fiber can
be achieved with error-free performance of the four
digital optical channels (at 2.4 Gbps each, with atotal
capacity — 10 Gbps for uncompressed digital video
channels), and aCNR of 50 dB for the analog optical
channel carrying 80 channels of AM-VSB video sig-
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nais, with CTB and CSO less than -65 dBc. Such a
hybrid WDM system demonstrated the feasibility of
hybrid digital and analog video trunking and the
advantage of the transparency of WDM techniques.

Summary
Hybrid WDM offers the potential of high-capacity
mixed signal-format video transport to serve different network and service needs. Simulation results
indicate that high-performance trunking of both digital and analog video channels can be achieved with
proper design of ahybrid WDM system which takes
into consideration the optical amplifier gain nonuniformity, different amplifier input power requirements, and different receiver performance characteristics, WDM crosstalks, etc.
The challenge is to design and implement such
hybrid WDM systems in acost-effective manner so
network providers can deploy such systems to achieve
the network flexibility for providing current and
future services over the same fiber network. aED
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Telco video plans
becoming clearer
all the time
But pending

mergers could

cloud the image

By Roger Brown,
Michael Lafferty
and Dana Cervenka
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hat adifference two years can make. Back in
1994, the buzz around the telecom industry was how
every major telephone company was going to aggressively upgrade its network with fiber optics and would be
offering asuite of broadband services (e.g., cable TV,
interactive entertainment and information, home shopping) to American consumers—all within atight timespan.
Then reality sunk in and displaced the hyperbolic
promises, and suddenly no one was doing anything.
Bell Atlantic backed off its plan to deploy hybrid
fiber/coax-based networks, opting instead to wait until
switched digital video equipment was mature enough
and cost-effective enough to deploy. US West and others followed that lead.
Meanwhile, Pacific Telesis, Ameritech and Southern
New England Telecommunications forged ahead, convinced that HFC was an architecture that provided
them not only broadband capacity, but operational savings over their traditional, copper-based networks as
well. But there were sticking points: network powering
required some innovation, and integrating multiple services on the platform took alot more engineering than
many would have guessed.
But now, several of the nation's largest telcos are
poised and ready to enter the video and high-speed
data market. Some are still testing the waters, while
others are jumping in with both feet. CED editors
recently contacted each of the nine major telcos to
uncover their latest video strategies. What we found
was awide range of approaches and, in some cases,
strategies that are still emerging.
The collection of articles that follows is the result of
our behind-the-scenes look into the telecommunications world.

PAClFlC]BELL®
A Pacific Telesis Company

Firm believers in HFC, with a
dash of MMDS added in

Along with Ameritech and US West, this San
Francisco-based regional Bell operating company is
considered to be aleader in the development of a
broadband networking strategy that covers voice, data
and video as it attempts to protect its core business by
fortifying the state of California.
Through its Pacific Bell Video Services division, the
company is taking atwo-pronged attack: embracing
hybrid fiber/coax design as the platform for all wireline
services in San Jose and San Diego; and deploying digital MMDS technology in the Los Angeles/Orange
County areas as ameans to attack the market quickly
and cost-effectively.
Unlike many other telcos, PacBell is convinced that
switching to the HFC architecture for all services,
including voice, will save the company millions of dollars in operational and maintenance costs over the life
of the network. So the company's engineers took the
architecture and built it to telephone company specs for
reliability and route redundancy.
"I have aBell-shaped head," admits Keith Cambron,
executive director of network systems engineering for
the company. "We built it using telephony standards, so
this is an extremely high-quality signaling network."
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As such, it's been designed for voice services, which
remains the company's primary priority. But video and
Internet access services are close followers, according
to Cambron, because they are additional revenue generators.
By virtue of its cable TV franchise in San Jose,
PacBell has been busily constructing anetwork to serve
that community and now passes nearly 20,000 homes,
according to Cambron, but plans to pass about 35,000
homes by the end of 1996. Crews have passed about
that many homes in San Diego as well (the goal is to
pass about 160,000 homes in the two areas combined
by the end of 1997), but without afranchise to offer
cable TV, that network is being built for telephony.
While PacBell has been aggressively pursuing the
video business, its strategy could certainly change after
the company is merged into SBC Communications,
which is likely to happen sometime later in the first
quarter of 1997, by all indications. "We definitely will
complete the construction in San Jose, but they're
(SBC) going to have to make construction decisions for
1998 and beyond," Cambron notes. "Our goal is to continue to build the network, prove that the technology

works and that it's agood economic decision, but in the
end, the construction program and commitments will be
made by SBC. In San Jose, we're absolutely committed
to that construction, and it will continue beyond 1997
regardless."
Cambron said he had met with SBC senior management to share his views on HFC and characterized SBC
as being in "much more of astudy mode than we are."
Although SBC owns the former Hauser cable properties
and is funding an HFC build in Chile, Cambron said
SBC officials also seem to be interested in switched
digital video technology as well. "They're familiar with
both technologies but really don't have afull service
network up and running commercially."
But make no mistake: Cambron is clearly an HFC
proponent, whether the company pursues the video
business or not. "In places like San Diego, it's more
economic to put in (an HFC network) than to put in
copper," he notes. "It's agood investment whether
you're going to get into video right away or not. People
tend to think video is the sole focus for what we're
doing, but for telcos, we have to figure out how to
replace the copper network."
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Figure 1: Pacific Bell's HFC architecture
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In his role, Cambron regularly monitors
other technological developments, but says
HFC continues to be the most economical
method to get the bandwidth he needs. "The
only alternative (for video) we've embraced is
MMDS because it takes so long to replace
your copper network, and MMDS gives you
tremendous access to the customer in ashort
period of time," says Cambron. "The other
alternatives are SDV and fiber-to-the-home.
We have afundamental belief that analog
video will be around for another 10 years-plus,
and we need to offer that in addition to digital
video. SDV doesn't serve additional outlets
well, and we can't get past that. Also, we continue to see a30 percent differential between
HFC and SDV, and every quarter or 50 cents
per home, we take acareful look at. So an
additional 30 percent is very hard for us to justify."
As of September 1, PacBell has been offering analog video service over its San Jose
HFC network commercially. Prior to that, the
company had been testing cable service provision to about 1,300 residents for free. Since
then, Pacific Bell has been quite successful at

Synchronous
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San Jose, CA 95119 USA

(408) 362-4800

Fax

(408) 362-4826

converting those residents to paying customers. "The conversion rates of the trial customers wasn't 100 percent, but it was close:'
he notes.
PacBell has been concentrating its voice
service in the Pacific Beach area of San
Diego, but service rollout has been hampered
by software and hardware issues associated
with the Lucent hardware.
"We've been waiting for about 10 months
and are working with just about 100 customers." But with gear now ready to go,
Cambron says crews in San Diego and San
Jose will soon be replacing copper drops and
installing side-of-home network interface
units on every home.
And finally, interdiction gear from BlonderTongue is being tested and should be installed
sometime in the first quarter of 1997, Cambron
says. The goal is to replace the ScientificAtlanta 8600x analog set-tops that are currently being used after production quantities of
interdiction are received.
Overall, Cambron says he feels comfortable
with the engineering and network design decisions he's made. "We feel pretty good that the

recommendations the industry is coming
around to are things that were incorporated
into our architecture early on."
While there are reports that some telcos
are having problems with digital MMDS,
such is not the case in Los Angeles, where
PacBell will debut that service sometime
early next year. The company has been
deeply involved with MMDS since the middle of 1995, when it purchased Cross
Country Wireless for $175 million, which
gave PacBell transmitting rights for Los
Angeles, Orange County and San Diego. A
second acquisition, of V*TV, gave the company transmitting rights in the San Francisco
Bay Area as well.
Then, in March 1996, PacBell bid $21 million in the FCC's MMDS auction to acquire
more channels in L.A. and San Diego, as well
as authorizations in San Francisco; Seattle;
Spokane; Tampa, Fla.; and Greenville, S. C.
Since then, PacBell has sunk some $200
million into upgrading the MMDS system in
L.A. and Orange County to digital.
Transmission towers atop Mt. Wilson and Mt.
Modjeska give an unimpeded view into rough-

Imagine a fiber transmission system so versatile, you can
combine supertrunks, broadcast and narrowcast, optical

ly 4million homes located in the L.A. Basin.
PacBell is now entering abeta test phase
where it will deploy 500 Thomson digital settops in about 350 homes, notes Jeffrey
Carlson, VP and GM of Pacific Bell Video
Services in southern California. Today, PacBell
is offering 60 channels of video and 38 NVOD
channels.
As for the technology, it's working flawlessly, reports Jim Baumann, executive director of
engineering. "It's offering everything and
more," he notes. "We've been pleasantly surprised at what our coverage area is and the
robustness of the (64-QAM) modulation. The
transport system is rock-solid—during the
power outage we had out here, we only lost
one off-air broadcaster who had agenerator
fail."
Pricing and packaging plans haven't been
announced yet, but PacBell expects to launch
its service late in the first quarter of 1997 with
136 video channels (including 40 near videoon-demand) and several digital music channels
as well. This will occur after acall center is
completed and field support has been organized.
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neWEST
Lengthy video history
equals lessons learned

To summarize US West's video strategy,
you must first make adistinction between the
company's plans in and out of its 14-state telephony region.
Poised to become the country's third-largest
cable operator when the company closes on its
planned $16 billion acquisition of Continental
Cablevision (scheduled for November sometime), the company will be both one of HFC's
biggest fans while it simultaneously looks for
away to leverage its existing copper network
with technologies such as ADSL.
The RBOC has always been aggressively
pursuing video, but to many observers, never
seemed to settle on just how it wanted to build
its networks. The company jumped into the
fray with an expensive network build in
Omaha, Neb., then redesigned the network and
announced it would deploy to millions of
homes in Denver; Portland, Ore.;
Minneapolis/St. Paul; Salt Lake City; and
Boise, Idaho. But after months of inaction
from the FCC on its Section 214 waiver filings, the company last year announced it was
suspending construction in those cities while it
explored its technology options.
Within its telephony region, the company is
interested in wireless (satellite and/or MMDS)
technology, but hasn't decided on whether it
would invest in or simply resell such services.
"But over the long-term, they like switched
digital video," notes Joe Wetzel, vice president
of technology for US West Multimedia Group.
"But Idon't think they've committed to build
anything." Why not? Because with the
Telecom Reform Act and requirements to
unbundle the network, there's doubt within US
West as to whether it makes economic sense to
build such anetwork.
And why the interest in SDV, when many
argue that HFC is less costly? "There are two
reasons," notes Wetzel. "One is where you
start from (is the incumbent network coax or
copper-based?) and the other is that an RBOC
will always have adifferent service set in the
range of services as well as penetration rates.
Those things make adifference" in the conclusion.
Wetzel argues that SDV may not be much
more expensive than HFC for atelco with lots
of copper in the ground. "I think it's much
closer (than a30 percent cost premium). HFC
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has abit more variable cost than SDV, so for
us we opt for higher variable cost, but the
RBOC has to serve 100 percent of the homes
passed and we (cable service) don't.
Outside of the telephony region, it's much
simpler. "First of all, we believe in convergence," says Wetzel. "So we want to offer
voice, data and video ... and the only current
broadband network out there is cable, and we
believe it's astrong cost competitor. Therefore,
investing in cable makes sense, and it makes
sense to do HFC." So, after it acquires
Continental, the company will upgrade to HFC
and add voice and data services, Wetzel says.
But does US West plan to expand its reach
and overbuild another cable operator?
"Probably not," says Wetzel. "We will go
where we currently have franchises." And in
cases where they serve only portions of amarket—like Boston—they'd work with the other
operator. "We would work with Cablevision
Systems in Boston, not overbuild them" much
like several operators today work together on
advertising interconnects.
US West has already learned plenty about
building broadband networks in both Omaha,
and the Atlanta areas, even though the two
systems are radically different. In Omaha, the
company built acomplex, dual-cable network
to separate voice and video traffic that also
utilized interdiction for the video so that settops weren't needed. Because of technology
shortcomings that existed at the time, the
company designed adouble-star FTTC telephone network and added an HFC network
on top of it.
While the architecture may have been necessary at the time, it's safe to say Omaha is
truly unique. "The Omaha architecture will
never be done again," said A.D. "Doug"
Simpson of US West during the recent
National Fiber Optics Engineers Conference.
Simpson said that because technology has
improved and because market demands differ,
there is no one architecture the company has
embraced. "Perhaps the best architecture is a
wide variety of architectures," he notes.
Meanwhile, in Atlanta, the company is
spending upwards of $350 million to completely overhaul the old Wometco properties as
it continues to serve cable TV customers while
readying to compete with BellSouth for voice
customers. The company has been rechristened
as "Media0ne"—a brand that the old
Continental properties will be known as after
the deal is completed.
To date, 12 separate headends have been
collapsed into two regional "superheadends"
that are completely redundant and house video
signal origination gear as well as the AT&T
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Class 5telephony switches. The system, which
had been run as eight separate systems previously, was collapsed into asingle network,
with just one P&L statement. The 12,000-mile
plant was upgraded with 6,000 miles of optical
cable; acall center was started; asophisticated
network operations center was constructed; a
new billing system and operational support
system was implemented; SeaChange digital
ad insertion equipment was purchased to serve
seven different zones; and anew, 24-hour local
news channel was started, mandating the construction of anew studio.
The 750 MHz network uses traditional
HFC architecture, with 1550 nm signals transported over fiber emanating from both headends to 42 hubs, where the signals are converted to 1310 nm and sent to 2,175 nodes,
each averaging about 500 homes passed. Six
fibers serve each node and 90-volt powering
was selected. Each of the 110 power nodes
has aminimum of 30 minutes battery backup
and unlimited backup time from natural gas
generators. The system is about 70 miles
square, covers portions of nine counties and
covers 54 franchise areas.
As aresult, the company is offering subscribers 95 (including 13 near-video-ondemand) analog channels and plans to roll out
high-speed data modems by the end of the
year. Presently, there are no plans to offer a
tier of digital channels, although the network
will support it, according to Greg Worthman,
director of network upgrades at Media0ne.
As for high-speed data modems, Media0ne
is primarily following the lead of Time
Warner, says Barbara Warren, product manager
of high-speed data services. As such, the company will be offering the RoadRunner service
over Motorola's modems and Hewlett-Packard
servers.
Does US West have any plans for ADSL or
LMDS? Wetzel says US West Interprise—the
data networking side of the house—has tremendous interest in the emerging technology, but
not for video. "They've been real bullish on
ADSL," he notes. As for LMDS, "it's one of
those things that's being watched," he says.
Depending on costs, it could be acomplement
to an existing cable system as away to serve
new, high-growth areas.
In the meantime, data and telephony are
growing in importance as well. Wetzel says US
West will continue to support the rollout of
data services that is now underway and will
also continue to fund the deployment of telephony services, such as what lime Warner is
doing in Rochester, N.Y. "I think you'll see
more rollout by the end of the year," predicts
Wetzel.
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We go beyond the call

Statewide franchise in
hand, SNET forges ahead

Southern New England
Telecommunications may not be one of the
Bell "seven sisters," but it thinks big.
Counting as its customers some of the country's most affluent people, it would be business suicide not to offer broadband services to
its subscribers before competitors swoop in
and skim the cream off the top.
SNET, which recently was granted the
country's first statewide cable TV franchise
by Connecticut, originally announced acomprehensive and costly plan (15 years and
ere 2: SNET Personal-Ws on ,
111.1111791111
1
deployment schedule
,
(By end of year 1998)
Approximate percentage of homes and
businesses in parentheses following town
,:e....eBethel
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Danbury
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$4.5 billion) to upgrade its network to hybrid
fiber/coax architecture. Known as the "ISNET," the new network "is an integrated,
interactive multimedia network that will ultimately serve every home and business in
Connecticut," according to marketing information found on the company's Web site.
SNET forged astrategic relationship with
AT&T Network Systems (now Lucent) to
build the 1-SNET. As such, SNET will deploy

the HFC-2000 system, which consists of a
host digital terminal at the headend, aseries
of fiber nodes and network interface units
designed for installation near the home. The
HFC network will bring fiber deep into the
network—serving on average about 200
homes per node.
SNET originally expected to deploy 80,000
lines of the HFC network by the end of 1996
and 500,000 lines sometime in 1998. Now that
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it has acable franchise in hand, the plan is to
offer cable TV service to 20 percent of
Connecticut's population by the end of 1997;
36 percent by 1998; 48 percent by 1999; 60
percent by 2000; 88 percent by 1995; and the
entire state by 1997.
Those areas to be wired first include:
Norwalk, Westport, Fairfield, Stratford,
Milford, East Haven, Branford, Wallingford,
Meriden, Bloomfield, West Hartford, New
Britain, Farmington, Bristol, Bethel and Old
Greenwich; the majority of Darien, Weston,
West Haven and Danbury; and portions of
Stamford, Bridgeport, Trumbull, New Haven,
North Haven, Waterbury, Plymouth and
Hartford. (See Figure 2, page 47).
As part of the build, SNET engineers have
come up with aunique network powering
scheme. Intended as amethod to protect the
company's investment in large, complex backup power generators, the approach sends 480volt power down the same cable that's used to
send communication signals (see "HFC centralized powering: A unique approach," CED,
April 1996, p.72).
The 76-channel analog video network is
already under construction and will be turned
up with voice and video services beginning in
1997, according to Patrice Listfield, president
of SNET Personal Vision, aSNET subsidiary
that was developed after the company abandoned its video dialtone approach to video
deployment. The VDT approach was abandoned because of slow approval at the FCC.
However, the 350 West Hartford residents
who took part in the original VDT trial are
still receiving service.

GTE: Bullish on HFC and a
whole lot more

For the man on the street, when discussions
center around the converging telecommunications marketplace, the long distance giants and
the competing Baby Bells, the largest localexchange carrier (LEC) in the country often
gets overlooked. But those in the know, realize
that GTE Corporation is aforce to be reckoned
with. And, its aggressive entry into video services is aperfect case in point.
With revenues and sales of $20 billion in
1995, GTE is one of the world's largest publicly held telecommunications companies. In
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the United States alone, it serves markets that
include more than one-third of the U.S. population. This includes wireline operations in 28
states, of which 45 percent are in California,
Florida and Texas, while one-third are in five
key metropolitan markets: Dallas, Honolulu,
Los Angeles, Riverside/San Bernadino, Calif.,
and Tampa/St. Petersburg, Fla.
The company also has wireless operations
in 15 of those states and Tennessee. That
makes GTE wireless services available in 74
metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) with 52
million potential customers.
What's all this telephony got to do with
video? Everything.
"Our strategy is to bring video services to
the consumer as apart of our overall bundled
package," says William D. (Rick) Wilson,
president of GTE Media Ventures Inc. "We're
offering long distance now. We're offering
local. We're offering Internet applications, so
we see the video part as being another important part of that package.
"Our plan is 7million homes passed by
about the year 2005. And we hope to see about
2million customers out of that in 66 top tier
markets we've targeted. We have avery
detailed list, by year. We've done alot of market research and have gone through virtually
every one of our markets."
Wilson reports GTE's primary focus right
now, is to get its "feet on the ground" in
Florida and California. "We've picked what we
believe are two fairly tough markets," says
Wilson. "One being Time Warner in Florida,
the other one TCI in California (Ventura
County)." After all, says Wilson, if it can crack
these two cable nuts successfully, it's got areal
good start on breaking into all kinds of markets, no matter who the incumbent cable
provider is.
Of the two, GTE's hybrid fiber/coax
deployment in the Tampa Bay/St. Petersburg,
Fla. area is nearest to completion. When it's all
said and done, GTE anticipates passing
170,000 homes, offering full digital video service, as well as such services as near-video-ondemand and avariety of interactive services.
Engineered by systems integrator Lucent
Technologies, the GTE video network incorporates afiber-optic supertrunking design from
Bell Labs (See Figure 3). "I'd say it's probably
the highest quality system you could put in,"
says Wilson. "Of course, you could say I'm
biased, but I've looked at both the pictures,
and you can tell the difference. Upstream and
downstream, it has alot of excess bandwidth
capacity available, even when we go to adigital format. We want to use as much of that
bandwidth as we can."

Wilson says that while GTE is learning a
great deal about the cable business, it's also
bringing its considerable telephony experience
to bear as well. "We're taking everything
we've learned in the telephone side about
monitoring, preventive maintenance, how to do
things right the first time. And we're putting
that in motion in all of these (deployments),"
states Wilson.
"We're monitoring our network all the way
through the (500-home) node level, even down
into the network. And eventually to the set-top
box through our national network monitoring
center in Dallas."
The Florida deployment, reports Wilson,
will be the first to offer between 80 and 100
channels of digital video, as early as the end of
the year. "We've got the technology in hand
right now," explains Wilson. "We're in the
process of actually installing it in Florida and
we'll be testing it, I'm hoping, by the beginning of November. If that all works the way
we think, we will begin to deploy the (General
Instrument) boxes that we have already in
hand to certain parts of that market."
GTE's new video customers will also be the
first to turn on the latest version of GTE's
mainStreet interactive TV service. Besides carrying customized local content (e.g., local
news, weather, shopping and public service
offerings), the system features more than 80
multimedia and full-motion, two-way services
including home finance, shopping and education, as well as play-along games and original
productions from the nation's first interactive
virtual TV studio.
Programming for GTE's systems in Florida
and California is being packaged by americast,
the joint venture between GTE, Ameritech
Corp., BellSouth Corp., SBC Communications
Inc., Southern New England
Telecommunications and The Walt Disney
Company (owners of this magazine). GTE's
americast offers avariety of programming
packages, beginning with abasic package
called "localcast" which is broadcast "in the
clear." And, those who choose GTE's
enhanced basic, called "premiercast," for
example, get their analog set-top and their
electronic program guide (StarSight) at no
extra charge.
While the telco has plenty of offerings and
trials in high-speed data communications on its
telephony side of the business (e.g., ISDN,
ADSL), it isn't letting its high bandwidth HFC
systems bypass this lucrative revenue stream
either. Wilson reports the Florida system will
be alaunching acable data modem trial (vendor undisclosed) by the end of October, with
"a limited service" in Clearwater, Fla. in the
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Figure 3: GTE's consumer video network
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November time frame.
To some, GTE's aggressive support of HFC
in its Florida and California deployments
would seem to put all of its video cards in one
stack. According to Wilson, though, nothing
could be further from the truth. With the rapid
change of technology, GTE is the last one to
permanently slam the door on any potential
video delivery technology.
Wilson admits GTE has talked to anumber
of MMDS (multichannel multipoint distribution system) or wireless cable license holders.
But, he says no agreements have been reached
mainly because "we find MMDS to be avery
difficult business case to work with."
"First of all," explains Wilson, "the problem
of aggregating licenses is abig deal. And,
there is the problem of aggregating agreements
for those licenses under adigital scenario,
which, by the way, hasn't really been proven
yet. And then coupled with that is the fact that
in those top markets we believe we want to
enter, awired solution has alot more power to
it because it has alot more channel capacity
and alot more ability to do interactive applications.
"Putting all that together, we tend to look at
the MMDS kind of applications as possible
interim solutions. The longer we can't fmd
something that works, the narrower that window becomes to use it."
Wilson has similar misgivings about LMDS
(local multipoint distribution systems). While
the auction dates, let alone the auction rules,
have yet to be set for the high frequency
LMDS licenses, Wilson acknowledges GTE
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personnel have been tracking developments
and the technology produced by such vendors
as Texas Instruments. At best, he believes
LMDS may offer his company asolution to
"some niche applications." Yet, he says
"there's still aproblem of trying to make a
business case work in aniche application."
He notes, as well, that digital subscriber line
technologies (e.g., VDSL) and switched digital
video (SDV) are still "on the radar" as far as
GTE is concerned. Wilson says his company
has experimented with SDV in its Cerritos,
Calif. cable system but "we're struggling with
the cost of that."
"But, Ithink with the VDSL kind of application," explains Wilson, "what you get, in my
layman's opinion, is acombination of SDV
kinds of solutions and asemi fiber-to-the-curb,
although it's not down to the curb level, and
some better economics. So right now, I'd look
more at aVDSL solution than Iwould necessarily at an SDV solution. But, this stuff
moves around and we continue to monitor it."
Wilson also believes broadband nirvana,
aka, fiber-to-the-home (FTTH), is inevitable.
How one gets there, he says, may be acombination of deliberate design and the expanding
demand for new services and applications, and
hence more bandwidth.
As far as deliberate design, Wilson cites
GTE's involvement with the design and construction of the Playa Vista development in
Los Angeles. The 1,000+ acre development
will be home to Steven Spielberg's new
DreamWorks SKG movie studio (the first to
be built in L.A. in nearly 60 years). The pro-

ject also includes two major office campuses,
more than 13,000 homes to serve a"broad
blend of people," avariety of smaller-scale
office and retail spaces, an elementary school,
an eight-acre lake and even a260-acre wetland
preserve.
To support the state-of-the-art, 3.5 million
square foot movie studio and other corporate
residents like IBM and Silicon Graphics, GTE
has committed itself to "build aworld class
network" that includes an all-fiber network
featuring the latest ATM switches and Sonet
technology. The company expects bandwidth
for the project to be in the 10 Gbps range,
enough to transmit amillion pages of text or to
give DreamWorks' professionals the ability to
edit digital video streams live, as well as providing them real-time digital links to studios
worldwide.
A more "natural" progression to FFTH in
GTE's less star-struck markets has also been
given alot of thought. "We're looking at it
from what the bandwidth requirements would
be," says Wilson. "We've looked at the HFC
system in the markets that we're building in,
and said, 'Okay, if Iuse the HFC system to
provide data through cable modems to the residential market, what do Ithink my capacity is?
How long is that capacity good for based on
bandwidth demand we see coming out of those
residential markets?' And we're looking at it
and saying, 'Gee, it's 10 years, based on the
market studies.'
"Then you say, 'Okay, that's good enough. I
don't need anymore than that right now and
I've designed the network to alevel that if it
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passed earlier this year.) A type of common
carriage agreement, an OVS designation would
allow different video providers to use Bell
Atlantic's video network, and Bell Atlantic
Video Services will be one of those providers.
In the interim while the company's full service network is being built—and it could be a
long pause—Bell Atlantic will launch wireless
video service, in the form of digital MMDS, to
quickly enter the video provision marketplace.
The first launch will be in Hampton Roads, Va.
in the spring of '97 via networks constructed
by CAI Wireless Systems Inc. (see related
story, "Nynex," page 61).
In MMDS, "You have arobust product that
can compete head-to-head with cable," says
Plumb, referring to the fact that cable services
are still being delivered via an analog platform. Through its investment in CAI Wireless,
Bell Atlantic will gain access to MMDS distribution systems with the capacity to deliver
about 100 channels in digital quality.
Any discussion of the company's wireless
plans has to include an update on the Tele-TV
joint venture between Bell Atlantic, Nynex and
Pacific Telesis Group, which was set up to provide programming, as well as technology
including set-tops, to the three companies. The
video systems integration unit of the company,
Tele-TV Systems, has contracted with Thomson
Consumer Electronics for up to 3million settops to be used in the trios' MMDS systems.
But because all three members of Tele-TV
are involved in mergers (Bell Atlantic wants to
acquire Nynex; SBC is after PacTel, and SBC
is amember of the americast consortium), the
dynamic of the joint venture may change, with
uncertain results.
For the time being, however, plans are still
on track—in one example of that, Bell Atlantic
will roll out its service in Hampton Roads in
the spring of '97 with the Tele-Tv brand name.

Different technologies, same goal

desirable interactions. Though initial thoughts
were that ADSL would allow the operator to
reach 95 percent of ametropolitan market, in
reality, those technical glitches meant that only
25-30 percent could be served with ease.
In the data realm, Bell Atlantic has
launched atrial of ADSL for high-speed
access at 1.5 Mbps (64 Kbps for consumer
data transmission) in alimited area of northern
Virginia. The trial, which could be extended
beyond its scheduled December 31 close date,
will include amaximum of 500 customers.
As for LMDS, it remains an open question,
says Plumb, noting that his company still

Figure 5: Ameritech New Media cable TV franchises
he company has franchises with 25 communities having a total population
•
of more than 1.4 million people. (as of Oct. 199§1h ,
Franchise

Date

Population

Competitor

Glendale Heights*

August 1995

30,000

Time Warner

Naperville*

February 1996

105,000

Jones Intercable

Vernon Hills

September 1996

18,000

Jones Intercable

153,000

Illinois total:
Michigan
Canton Township'

June 1995

62,000

Continental Cablevision

Plymouth'

June 1995

10,000

Continental Cablevision

Plymouth Township*

June 1995

28,000

Continental Cablevision

Northville*

June 1995

6,300

Continental Cablevision

Fraser*

November 1995

14,000

Comcast Cable

Northville Twp*

November 1995

19,000

Continental Cablevision

Southgate*

December 1995

30,000

Comcast Cable

Garden City*

April 1996

32,000

Comcast Cable

Troy

April 1996

80,000

TCI

Wayne

May 1996

20,000

Time Warner

Lincoln Park

July 1996

42,000

TCI

Sterling Heights

September 1996

121,000

Comcast Cable

Clinton Township

October 1996

95,000

Comcast Cable

559,300

Michigan total:
Ohio

While Bell Atlantic's transmission medium
of choice may have changed several times over
the past five years, the mission is the same,
says Plumb. "Consumers don't buy networks:'
he notes. "Our goal is to provide the best of
cable, coupled with the best of avideotape
rental store."
Each technology evaluated by the company
had to meet both of those criteria, in order to
be accepted. While Bell Atlantic has flirted
with hybrid fiber/coax in the past, it was not
convinced that the technology could deliver
full, two-way interactivity, and thus announced
in May of 1995 that it would pull its "214"
video dialtone applications that were before
the FCC, stating that "this clears the way for
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the company to use newer switched digital
video (SDV) technology, which will bring
fiber very close to the home."
And while the company is trialing ADSL for
the delivery of data, there are acouple of technological constraints that made it less than ideal
for video transmission. For one, as was demonstrated in atechnical trial that took place in
1993, ADSL did not interface well with the
company's digital loop carrier and fiber systems; for another, Bell Atlantic soon discovered
that old party line systems that had lain dormant
for many years were unpleasantly awakened by
the technology, resulting in some less than

Time Warner

Hilliard

March 1996

18,000

Upper Arlington*

March 1996

36,000

Time Warner

North Olmsted*

April 1996

35,000

Cablevision Systems

Columbus*

April 1996

600,000

Time Warner, Coaxial

Berea*

June 1996

20,000

Cablevision Systems

Perry Township

July 1996

6,500

Time Warner

Worthington

September 1996

19,000

Time Warner

Clinton Township

October 1996

4,500

Time Warner

739,000

Ohio total:
Wisconsin
Greendale
Total population:

December 1995

15,000
1,466,300

'Ameritech is offering service in portions of these towns.
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Time Warner

retains its interest in LMDS provider
CellularVision of New York: "We want to keep
the rights to bid on that spectrum." That
opportunity is slated to happen later this year.

entech
Going for the cable gusto

Ameritech New Media Enterprises Inc. continues to pursue cable franchises with great
gusto. At last count, the operator had cable TV
franchise agreements with 25 communities in
the Midwest, covering in excess of 1.4 million
people (as of mid-October). Of those 25 communities, Ameritech is already offering cable
service to portions of 14 of them: eight suburbs in Detroit, Mich.; two communities in the
Chicago area; and four communities in Ohio
(see Figure 5for acomplete franchise listing).
In the Midwest, as it brings its cable systems
on-line, the operator will go head-to-head with
the likes of Time Warner, Jones Intercable,
Tele-Communications Inc., Continental
Cablevision, Comcast Cable, Cablevision
Systems and Coaxial Communications.
And, the company reports that it is conducting franchise discussions with an additional 30
communities in its region, which falls in nicely
with its plans to expand its franchise clusters
in order to capitalize on economies of scale.
"We have to walk afine line between rolling
out very aggressively," says Ameritech New
Media spokesperson Dave Onak, "and making
sure that we can do it at apace that allows us
to maintain quality control. There are communities calling us, wanting franchises. And we
are saying that we'd love to, but we are astartup, and can't be everywhere at once."
In one of the latest announcements of that
batch, Ameritech has been granted the franchise for Sterling Heights, Mich., aDetroit
suburb, where it will construct atwo-way HFC
video network later this year, with the delivery
of "americast" services to begin early next
year. In another recently signed agreement, the
board of Clinton Township, Ohio granted
Ameritech a15-year franchise for the area,
which is an unincorporated region surrounded
by the city of Columbus.
Initially, those subscribers who sign up for
the operator's full service, billed as "Ameritech
presents americast," will purchase an 80-90
channel package composed of about 60 chan-

nels of expanded, basic cable; 10 premium
movie channels; 10 pay-per-view channels and
The Sega Channel (The expanded basic package will offer The Disney Channel and The
Golf Channel at no extra charge.). The programming package is the offspring of the
Americast joint venture between Ameritech,
The Walt Disney Company, BellSouth, GTE,
SBC Communications and SNET.
All of this entertainment will be riding on
hybrid fiber/coax networks to reach the operator's customers. Unlike several of its telco
brethren which have backed off of plans to
build HFC networks for video, Ameritech still
seems to be committed to the architecture,
which it is deploying in a750 MHz version,
down to nodes of 400-500 homes. In addition,
the company is hanging its franchises off
redundant fiber rings.
"To us, it (HFC) looks to be the best solution when you look both short-term and longterm," says Onak. "Maybe some companies
which aren't going to be offering video for a
few years are waiting for something better, but
as of right now, it's acost-effective way to
deliver the channels that we are offering. And
yet, it 's easily upgradable to handle the sever-

al hundred channels that will be available once
we get into the digital world."
But acommitment to HFC doesn't mean
that Ameritech has closed the door on other
technologies. Engineering executives continue
to watch the progress of digital MMDS, possibly as acomplement to their HFC networks.
"MMDS seems very promising, but there are
still some concerns, such as, is it really just an
interim step because of its bandwidth constraints?" elaborates Onak.
Like Bell Atlantic and Nynex, the company
is evaluating the merits of ADSL for the delivery of access to high-speed data services and
the Internet. Last month, Ameritech and IBM
were scheduled to begin atrial of ADSL technology to deliver access to the Internet and
other data services to about 200 customers of
both companies located in Wheaton, Ill., asuburb of Chicago.
In afootnote to the company's plans,
Ameritech chairman, president and CEO
Richard Notebaert has been quoted in the press
recently as saying that the company has not
completely dismissed the possibility of delivering video over ADSL.
Clearly, Ameritech is keeping its video
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options open. From the beginning, the company's video strategy has been shifting to accommodate new information. In one example of
that, back in 1994, Ameritech's video arm first
announced plans to enter the market as a
provider of video dialtone; however, not wanting to lose precious time waiting for the rules
for VDT to be defined, Ameritech soon decided that becoming acable operator was the
fastest way to get into the video business.
"And now, with open video systems (OVS),
everything is still not clearly defined?' says
Onak. "We made the right decision."
In another example of its bet-hedging,
Ameritech, as part of the Americast venture,
has signed anon-exclusive contract for the
purchase of at least 3million digital set-tops
from Zenith Electronics Corp. which will
allow consortium members to deploy
MMDS, HFC, SDV and direct broadcast
satellite video networks. The set-tops, which
are slated to be produced starting in the first
half of 1997, use interchangeable network
interface modules to provide flexibility in
adapting to various business and content
delivery models. "We wanted to make sure

that, moving forward, we had the capability
of delivering our services via amultitude of
technologies," adds Onak.
In addition to the subscriber equipment purchased from Zenith, Ameritech New Media is
working with suppliers including ScientificAtlanta, Digital Equipment Corp. and ADC
Telecommunications Inc. to construct its HFC
networks.
Beyond its video forays, Ameritech, through
its various subsidiaries, is involved in arange
of services including local and long distance
service, cellular, paging, data and even inhome
security monitoring. "The goal is to become a
full service provider," says Onak.
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"One size doesn't lit all"

While Nynex is throwing its energies into
the deployment of digital wireless cable
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(MMDS) as ashort-term video strategy, for the
long haul, the operator has decided that "one
size doesn't fit all?' as it evaluates anumber of
technologies, including switched digital video,
according to acorporate spokesman.
"The near-term effort is to get into the marketplace as quickly as possible?' he notes,
"and establish the brand with wireless cable,
then watch the development of these other
technologies."
In the context of its MMDS plans, Nynex
will begin testing digital wireless cable in the
Boston area sometime this quarter, made possible by its investment—with Bell Atlantic—in
CAI Wireless, which will provide the delivery
networks for Nynex programming in Boston,
and for Bell Atlantic's programming in
Hampton Roads, Va. Set-tops purchased by the
Tele-Tv consortium from Thomson will deliver the programming to the homes of Nynex
"friendlys" in Boston, and sometime during
the first quarter of 1997, Nynex will move the
service from atrial into alimited deployment.
"We will be evaluating the results in the
Boston area to determine where we go next?'
says the spokesman, "and future rollout plans."
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According to the terms of the relationship
with Nynex and Bell Atlantic as it was originally announced, CAI will design, construct
and maintain digital MMDS networks in 13
markets served by the two telcos. The wireless
operator is expected to build systems for
Nynex in Providence, Rhode Island; as well as
in Albany, Syracuse, Buffalo, Long Island and
New York City, N.Y. Both telcos will lease
their systems from CAI on aper-subscriber,
per line-of-sight basis.
However, as was recently reported in CED's
sister publication, Multichannel News, CM
Wireless has informed the SEC that it, Bell
Atlantic and Nynex are renegotiating their
agreement (see MCN, Oct. 17, 1996, page 8).
Some of the items under discussion include
"extending the time the Bells have to exercise
an option to become the wireless cable
provider and marketer in agiven system using
CAI's systems and sharing revenue with CAI."
Longterm, though, Nynex believes that interactivity will be key to the deployment of video,
and because MMDS does not currently support
interactive services, the company will have to
pursue another strategy to launch itself into the
video realm.
Like Bell Atlantic, Nynex also cooled on
HFC technology, this after concluding atrial
of analog video dialtone services in Manhattan
in the summer of 1995. The Manhattan trial
utilized an HFC network to deliver cable programming for Liberty Cable Television and
lime Warner to 2,500 apartment dwellers in
three East Side buildings.
Further, after completing some preparatory
construction work, Nynex suspended construction of the full service HFC networks it was
due to build in Warwick, Rhode Island and in
Somerville, Mass. (in Warwick, the network
had been slated to pass all 60,000 homes; in
Somerville, the company's 214 application was
for 360,000 homes in the area). "Prior to the
actual buildout of the network, the decision
was made to look at (new) developments in
technology," says the spokesman.
So what will take the place of HFC as the
company's interactive video strategy? Perhaps
switched digital video. In fact, just before
CED went to press, Nynex chose GI subsidiary
Next Level Communications to provide FITC
technology as part of its future video plans.
The multi-year agreement includes about one
million lines of transport electronics.
"The prices continue to drop for robust
technologies like SDV," notes the spokesman.
Regardless of the type of technology used,
Nynex plans to begin offering interactive video
services by early 1998.
Like its proposed merger partner, Bell

Atlantic, Nynex is looking at ADSL, but only
for data, not video. To evaluate the copperbased technology, Nynex, Lotus
Development Corp. and Westell are conducting atrial that gives Lotus software designers
and developers the ability to access both the
Internet and Lotus corporate networks at
high data rates, utilizing Westell's FlexCAP
ADSL modems. The test includes a1.5
megabit link from Nynex's CO facilities to

• EASY-TO-USE •ACCURATE

the residences of 60 Lotus employees based
in the Boston area.
Plans to enter the Internet access market
later this year, though, revolve around ISDN,
dial-up phone lines and dedicated lines.
Rather than weighting video, voice, or highspeed data services more heavily, Nynex is
instead searching for ways to attractively package different combinations of services for customers. CIED
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TELCO/ CABLE COOPERATION

Local telcos, cable
companies
partner for profit
Former foes dance
to the same beat

By Ken Pyle, Product Manager, E/0
Networks

T
he paradigm for manufacturing companies

has shifted from the vertically integrated
manufacturer of the postwar era to one working in concert with partner companies to create end-products. Companies may be partners
at one level, such as manufacturing, while
they compete at another level, such as marketing the product to the consumer. This is

possible because "soft" assets, such as brand
name, packaging, service and distribution
channels, are often more valuable than the
manufactured product.
This shift away from vertical integration is
occurring in service industries as well. For
example, some airlines are shifting from owning
airplanes (i.e. production method) to owning
only the knowledge or information resources
(i.e. the reservation systems and frequent flyer
awards). Examples can also be found in the

telecommunications field where brand name and
other soft attributes are acompany's key asset.
Similarly, opportunities exist for local cable
TV and telephony operators to share facilities
in acooperative fashion, providing benefits to
both parties. This is counter to the current paradigm where cable TV and telephony operators engage in cutthroat competition. The benefit of cooperating instead of competing
includes addition of system capacity that otherwise might not have been economically
viable, at rates that are competitive with new
entrants. This article details the drivers that
make local cable TV/teko operator partnerships viable, applications where network sharing is feasible and possible business relationships to ensure successful partnerships.

Background
Prior to apartnership between local telephony and cable TV, each must have an overriding need that justifies joining with apotential competitor. This need results from fear or
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inertia. The fear comes
Table 1: Example of aservice extension to a rural community
Applications
from either real or
$100K (10 miles tt $10K per mile)
Fiber cost distance & cost (6 fiber cable)
The reasons for
potential competition,
local cable TV and teland the inertia is what
$10K
Fiber trunking cost (cable TV)
cos to share infrastrucmust be overcome to
ture include network
offer anew service. For
$36K
*Fiber trunking cost (telephone)
cost-reduction, miniatelco, the competition
mizing time-to-market
could come from wire66 homes passed (100 homes per mile)
Small town/village
for
providing new serless providers—PCS or
.66 miles of coaxial plant @ $12K/mile
vice and expansion of
Coax plant
cellular—or landline
service area.
providers, such as cable
.66 miles of twisted pair @ $8K/mile
Copper plant
Infrastructure sharing
TV or competitive
provides acost-effecaccess providers. The
"Assumes fiber optic ring-based system operating in auniversal mode.
tive and timely way for
cable 1'V operator faces
the local operators to
immediate competition
defend against new
from direct broadcast
competition. Some of the specific applicasatellite and potential competition from
switched network. Cable craftsmen are
tions of infrastructure sharing are headend
trained for installation and maintenance of
MMDS and local telcos. Either way, competiand/or exchange consolidation, service extention often drives the requirement for an expecoaxial networks. The telcos' craftsmen, on
sions and service region expansion.
the other hand, are adroit at working with
dient service solution.
VHeadend and/or exchange consolidation. The
The inertia factor is organization-depentwisted pair. The time required for training
cost of acable TV headend or central office
craftsmen on anew media is significant and
dent and results from acompany's method of
ranges from $100,000 to more than $1 million.
doing business. The infrastructure requirecannot be overlooked when deciding the best
The consolidation of these facilities has thus
ments of providing telephony service are difway to implement new services.
been
occurring for some time as away to
Finally,
the
challenge
of
dealing
with
local
ferent from those required for providing
decrease capital and maintenance costs. These
cable television programming. In this confranchise authorities, in the case of cable TV,
consolidations have typically been accomand the state public utility commissions, in
text, infrastructure is much more than the
Figure 1: Unique attributes of cable TV operators and telcos.

Cable TV

Telco

Access to cable TV programming

In-region infrastructure

Access to public switched network

Broadcast network

Existing distribution channel
(subscriber base)

Switched network

Cable TV craft
Cable TV regulatory "experts"

physical plant connecting the central office
or headend to the end subscriber and
includes all of the elements required to conduct business. In other words, the cable TV
and telco operator are experts in their respective service offerings and face alearning
curve when serving anew market.
Some of the unique attributes of telco and
cable TV operators are generalized in Figure 1.
The cable company is familiar with the
sourcing, processing and delivery of broadband, broadcast services, in contrast to the
local telco, which is expert at providing narrowband, switched services via the public

64

No out-of-region infrastructure
Brand name?

Telco craft
Telco regulatory "experts"

the case of alocal telco, is another new skillset that must be mastered for each respective
operator.
Strengths that both the telco and cable TV
provider offer include an in-region infrastructure, an existing subscriber base and
brand name recognition.
The extent to which the brand name is of
value depends on how well an operator's service has been marketed. By definition, neither operator provides service outside of its
exchange or franchised service area, so system expansion beyond its existing boundaries
is an issue.

CEO :COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN N

plished using fiber optic trunking techniques.
With the cost of installed fiber ranging from
$7,000 per mile in rural areas to more than
$20,000 per mile in urban areas, the economics of infrastructure sharing are compelling.
With headend or exchange consolidation,
shown in Figure 2, the service areas of the
telco and cable TV operator overlap, and it's
possible that they might even compete in some
service areas.
There are several ways of sharing the cost
of the infrastructure, including one operator
owning the facility and leasing dark fiber to
the second operator. Another method of cost
1996

Figure 2: Example of headend consolidation.

sharing is to form ajointly-owned entity,
similar to regional advertising interconnects,
which would be responsible for facility maintenance.
VService extensions. Extension of service to
areas either not served or poorly served by
cable TV or telco interests are applications
where infrastructure sharing can make sense.
Again, in these applications (depicted in
Figure 3), the cable TV and local telco's service areas most likely overlap.
Large, multi-tenant dwellings are ripe for
service improvements via adirect fiber optic
feed to the building. New subdivisions at the
edge of acity are another opportunity for
cable TV and telco fiber extensions.
Lastly, installation of fiber optic links as
replacements for analog and digital telephone
carrier often justifies the extension of cable
television service to rural communities that
were previously too small to justify cable
television.
As an example, assume aservice extension
to arural community with the specified characteristics (see Table 1, page 64).
As can be seen from the Table, the domi-
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rural telephone service reduces the
amount of electronics required in
the outside plant facility, as well as
eliminates the capacity limitations
of copper alternatives. A major
advantage is the sharing of the
transport bandwidth. In other
words, telephony service often provides the sole justification for the
placement of outside plant fiber.
Additionally, the telephony system provides ameans of returning
alarm information from the cable
TV optical receiver to the central
office or headend. Cable TV optical receivers are added only at
those locations along the fiber
route where the subscriber density
is high enough to support cable
television service.

Figure 3: Examples of service extensions.

New subdivision

Fiber trunking

nant cost factor is the cost of fiber from the
headend to the rural community, while other
costs, such as optoelectronics for signal
trunking, coaxial and twisted copper pair
plant, are secondary.

The extent to which the fiber cost is shared
among telephony and cable services is afactor
in determining the feasibility of extending
cable service to agiven community.
Utilization of fiber optics in providing

Service region expansion
A third type of application is expansion of
service into out-of-region areas. These
regions are locations beyond the operators'
existing franchise or exchange boundary. In

Getting more out of your workforce. Can automated systems and new back-office
procedures cost-effectively improve operational efficiency?

T
urbocharged data. Rogers Cablesystems recently tested 256 QAM modems and
will report on how it performed. The results may surprise you.

ADSL: DOA? Read why one telecom insider says that the move by the RBOCs into
ADSL is too little, too late.

I
sHFC good enough? Engineers met recently in Tucson to determine if HFC
network reliability can be improved. We'll pass along some tips.
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TELCO/C ABLE C OOPERATION
this scenario, atelco in one location unites
with acable TV provider in another area to
compete against other local telco and cable
TV providers. By selectively sharing infrastructure, both entities are able to quickly and
cost-effectively increase the size of their serving areas. This concept is illustrated in Figure
4, where atelco and acable TV provider with

0

Telecommunications Act of 1996, is to use
the incumbent telco's copper network. To
exploit this, an ONU would be placed near a
service access interface (SAI), and distribution and drop pairs would be leased from the
competing telco.'
The marketing and administration of service outside of region can be performed in

Figure 4: Service region expansions.
Cable TV franchise

Local exchange boundary
New
subdivision

They're Not
Just
MDU
Boxes.
2 Durable Aluminized
Steel Construction
Stainless Steel Welds

Condominium
complex

2 Protective Powder
Coat Finish

//// ////

a '.,Residences
vietaa

Apartment
building

2 Design/Manufacturing
flexibility

ONU -Optical network unit
SAI -Service access interface

4.

21 All Industry Standard
Locking Options

adjacent exchanges share facilities to expand
their reach.
In the above scenario, the local telephone
company provides the switching infrastructure, while the cable TV company provides
the headend expertise. Key to extending
these services into the adjacent regions is the
use of fiber interconnects.
In the illustration below, inter-office fiber
optic rings are assumed. Cable TV transport
is via an "AM" fiber system, because it minimizes the amount of remote signal processing. A fiber optic-based digital loop carrier
system with distributed optical network units
(ONUs) provides the transport of telephony
signals from the central office, because it
cost-effectively allows low penetration service to easily be distributed over multiple
sites.
Penetration of service will be low initially,
as both the cable TV and telco entity are new
players outside of their initial service area.
Thus, it is important to target service offerings at areas where success is likely, and
infrastructure is in place. Examples include
service to apartment buildings, small business and new subdivisions.
Another possibility, courtesy of the

several ways. As an example, the telco and
cable TV company might provide joint promotional campaigns for their services.
Additionally, billing for each service
could still be independent, but might be
coordinated such that they appear in the
same envelope. Revenue for right-of-way use
could be in the form of aper-subscriber fee.

They're
MOORE!

Summary
A number of opportunities exist at the
local level for cable TV and telco partnerships, including out-of-region service extensions, system expansion and headend consolidation. The synergies between the cable TV
and telco worlds can offer acompelling reason for them to partner to provide increased
system capacity and service offerings and to
compete against other, out-of-region entities.
This ability to share facilities in acooperative fashion is contrary to the common
belief that local cable TV and telephony
operators must and will engage in cutthroat
competition. CIED

Reference
IMultiChannel News, August 12, 1996, E
Dawson, page 4.

Moore Diversified Products, Inc.
1441 Sunshine Lane
Reader
Lexington, KY 40505 Service
35
800-769-1441
E-mail: mark@mooredp.com
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tion can determine whether it is
the features of the system that are
Figure 3: State transition diagram
over-engineering or under-engiof interest to the service provider.
neering redundancy in asystem.
The right selection of MTTR is
A
key in making the results plausicF
Reliability block diagram
(3a)
ble. The MTTR chosen for vari(combinatorial method)
ous parts of the system must
D
Reliability Block Diagrams
reflect the average performance
(RBDs) are commonly used to repof amaintenance organization for
Subsystem 2
Subsystem 1
resent the reliability architecture of
the various parts of the system.
asystem. RBDs consist of asimple
Bellcore TR909 [3] suggests the
pictorial method to represent the
following MTTR values (see
effects
of all possible configuraTable 1).
tions of functioning and failed
3. Architecture analysis and
components on the functioning of
decomposition: To predict the
the system. RBDs are most useful
appropriate reliability, availability
when analyzing the end-to-end
and maintainability measures for
availability of atransmission sysacomplex system such as the
tem such as the hybrid fiber/coax
HSIU, for which there are alarge
(HFC) architecture. This is because
number of subsystem modular
of the functional independence of
components, atremendous numthe components of the end-to-end system. It
appropriate RAM measures
ber of states may be required to appropriately
will become clear that in acomplex, stand7. Model parameter sensitivity analysis:
model the system.
alone system such as the HSIU, the state space
One of the usages of reliability analysis is the
4. Architecture modeling: Architecture
method would be more appropriate. In the
optimization of system architecture. Often,
modeling involves creating reliability model(s)
HFC architecture as shown in Figure 1, there
this task takes the form of determining the
that describe the behavior of asystem.
is no functional inter-dependence say, between
effect of changes in aparameter on the
Features such as interactions between the hardthe function of the customer interface unit and
desired availability measure, then subsequentware and software components, maintenance
the fiber optics, except for signal transmission
ly finding the value that optimizes the meaand operational characteristics, and fault detecprocessing. The optics have to pass the broadsure. In these cases also, the effect of the
tion and isolation characteristics must all be
band signal through, with some level of
choice of parameter value on the resulting
taken into account. It turns out that the end-toavailability measure is of major importance. A integrity. To demonstrate the point we assume
end system or network can be modeled as a
that the optics either process signals with no
parameter sensitivity analysis is the procedure
chain of complex system components. Each
through degradation, or pass no signal at all,
that assesses the effects of changes in the
complex network component in this chain can
and that is only upon unit failure. The CIU
parameter on the desired availability (RAM)
be analyzed rigorously and individually. The
does not rely on the optics to function propermeasures.
reiults can then be used to compute the end-toly. Because of the functional independence
This procedure is especially appropriate for
end availability with much simpler methods.
property, the failure analysis of the HFC archifinding the weak link in an architecture. Also,
This can be done as long as the components
through this process, adevelopment organiza- tecture would most appropriately be analyzed
are statistically independent.
using RBDs or using the academic terminolo5. System component parameter determigy, the combinatorial method. To understand
nation: One of the most important (and often
the availability of the HFC architecture, we
Table 1: Mean time to repair (MTTR)
time-consuming) tasks in system reliability
values for fiber-in-the-loop
must establish some simple combinatorial
modeling and analysis is the determination of
rules. It can be proven that the availability of a
MTTR
Location or type of equipment
the parameters of the reliability model such as
(hours)
serial chain, as shown in Figure 2a, when the
circuit pack failure rate, maintenance and
members are statistically independent, is the
repair times, and detection and coverage probFor central office or manned headends 2
product of the availability of each chain memabilities. There are three methods to calculate
4
For host digital terminal (HSIU)
ber.
Therefore, the availability of the chain,
availability parameters as described by
6
For outside plant equipment
when the availability
Bellcore TR-332 [1].
of each component is
These will be disknown, and when they
Table 2: Environmental factor
cussed in alater secare statistically indetion.
Environment
E
Nominal
environmental
conditions
pendent,
is given by
6. Model solution
Aea =Am *AN (4).
and computation of
1.0 Nearly zero environmental stress, e.g. central office, CEV
Ground, benign
Por the parallel
RAM measures:
blocks of Figure 2b,
1.5 Conditions less than ideal, some environmental stress, e.g.
Once the reliability
Ground, fixed
manholes, remote terminal, customer premises subject to shock,
the equivalent availmodel(s) are created
vibration, or temperature variation
ability of the chain is
and the parameters
given by: Aeci =Am +
have been deter5.0 Conditions more severe than previous row. Mobile telephones,
Ground, mobile
AN -Am *AN (5).
mined, the model(s)
test equipment
The relations of (2),
can be solved for the
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(4) and (5) are sufficient to analyze any RBD
availability. In alater section, we will apply
these equations to the reference model of
Figure 1to derive the availability of atypical
HFC architecture, for the delivery of telephony
services.

State transition diagram

In Figure (3a) asystem is shown using
RBDs. The system consists of two identical
subsystems in series, with each subsystem
having two identical components in parallel,
labeled A, B, C and D. It is assumed that all
components have exponential distributions
with acommon failure rate X. The same system is shown in Figure (3b) using the state
transition diagrams. Some of the properties of
exponential distributions have been used to go
from the RBDs to the state transition diagram.
For example, P(XAuXB>0= e-211 ,where
P(XA >t), represents the "time before failure"

(State space method: Markov modeling)
For most complex systems, there are more
modes of operation than simply just working
or failed. There are avariety of different working modes where certain components have
failed but are being
covered because of
redundancy, avariety
:Table 3: Typical device failure rates
of different failed
Device type
Failure rate
Temperature
modes where different
(in
le
hours)
stress
curve
components have
Digital integrated circuits
CMOS
failed and brought
down the system, and
101-500 Gates
52
8
other modes of
1001-2000 Gates
70
8
degraded operation
10001-15000 Gates
110
8
which cannot be conMicroprocessors
CMOS
veniently labeled as
1001-2000 Gates
50
working or failed.
71
10001-15000 Gates
Each possible mode
Random access memory
CMOS, static
of operation for asys170
8
64Kbits
tem, and the set of
256Kbits
300
8
states of the system, is
Random
access
memory
NMOS,
dynamic
called the "state
64Kbits
120
8
space." It is customary to assign the list
256Kbits
180
8
of possible states of
1024Kbits
270
8
the system the numROMS, PROMS, EPROMS
CMOS
bers 1,2,....,n and
64Kbits
55
10
refer to the model as
256Kbits
81
10
an n-state model. A
1024Kbits
120
10
"state transition dia850 nm laser diode
15000
10
gram" is apictorial
10
1550 nm laser diode
5000
view of all of the posDiscrete
resistor
fixed,
film
3
2
sible operational
Discrete capacitor fixed, Al,
30
states of the system,
axial lead <400 pf
with arrows representing possible transfers
Relays, contactor
560
3
(called state transitions) in the mode of
operation of the system. In Figure 3, the two
distribution for the component A. The 4X rate
reliability modeling methods for the same sysshown on the line moving from "both duplex"
tem are illustrated (see page 72).
to "one duplex, one simplex" state represents
The numbers shown on the lines are failure
the equivalent rate for the union of the four
rates (commonly expressed in FITs). It is also
processes A, B, C and D, because any singular
assumed that the times between the occurrence
failure in aboth duplex state will result in a
of events are exponentially distributed.
transition.
Exponential distributions have many useful
Once the repair statistics are incorporated
properties. It turns out that an exponentially
into the model, then many availability calcudistributed process, call it X, of (failure) rate
lations can be done. For the sake of time, we
X, is defined as P( X>t) =e-ne for t>=0.
will not get into this method any further;
An exponential distribution is fully defined
however, we will state the only proper way
once the rate Xis known.
to understand acertain availability measure
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of asystem or asubsystem with inter-dependencies is via the state space method or the
Markov modeling method. Care must be
taken that the behavior of the system has
been properly modeled. It is very easy to
overlook the fault detection and diagnostic
portion of asystem. Most fault tolerant complex systems utilize rather sophisticated fault
detection, diagnostic and recovery schemes.
The more complex these schemes are, the
higher will be the probability of fault recovery malfunction. This fault recovery scheme
is handled through some hand-shaking
between hardware
and software. This
complex interaction
between software
Electric stress
and hardware can
curve, or multiplier
only be modeled
through Markov
1.0
models. To apply
combinatorial meth1.0
ods (RBDs) to these
1.0
complex schemes
will result in over1.0
simplification and
1.0
illusive conclusions.
1.0
1.0

Component failures

The majority of
the failures in the
1.0
field are because of a
1.0
hardware component
failure. Therefore,
1.0
there is aneed to predict or assess the
1.0
field reliability per1.0
formance of replace1.0
able hardware assem1.0
blies.
1.0
The three methods
in Bellcore TR-332
for calculating the
MTBF of asystem's
replaceable components (plug-in, power
convertor module,
etc.) are given in the following subsection.
Method Iis basically aparts count method.
Method II combines results of lab testing
with Method I. Method III allows for incorporating field return data into the long-term
predictions. In this article, we will only look
at Method Iin some detail.

Method I
This method provides astarting point when
no lab test results or field failure information
are available. Bellcore defines the steady-state
failure prediction of areplaceable system corn1996
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Hybrid fiber/coax availability modeling

Table 4: Quality level multiplier

Quality level

Integrated circuits

Discrete semiconductor
devices

Hermetic -

Hermetic

Plastic

riion-hermetic
-

IAll other
devices

Some device
quality control

1.5

1.8

1.5

1.8

1.5

II, Average device
quality control

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Ill, Tight
quality control

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

ponent, circuit pack, or assembly, as
where, lss =1tE I Ni X.ss i, with the summation done over i=l,..,n, and (6)
where
n=the number of devices in the assembly
Ni =quantity of the im device type
Ir E =unit environmental factor as explained
in Table 2
=ku ItQi its;
,steady-state failure prediction rate for the i'h device
(7)
IG; = Generic failure rate for the id device,
given in Table 3
ltQi =Quality factor for the i'h device,
given in Table 4
Si =Stress factor for the it' device, given in
Table 5
itTi = Temperature factor for the im device,
given in Table 7. (See Tables 2-7.)

Electrical

E
0.4

10

0.6

50

1.0

1.0

90

1.7

2.6

Table 6: Electrical stress definition
Definition of electrical stress
% Electrical stress
for resistor

Applied power/
rated power

% Electrical stress
For capacitor

Sum of applied DC
voltage plus AC
peak/rated voltage

-

As it can be inferred from the above formulas and tables, there are many factors that
affect the reliability or potential lifetime of a
device. Some devices are more sensitive to
electrical stress, such as capacitors, resistors
and diodes (not given). Laser diodes, ROMS
and PROMS are sensitive to high temperature operating environments.
For example, for these devices at 65°C,
the expected lifetime will be almost four
times worse than that operating at 40°C.
Quality control of incoming devices also has
significant implications over their long-term
reliability. Activities such as burn-in or
screening through temperature cycling, lotto-lot control of components and periodic
requalification are characteristic of Quality
Level III (as given in Table 4), representing
the tightest level of quality control. A product designed for high reliability performance
would have all of these factors incorporated.
The designer should be cognizant of the
steady-state operating temperature of the
devices used in his design and should take
measures to ensure that temperature-sensitive
devices are not heat stressed, and discretes

TCs

Stress curve

% Stress

ITable 7:

Observations

76

Table 5: Electrical stress multiplier,

Temperature stress multiplier, lc 7-

Operating tern p.. C Temperature stress curve
3
0.9
1.0
1.4

30
40
65

7
0.6
1.0
2.6

8
0.6
1.0
3.0

10
0.4
1.0
6.8

Table 8: Hypothetical customer
interface unit bill of material
r
Device

description

100k Gate digital IC
Microprocessor
256k DRAM
Relay
256k PROM
Total CIU FIT

Quantity

Device FIT

2
2
2
4
2

150
100
180
560
81
3262

For purposes of illustration, we are oversimplifying the C1U construction. We are
assuming that the quantities and types of
devices in the above table are amost likely
representative of the reliability of the real CIU.

such as diodes, capacitors or resistors are not
electrically stressed. Furthermore, an attempt
should be made to minimize the number of
high failure rate devices, and in general,
keep component count to aminimum.
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Model used for telephony services:
The average availability (up-time) goal for
plain old telephone service (POTS) subscriber loop has been set to be 99.99 percent
or no more than 53 minute average unavailable time per year. There are many reasons
for this high level of reliability and availability, but one simple one is public reliance on
telephone access for emergency 911 services.
This objective, incorporating all network
equipment between the local switch and the
network interface (excluding the local switch
and the customer premises terminal equipment), refers to the long-term average service to atypical customer.
Telephony-like services over HFC should
therefore strive to achieve this goal, if they are
to be the only means of providing telephone
service in the area. In our discussion herein,
we will attempt to assess the challenges in
meeting this goal and highlight some additional measures that need to be considered in order
to achieve this goal.
According to the above definition, the
"subscriber loop," consists of: the headend
switch interface unit (HSIU), headend power,
headend optics TX, headend optics RX, fibernode optics RX, fiber-node optics TX, plant
power, up to three cascaded amplifiers and the
customer interface unit (Figure 1).
Using (2), (4) and (5), the end-to-end availability measure of the above model can be
expressed as follows:
A= AHEP *AHSIU *AFOptics *AROptics *
ACIU where (8)
AHE p=Availability of the headend powering equipment
AHSIU =Availability of the headend switch
interface unit
AFOptics =Availability of the forward optics
AROptics =Availability of the reverse optics
App = Availability of the plant power
Amm,=Availability of amplifier
m =Number of amplifiers in cascade, we
will use m =6, to account for reverse amplifiers too
Actu =Availability of customer interface
unit
AFoptics and ARoptics are further broken
down into,
App * (AA mp )m

*

AFOptics =AFlaser *AFreceiver,If no redundancyi sused
AROptics= ARlaser *
If no redundancy is used
A
If redundancy in the optics is used, then
equation (5) can be applied.
In order to calculate the individual availability
measures, knowledge of the MTBF and MUR
is necessary. The M'ITRs were given in Table I.
1996

Analysis of the model
In order to get some idea about the expected availability measure of the end-to-end telephony model, we have to use some actual
experienced numbers. In the above model,
there is not much experience with the HSIU
and CIU components, simply because these
are products in the early phases of deployment.
To get an idea of the availability, we will
create ahypothetical customer interface unit.
Here is the bill of material for this hypothetical
CIU (see Table 8).
Using the following coefficients and
assumptions
nE = 1.5 (Outside plant)
EQ = 1.0 (Quality level II, average)
ns = 1.0 (Designed, such that devices are
not electrically stressed)
= 1.3 (All devices fall in temperature
curve 8, assume 45°C operating temperature)
Issau =6361 FIT ---)MTBF =
157,208 (hours)
Aciu =0.9999618
One significant difference between the
design of the CIU and the HSIU, is that there
is great incentive in keeping the cost of the
CIU as low as possible. This prohibits the use
of redundancy in the design of the CIU. On the
other hand, the HSIU can afford to employ
equipment duplication and protection, because
its cost is shared by many hundreds of potential subscribers.
To estimate Atisiu we assume that the FIT
is 10 times better than that of the CIU. This is
not an unrealistic expectation, because the
HSIU equipment will provide amuch higher
level of equipment protection, plus the operating environment will be much more benign
and stable. Therefore
AHSIU =

1572080
=0.99999745
1572080 +4
To further continue the analysis we will
consider four cases (See Tables 9-12):
Case I: Trunk and feeder with 20 trunk, one
bridger and two line extender amplifiers. The
annual return rate of the amplifiers is assumed
to be 2percent. For two-way telephony service, the reverse path should be turned on.
This results in an equivalent of 46 amplifiers
in cascade in the reliability model. We see
from Table 8that the end-to-end availability is
99.93 percent. This number would further be
aggravated if the dependence on commercial
power were to be incorporated. It is common
to see apower outage in one segment of acascade and not at the neighborhood. Taking all
of these factors into account, it is easy to
understand why so many people have adistaste for cable TV service. Regardless of the

power issue, we see that the trunk and feeder
architecture is really not suitable for telephone
services.
Case II: Hybrid fiber/coax, with no optical
redundancy. Even though in this example the
optics perform less reliably than the amplifiers, the end-to-end availability has improved
to 99.97 percent.
Case III: Same as Case II, with optical
redundancy. Using redundant optical equipment, despite their relatively low reliability,
improves the end-to-end availability to 99.987
percent.
Case IV: Same as Case III, with more reliable amplifiers. Deploying six times more reliable amplifiers results in 99.995 percent endable

InRress: The cable plant reverse path suffers
from aphenomenon called ingress. Ingress is
the infiltration of 5-40 MHz energy off air (or
through other means of energy coupling) from
the various openings (primarily in the soft
coax drop) into the plant. It is important to
understand the effects of ingress on channel
availability. All the considerations so far concentrated on electronic equipment reliability
and up-time. Interference from ingress can
conceivably jam the upstream transmission,
effectively making the service unavailable to
the subscriber. Analysis of ingress and quantifying channel availability as afunction of

ase I. Trunk end feeder 0+3in cascade

Annual return
rate %
Forward laser
Forward receiver
Coaxial amplifiers
Two-way cascade length
Reverse laser
Reverse receiver
CIU
HSIU

Other issues in consideration of
availability:

N/A
N/A
2
46
N/A
N/A
5.6
0.58

Calculated
MTBF (hrs.)

MTTR
(hrs.)

438,000

4
6
6

156,429
1,564,286

6
4
6
4

System

Calculated
availability

0.999986302
0.999370066

0.999961645
0.999997443
0.99932918

Table 10: Case II. HFC with no optical redundancy

Forward laser
Forward receiver
Coaxial amplifiers
Two-way cascade length
Reverse laser
Reverse receiver
CIU
HSIU

Annual return
rate %

Calculated
MTBF (hrs.)

MTTR
(hrs.)

Calculated
availability

9
9
2
6
9
9
5.6
0.56

97,333
97,333
438,000

4
6
6

97,333
97,333
156,429
1,564,286

6
4
6
4

0.999958906
0.99993836
0.999986302
0.999917812
0.99993836
0.999958906
0.999961645
0.999997443

System

to-end prediction.
Therefore, using the hypothetical CIU and
HSIU, applying redundancy in the optics and
assuming that App =AHEP n 1
.
0,we were able
to meet the Bellcore requirement of 99.99 percent long-term availability. It is important to
note that the only way that App and AHEp
will be relatively high is through use of power
back-up (i.e. batteries). Even then, the availability of emergency generators and emergency crews is essential in preventing extended power outages and in meeting the above
requirement. The cable plant power has historically not been backed-up; therefore, a
cable plant being designed for telephone services must take all of the above into consideration.

0.999671476

interferer characteristics and CIU characteristics is not the focus of our discussion.
However, we will mention that how avendor's
product treats ingress can have significant
bearing over the availability of the channel to
the point that electronic equipment reliability
could be over-shadowed. For example, through
the use of frequency agility, rugged modulation, and narrow carriers, ahigher immunity to
ingress can be expected. Given this, it is easy
to compute Achami based on experimental
information available on the plant ingress.
Once Achannel is computed, it can be treated as
another serial link in the reliability block diagram analysis to provide the real service availability measure.
The ability to shut off or attenuate various
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HFC TELEPHONY N ETWORK

There is no

if signals of arbitrary amplitude are permitted.
problems
parts of the return system will be critical to
The return amplifiers (just like forward amplibefore they
problem isolation and detection.
fiers) will become non-linear if signal input
occur, for preProactive system tests: This is simply findpower is too high. There is no effective gainventive maining faulty units before the customer does. An
control technique in the return path today, and
tenance reaimportant feature that will differentiate varithe return laser may be particularly susceptible
sons. In the
ous cable telephony products is their backto high power inputs.
event of an
ground and foreground diagnostic capability.
unexpected
As an example, aCIU in concert with the
Conclusion
failure,
there
HSIU could be running background tests
This article introduced the reader to some
is ahigh value
while the service is not being used. If failures
of the concepts of reliability analysis and
attached to the
are encountered, the results are transmitted to
some of the real-world problems encountered
ability of the
acentral location, whereby maintenance staff
in the hybrid fiber/coax plant. Quantifying
product
to
automatically
and
correctly
reconare dispatched. The fact that the CIU is priservice and channel availability to asubfigure redundant signal paths and raise appromarily going to be located at the side of the
scriber is not atrivial task and requires a
priate notification. Because this intelligence
house makes maintenance activities non-intrugreat deal of informasive. The maintetion gathering and
nance crew can serTable 11: Case Ill. HFC with optical redundanc
analysis. Complex sysvice the fault, long
Calculated
MTTR
Calculated
Annual return
tems, in particular,
before the subavailability
MTBF (hrs.) (hrs.)
rate %
where agreat deal of
scriber becomes
0.999958906
4
97,333
9
Foiward
laser
module inter-depenaware of the prob0.99993836
6
97,333
9
Forward receiver
dency exists, cannot be
lem. This is a
0.999986302
438,000
6
2
Coaxial amplifiers
easily analyzed. It was
major departure
0.999917812
6
Two-way cascade length
stated that electronic
0.99993836
97,333
6
from the traditional
9
Reverse laser
0.999958906
4
97,333
equipment
up-time will
9
Reverse
receiver
entertainment cable
0.999961645
6
156,429
5.6
CIU
not be the only factor
and is one of the
0.999997443
4
1,564,286
0.56
HSIU
in ensuring channel
major advantages
0.999876883
System
availability: issues
of the "demarcation
such as connections
point" concept.
and ingress must also
Bit-error-rate tests
Table 12: Case IV HFC with optical redundancy and improved reliability
be considered. We also
conducted in this
Calculated
MTTR
Calculated
Annual return
concluded that optics
manner at various
availability
MTBF (hrs.) (hrs.)
rate %
redundancy and power
frequencies can be
0.999958906
4
9
97,333
Forward laser
back-up are very
utilized to "quali0.99993836
97,333
6
9
Forward receiver
important in meeting
fy" potential seg0.999997945
6
2,920,000
0.3
Coaxial amplifiers
telephone
service
0.999987671
6
Two-way cascade length
ments of return
0.99993836
97,333
6
9
Reverse laser
availability requirespectrum, before
0.999958906
4
9
97,333
Reverse receiver
ments. It is possible to
assignment.
0.999961645
156,429
6
5.6
CIU
meet the availability
Cables and con0.999997443
4
1,564,286
0.56
HSIU
requirement
of 99.99
nectors: These are
0.999946739
System
percent with proper
other unknown
network design, plansources that can
ning and routine monitoring. Care must be
is primarily realized through software, its
and will cause service interruptions.
taken in the selection of network components
reliability becomes of paramount importance.
Intermittent connections are amajor source of
and their associated modulation and spectrum
Return spectrum management: There will be
ingress and signal degradation that can
formats. OSS for these networks will be comahigh value placed on the ability to manage
adversely affect channel availability.
plex and necessary. aED
and control the various signals present on the
Intermittent connections are likely to result in
return
spectrum.
Without
this
capability,
many
long outages because the trouble will most
References
new and existing products and systems which
likely be in the house cabling. Access and
[I] "Reliability Prediction Procedure for
utilize the return band for communication will
troubleshooting become quite aproblem.
Electronic Equipment," Bellcore TR-NWToverlap, contend and collide with high priority
Plant power: It was mentioned earlier that
000332 Issue 3, September 1990.
signals resulting in unpredictable communicapower reliability and availability must be taken
[2] "Methods and Procedures for System
tion and sub-optimal spectrum utilization.
into consideration and cannot be overlooked in
Reliability Analysis," Bellcore Special Report
Fiber path diversity: Considering the
providing telephone-like services. Batteries
SR-TSY-001171 Issue 1, January 1989.
extensive deployment of fiber, failures
must in fact be in place and in good condition
[3] "Generic Requirements and Objectives
because
of
cable
cuts
could
become
a
primary
to be utilized under commercial outage situafor Fiber In the Loop Systems," Bellcore TRconstraint. Optical cable path diversity may
tions. Status monitoring may be well-justified
NWT-000909, Issue 1, December 1991.
be well-justified.
to verify this on aroutine basis.
Return power sensitivity: It has been
Software reliability: It will be critical in
01996 NCTA. This article was adapted from apaper presented
at NCTA95 and is reprinted with pemission.
shown that the return path can be overpowered
advanced systems to be able to diagnose

effective gain-

control technique

in the return

path today
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D IGITAL VIDEO

Digital video and
ransport
connectivity options
Creating an infrastructure t
for new services

Figure 1: Typical VOC sites

Video
production houses

Sports venues

Local
government
sites

TV stations

work are beginning to understand that the best
short-term fit—and the easiest business case for
cable companies to make—for digital technology is above the headend. One such application
is known as supertrunlcing.
Another type of digital network, which is
fully complementary and compatible with a
supertrunk network, is the video operations center, or VOC. A video operations center network
is amulti-site, switched digital network configured in alogical star that can interconnect hundreds or even thousands of video source and
destination sites throughout acommunity, state
or region. This network can provide on-demand
or scheduled connections between headends, TV
stations, satellite uplink and downlink sites,
microwave relay points, sports venues, cultural
centers, hospitals, schools, governmental and
business sites for awide variety of unidirectional and interactive video services.

Constructing aVOC
Satellite uplinks
& downlinks

Figure 2illustrates atypical VOC network.
At each source or destination site is adigital
video codec capable of providing broadVideo
operations
cast quality video. These sites are concenter
Public schools
nected in alogical star configuration to
(K-12)
acentral hub site, where there is adigiCable headends
tal video switch. This subnetwork is
called acell. A network may consist of
one or several cells. Each cell switch is conCarrier networks
Advertisers
trolled by acell controller, and the entire network is controlled by amaster control system
TV transmitters
that allows the switches to function together as
asingle, seamless video network.
Colleges Libraries
& universities ,
The choice of technology is critical to netrnueu
Source: Norte!
work performance. The overall network must
provide extremely high video quality and nettheir
service
and
establish
a
foundation
for
work reliability. The video codecs must be
By Jay Shuler, Senior Manager of
mutually compatible, and capable of delivernew services through the construction of digiBroadband Applications, Nortel (Northern
ing video at "contribution" quality, so that it
tal video linkages to area programming
Telecom), Atlanta
sources, including local television broadcast
is capable of withstanding some post-production in the studio. MPEG-2 digital video
stations and
any cable providers understand the comcodecs are designed to support premium sersatellite
pelling need to migrate to an all-digital netdownlinks.
vices such as interactive video, digital
work, for reasons including pristine signal
Expanding
videotrunking and supertrunking.
quality over any distance, rock-solid reliability
Perhaps most important in distinguishing
this network
(bit error rates of up to 1error in
a
"good"
from a"bad" VOC network is the
to
include
1,000,000,000,000,000), compatibility with
choice of network software. This software
local sports
existing long-haul telecom networks and flexiand news
should allow asingle network to be shared
bility to accommodate every conceivable type
by many users. It should automate network
venues, proof service. Simply stated, digital is more effischeduling and switching to provide 24-by-7
duction stucient than analog—capable of sending agreater
operation, while minimizing the number of
dios and instinumber of video signals down the pipe.
tutional
network provider personnel required to operWhat cable providers may not have figate and maintain the network. Users should
sites—and hubured out is how to overcome the higher inibing these
be able to schedule their own network sestial costs of adigital network in order to
sions at any time of day using widely availsites to aswitching center—can create new
achieve the long-term revenue potential and
able technology (i.e., IBM-compatible or
business and service opportunities.
operational cost savings.
Those who have looked into the digital netMacintosh computers), while providing for
Cable systems can improve the quality of
Hospitals
& clinics

âmeere-r'

M

Most important in

distinguishing a

good from abad

VOC network

is the software
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Async or Sonet?

•

bandwidth that can only be provided by Sonet
facilities. Finally, Sonet facilities insure compatibility with adjacent telecom networks for
future service interoperability.

Applications and justifications
The first application of avideo operations
center—the one that provides the greatest and
earliest benefits to the cable company and its
end users—will depend to some extent on the
individual business drivers in each community.
Logically, it is easier to start where there is the

1
de

The transmission
system can be either
DS-3 asynchronous or
Sonet (Synchronous
Optical Network) fiber
or microwave. Singlemode fiber is the most
reliable and highestcapacity choice with
the longest unrepeated
range, but there may be
links in the network
that can only be
spanned affordably
using digital
Remote
scheduler
microwave facilities.
IS
Broadband digital
microwave comes in
capacities from T-3 (45
Mbps) to over 600
Mbps, at several different spectral frequencies. Individual links can
be redundant, and/or microwave hops can form
one or more links in aSonet ring network, for
maximum survivability.
The choice of asynchronous or Sonet is one
of cost vs. the superior survivability and network management capabilities of the Sonet
network. It is not unusual for end sites to gain
access to the backbone via unprotected DS-3
or OC-3 "spokes," although Sonet access rings
are becoming increasingly popular because of
superior reliability in case of cable cuts. The
advantages of Sonet become even more pronounced in the interoffice portion of the network, both between switching hubs and
between network concentration points and the
hub. Depending on the number of sites and the
traffic patterns between sites, abroadband digital video network can require alot of bandwidth in the network backbone—a level of

the installed base. The network provider
should plan from the start for rapid network
expansion. Not only does this allow for more
end users and potential sources of revenue, but
it increases the value of the network to each
user by providing more sites with which they
can communicate.

Improving existing service
Relying on off-air reception from local TV
stations exposes the cable system to many of
the same reliability and quality problems that

Source: Norte!

DS-3
Encoderl

RS-232
DS-3 source site
Central office
OC-3 receive site
OC-3 card
OC-3 card

DCS"

Decoder

DCS

Decoder

DCS

DS-3

Other
cells
41111-00.-

DS-3 switch

the security and privacy of each user's sites,
schedule and sessions. Users should have the
flexibility to grant temporary and explicit
access to one or more sites or sessions to one
or more other users, to allow sharing of programming. The software (and switch) must
allow either bidirectional or unidirectional,
point-to-point or multicast video routing.
And it should explicitly support multiple
switched video applications, such as broadcast trunking, distance learning or video conferencing, in order to gain maximum leverage of the network
investment. Figure 3
is ascreen shot of one Figure 2: VOC network
such scheduling system.

Cell
controller

Decoder
RS-232

19.2 kbps

411

Modem pool

19.2 kbps

•FOT: Fiber optic terminal
• DCS: data communications synchronization unit

greatest need, where the users already have an
existing budget for the type of service that a
VOC provides, and where there is the greatest
value in the
application. It
has been the
experience of
the author's
company that,
in most metropolitan areas,
the best initial
customer for
VOC services
is the broadcast community, which includes the cable company itself.
Once the network is established and generating
revenues, interactive video sites can be quickly
added to leverage incremental revenues out of

VOC connections
between cable

ops and local TV

stations improve

video quality

TH E PREMIER M AGAZIN E OF B ROADBAND C OMMUNICATI ONS N

caused their subscribers to come to them in
the first place. Severe weather can degrade
signal-to-noise before the signal even enters
the cable system. VOC connections between
cable providers and local TV stations benefit
both parties by dramatically improving video
quality and network reliability.
For the broadcaster, improved video quality makes the channel more attractive to viewers. For the cable provider, the ability to
achieve 60 dB or better at the headend gives
it greater headroom to accommodate losses
in the distribution network, allowing larger
systems in terms of geographic and subscriber reach.

Serving commercial customers
Ambitious owners also have the opportunity to establish revenue-generating switched
digital video networks that can serve avariety
1996
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DUN Remote Scheduling for Macintosh
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network allows

for inmates and

Exit

Figure 3. VOC remote scheduling. Source: Nortel

of commercial customers, including TV stations, news bureaus, venues and local video
production houses.
The microwave spectrum is getting very
crowded in many metropolitan areas, and it
is often difficult to establish lines of sight
between electronic news gathering sites and
local TV production studios. Broadcasters
typically have elaborate microwave routing
schemes, with expensive arrays of microwave
receivers and transmitters on top of tall
buildings or nearby mountains. These relay
points are expensive in terms of equipment,
real estate and signal degradation. The same
video operations center network that connects the headend to the TV broadcasters can
also minimize the need for such facilities,
while actually simplifying local sports and
news coverage.
Among the first sites to add to the video
network are local sports venues. This facilitates live coverage of professional, college,
and even high school football, baseball, basketball, hockey and other major sports.
Instead of sending an expensive microwave
truck to cover the game, the VOC allows the
broadcaster to dial into the scheduling system over astandard modem line and set up a
connection through adigital video codec.
When the camera crew arrives at the
game, it merely plugs into acodec pedestal,
and the video is sent directly to the studio.
For nationally televised games, this video
might go directly to anetwork point of presence (POP) for transmission to anational
network studio. This method is used in many
cities today.

The same

distance learning

Irj

User... I

education classes to parents and employees
who could not otherwise afford the time to
take them.
Video links between hospitals, clinics,
retirement homes and doctors' offices facilitate
remote diagnosis and consultation.
Telemedicine can improve patient care and
save time and
money by
keeping
patients closer
to home in
lower-intensity care facilities while
leveraging
highly-paid
specialist
physicians
across awider
geographic
area.
Connecting to courtrooms, judges' chambers and correctional facilities allows the provision of remote court arraignment and "virtual courtroom" services, which have been
shown to save millions of dollars in transportation and security costs, as well as accelerating
the judicial process. The same network also
allows telemedicine and distance learning for
inmates and correctional staff.

telemedicine and

"irt
vil

1,1

7

9

End day 8. time

erl

njr

5
Set Protection

INot Saved

Saved by: malcolm

E Recurring

t'est-00-0019

13:11:00

Video-linked performance venues such as
symphony halls, drama theaters and outdoor
amphitheaters enable broadcasters and cable
operators to bring local cultural programming
to their viewers and subscribers. Museums,
aquariums and libraries are yet another source
of programming, with regular and special
events that do not normally get much notice in
the community.
The ability to easily air these events provides another tool with which local broadcasters and cable systems can differentiate themselves from direct broadcast satellite and other
national-level programming.

Community conterencing services
An intelligently planned video operations
center network can even serve local businesses and government by providing the infrastructure for premium video conferencing,
distance learning, telemedicine and remote
arraignment services.
Local K-12 schools, community colleges,
and universities have aneed to share facilities, teachers and other educational resources
through digital networking. A video operations center network can allow fully-interactive distance learning so that high schools
can share specialized math teachers for
Calculus, science teachers for physics and
biology, language teachers, creative writing
teachers, art, etc. Connecting K-12 schools to
community colleges and universities allows
advanced placement (AP) and vocational
education to be provided to high school students, and allows local classrooms to be used
after hours to provide adult and continuing

correctional staff

Interworking with long-haul networks
A network that interconnects with all the
major media sites in ametropolitan area—and
which provides encoded, broadcast-quality
video transmitted over standard DS-3 facilities—makes an attractive access network for
the national networks and video network
providers. By facilitating easy access and
standard network interfaces, the VOC could
pre-empt competitive entry by asecond
provider, and help protect market position.

Interworking with supertrunk networks
If the cable provider has an existing
supertrunk network, aVOC network can provide management of program content to the
super headend for distribution to the local
"mini-headends." Basing both the VOC and
supertrunk network on Sonet technology
allows seamless network management of both
applications through asingle network management system.
It also allows voice, data and private line
service to be served off the same network
infrastructure, with almost unlimited capacity, reliability and ease of operation, while
providing the foundation for the ATM networks of the future. CUD
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We guarantee that as aparticipant in Women in Cable &Telecommunications'

training programs, you will receive high-quality, cost-effective training on key
operational and management issues impacting our industry. We guarantee top
notch educators and industry experts as instructors. We guarantee continuing
education units and discounts for WICT members and multiple attendees from the
same company. We guarantee practical instruction using acase-study format.
We guarantee small classes where participants get their questions answered.
Basically, we guarantee your satisfaction with our programs.
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Include Women in Cable & Telecommunications programs in your 1997 calendar.
Call Chris Bollettino, Director of Education, 312-634-2335
to help you design aprofessional development plan.

WOMEN IN CABLE
&TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Empowering women through leadership, education and advocacy.

To Build ABetter Network,

You Need the Right Equipment
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Introducing CED Magazine Online
Yihile there are thousands of sites to surf,
there's only one convenient place you need to
look to gather the information tools you need to
build tomorrow's network...today—CED Magazine
•
Evaluate the hottest new products and request
info instantly with CD's Literature 8/ Source
Guide!

•
Build your reference library through CD's
Editorial Index of past feature articles!
•
Tackle serious network technical challenges
with this month's feature editorial!
•
Hyper-link to other technology sites as you see
them!
•
Subscribe online!

Check Out CED Magazine Online Today!
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RETURN PATH M AINTENANCE

Proactive return
It's time
path
maintenance
By Bill Morgan, R&D Project Manager,
Hewlett-Packard
Editor's note: This article is part two of a
three-part series on the return path. The
final installment will appear in the February
issue.

I

return, requires aschedule to make it happen.
You need .a list of daily, weekly, monthly,
semi-annual and annual inspections and procedures to be performed. Establish achecklist
and keep it updated as the system architecture
changes. Information from the routine tests
should be recorded and kept in adatabase as a
history of the active network.

nlast month's issue, we discussed return
Return vs. forward
path alignment procedures and solutions to
Preventive maintenance for the return path
some of the problems that may be encountered
while turning on the
return path. Activating the
return path is only the
ure 1: Reflections
first step toward offering
:FREQ 0030.00
LEVEL -00.1
subscribers interactive
+06
services. If the quality of
the service you provide is
not superior, your customers will look to your
competitors. To keep the
DIR 005
competitive edge, you
will need to be able to
find and fix problems
before they are visible to
Figure 2: Diplexer grounding problems
your customers. In this
FREQ 0040.00
LEVEL +14.5
+20
article, we will discuss
the importance of areturn
path preventive maintenance program and look
at issues surrounding
1+12
proactive maintenance of
DIR 005
the return path.
As fiber is installed
deeper into today's cable
systems, and the number of cascaded ampliis similar to many of the current maintenance
fiers is reduced, the tendency is to pay less
programs used in the forward path. These
attention to keeping the remaining amplifiers
methods include periodic system sweep, endoperating at their optimum performance. But
of-line monitoring and periodic performance
with the activation of return path services,
tests. Because the return path is configured
optimum performance is even more critical.
differently and carries different services, some
Attention to detail is mandatory, regardless of
of the return path tests have changed. As an
the number of cascaded amplifiers and the age
example, acarrier-to-noise measurement in the
of the plant. Technicians need to be obsessed
forward path can be made relative to ameawith details and investigate all discrepancies.
sured visual carrier because the forward path
In other words, don't ignore the small stuff!
carriers are always active. Quite often, return
path carriers are only on when transmitting
Any maintenance program, forward or
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data, so acarrier-to-ingress measurement in
the return path must be made relative to an
intermittent data carrier or its expected level.
Cable operators are discovering that maintaining the return path is much more difficult
than the forward path. The cost of maintaining
abi-directional system is currently two to four
times greater than the cost of maintaining the
forward path alone. Much of the increase in
labor is related to multiple trips to the same
location repairing self-inflicted problems. The
goal of return path maintenance is to minimize
trips to agiven site by maintaining precise
gain alignment. This can be accomplished by
adding return path sweep testing and ingress
monitoring to the normal forward path test
program.

Sweep testing
Routine sweep testing of the forward and
return paths gives the technician many advantages over other alignment methods. Forward
path sweep response data is valuable information for the technician as he is troubleshooting
the return path. The
improved frequency resolution inherent in today's
return path sweep systems enables the technician to find and fix problems before they become
customer complaints.
Some examples of return
path problems identified
035 REF 02
by sweep testing are pictured in Figures 1and 2.
Maintenance costs
will be reduced if the
technician sweeps the
forward and return paths
at the same time.
Combining the two tests
eliminates asecond trip
to the same location and
minimizes housing openings which can aggravate
ingress and leakage problems. In addition, many
amplifier designs have return signal paths on
the forward amplifier motherboard. Therefore,
if the forward amplifier is replaced, the return
amplifier may also be affected. Faulty
grounding of the modules in the amplifier can
cause ingress problems in the return, but only
have aminor effect on the forward path.
Checking both forward and return paths at the
same time can help eliminate future problems
in both directions.
The sweep tech needs to understand the
importance of return path unity gain, the prop1996

er levels to insert into the return, and what levels to expect at the headend.
In last month's article (see October issue,
page 42), we discussed using alevel matrix to
set the sweep source level. This matrix is just
as important for maintenance as it is for
alignment. If these levels aren't well controlled, all the work done during initial alignment can be wasted. Routine sweeping of the
return should include sweeping the fiber link
and reconfirming the normalized levels at the
headend (the "X" level) to verify the performance of the optics.
Some manufacturers' distribution equipment
will recommend different optimum input levels. This is sometimes found when comparing
the recommended input to the return amplifier
gain block and the fiber node return laser. This
is adeviation from the unity gain theory. The
gain block (return amplifier and cable loss) can
have either gain or loss in order to set the signals to the correct level for the fiber node. But
the philosophy that each amplifier in the return
path is adjusted to compensate for the loss of
the section of
cable follow.

The safest

approach is to
sweep and
align the new
return before
connecting it

•

ing (in this
case, the cable
and passives
between the
fiber node and
the first amPli fier) still holds
true. If your
sweep gear
uses an insertion point loss

variable to
adjust the
actual sweep
source level,
this loss may be adjusted to compensate for
the variation.
It is important to maintain ahistory of
amplifier serial numbers, pad and equalizer
values, and performance data for identifying
trends. Keeping arecord of the previous
sweep results in the amplifier housing, or any
place easily accessible to the technician, will
also help to prevent or track down problems.
Technicians should compare the current and
previous results and question any discrepancies. Don't just change pad or equalizer values if the sweep insertion level is correct, and
the levels at the headend are incorrect. Find
the problem! The goal is to continually
improve the performance of the system.
Small incremental improvements each time
the location is visited will keep the system at
peak performance.

Type of hardware
Table 1: Source level matrix
Laser hub
Sweep input level
Internal coupling loss
Test point loss
Tap loss
Cable loss

Line extender

9dB
30 dB
▪

Total insertion point loss

39 dB

Source level

+49 dBmV

.44

If it is necessary to sweep from atap in the
return, you can use this same level matrix.
Determine the new source level by ignoring
the amplifier test point loss and adding the
loss from the tap to the amplifier output
(return input). The level matrix in Table 1
illustrates an example of this new calculation.
This same approach can be used for testing
the return path from any return insertion point
in the system.

Turning on new sections

Trunk amp

Bridger

5dB
20 dB

+10 dBmV
13 dB
20 dB

33 dB

25 dB

33 dB

+43 dBmV

+35 dBmV

+43 dBmV

+10 dBmV
1dB
0dB
24 dB
8dB

cussed earlier. The return amplifier pad and
equalizer are then adjusted to achieve the
required level at the return input to the node.
This approach allows the technician to locate
and fix any ingress problems before connecting the new section to the existing plant. After
the new section is aligned, it can safely be
connected to the existing return and afinal
check made for overall performance.
A more expedient approach is to maximize
the pads in the new return section or disable
the return amplifiers at the time of installation
and then connect the new section to the existing trunk. Now the new section can be aligned
in the same manner as the initial alignment
using areturn sweep receiver at the headend.
The operator needs to be aware that using this
approach, an ingress problem in the new section may impact the existing return before the
ingress can be located and repaired.

Connecting new forward plant to an operational forward plant usually presents little risk
to the existing system, with the exception of
the power demands and tap insertion loss. In
contrast, connecting new return plant into an
existing system can create major problems. In
Figure 3, if the last three amplifiers were connected into the system with zero attenuation,
and the gain and slope controls set to the maximum output level, this could result in asignifIngress monitoring
icant increase in noise at the laser and disable
Some of the test equipment currently used
the return.
for sweeping the return path makes it easy to
It is extremely important to check the pad,
check the headend return ingress while sweepequalizer, gain and slope values before coning. Monitoring ingress as part of the sweep
necting the new equipment.
routine enables the technician to continually
The operator has acouple of choices when
lower the composite ingress distortion as part of
connecting new return plant to operational secthe routine maintenance. In addition, having
tions. The safest approach is to sweep and
access to headend ingress while sweeping proalign the new return before connecting it. This
vides an excellent troubleshooting tool when
method requires areturn sweep system with a
problems occur. By comparing the ingress at the
portable sweep
receiver placed
at the node and
connected to
the return
feeder under
test. When
using this
Figure 3: Typical system diagram
approach, the
New plant
sweep source
level is determined using
the same
source level
matrix dis-
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RETL,RN PATH M AINTENANCE
Figure 4: Return path ingress performance

Another method is to record the number of
times ingress is detected above agiven threshold. This method can be used to provide a
measure of percent availability. An example of
this type of data also collected over atwo-hour
period is shown in Figure 5.
The NCTA engineering committee is in the
process of developing recommended measurement practices for the return path, and among
these efforts is radiated and conducted ingress.
Results from this effort should be available
early in 1997 and will provide guidelines for
these measurements.
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Summary
The successful delivery of two-way services
to subscribers requires ahigher reliability system. An effective proactive maintenance program can help achieve this level
of performance while reducing
resource demands overall. The
key points to remember are:
1) Return path maintenance
requires more diligence than the
forward path
2) Routine sweep testing of
the return will prevent problems
and minimize repeat trips
3) Ingress management
requires continuous monitoring
of the return path. CED
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current field test location to the ingress at the
headend, the technician can isolate the source.
Continuously monitoring ingress will also
help the operator predict problems in the system by viewing slight changes in the system's
performance over time. This process helps the
operator direct maintenance technicians to
potential trouble locations before system performance degrades.
Proper monitoring provides ameasure of
the availability of the system and alook at the
performance of the return path. Problems in
the return path can cause an increase in the
ingress signals received at the headend. By
sampling, storing and time stamping these
measurements, the performance of the system
can be viewed over time. These measurements
can be compared to current measurements for
troubleshooting purposes. We may be able to
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compare the
time of an
increase in
noise to an
installation of
anew section
of the system,
aparticular
weather pattern, an accident, or even
the installation of anew
subscriber.
One method of tabulating ingress data is
to store peak and average values which give
an indication of long term performance. An
example of this type of data collected over a
two-hour period is shown in Figure 4.

Return path

maintenance

requires

more diligence

than the

forward path
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N THE NEWS
Samsung, Diba partner on Internet TVs

RIDGEFIELD PARK, N.J. and MENLO
PARK, Calif.—Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd.
and Diba Inc. have announced apartnership
to develop anew line of Internet-enabled
television sets.
Samsung's Internet TV will use the Diba
Application Foundation to support arange of
Internet services, including browsing the
World Wide Web and accessing electronic
mail. The first offering, a29-inch Internet
TV, will allow users to access information
from the Internet by pushing abutton on the
remote control. A built-in electronic keyboard
can be displayed onscreen and manipulated
with the remote control for inputting and
transmitting data, including electronic mail.
Another option is awireless keyboard. The
television has abuilt-in 33.6 kbps modem for
quick Web content access and delivery.
The two companies plan to deliver Internet
TVs to the Korean market for the 1996
Christmas retail season. Samsung will export
Internet TVs to the U.S. and Japan starting in
1997.

WKU Installs Zenith cable modems

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.—Western
Kentucky University (WKU) has installed
high-speed cable modems in four of its residence halls, and plans to double that number
soon.
HomeWorks Universal cable modems from
Zenith Electronics Corp. will provide 800 students with high-speed Internet access through
WKU's own WesternCable system and its
WKUNET computer network.
The university installed abroadband cable
network in all 18 of its residence halls and
data wiring in 14 of the halls several years
ago, according to Charles Anderson, vice
president of information technology at the
Bowling Green campus. "And we set agoal of
adding computer access to the other four by
1996:' he adds.

GI modems available to Continental subs
CHICAGO—General Instrument Corp.'s
SURFboard cable modems are now commercially available to Continental Cablevision's
subscribers in the Jacksonville, Fla. area.
Continental will install SURFboard cable
modems into subscribers' PCs, enabling cable
modem and Internet service for amonthly fee.
No equipment purchase is required.
Last July, Continental placed an order with
GI for 10,000 modems and associated network
equipment. At the beginning of this month, the
service was slated to be available to all
Jacksonville-area subscribers.

CBIS will bill for TCI Telephony Services
CINCINNATI, Ohio—CBIS has signed an
outsourced cable telephony billing and customer management contract with TCI
Telephony Services Inc., aunit of TCI
Communications Inc.
Under terms of athree-year agreement,
CBIS will provide customer management and
billing services including rating, service order
entry and bill finishing, as TCI Telephony
Services enters the telephony market.
CBIS will utilize several billing modules
from Commsoft Inc., aprovider of wireline
telephony software, in its Orlando Data Center
complex.
"The CBIS platform offers asolution for
customer billing and management, alongside
our aggressive development of TCI's
SUMMITrak system," said Sadie Decker,
senior vice president for TCI Advanced
Information Technology.

DEC to use Vela video compression
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.—Vela Research
Inc. has been selected by Digital Equipment
Corp. to provide MPEG-2 video
compression/decompression technology for its
new AlphaStudio Broadcast systems. The
AlphaStudio will be marketed to broadcast stations for distribution of video clips.
DEC will utilize Vela's Centaur MPEG-2
encoder system to digitally compress video
into MPEG-2 compliant video bit streams
which are then stored on Digital's AlphaStudio
systems for later retrieval. The compressed
video is reconstructed upon playback by Vela's
SCSI-2 decoder boards which are embedded in
the AlphaStudio system.

CableData signs marketing deal with IBM
RANCHO CORDOVA, Calif.—CableData
Inc. has announced anew U.S. Business
Partner marketing agreement with IBM. Under
the new deal, CableData and IBM will jointly
market CableData's Intelecable software system, complementary IBM business support
software such as data warehousing and marketing decision support packages, IBM system
integration and consulting services and the
IBM RS/6000 to U.S. television and telecommunications providers. The agreement will
enable the two companies to offer their customers "a range of seamless, full service solutions," according to company executives.

West End signs distributors in Taiwan

KANATA, Canada—West End Systems
Corp. has signed amemorandum of understanding with two distributors in Taiwan—Sun
Moon Star Co. Ltd. and Toyon Technology

THE PREMIER M AGAZINE OF BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS N

Corp.—for the marketing, distribution and support of West End's hybrid fiber/coax access
communications equipment.
West End's WestBound 9600 broadband
communications products enable the transmission of digital voice, data and LAN communications over HFC and telephony infrastructures.

Alcatel picked by ADSL consortium
PARIS—Alcatel has been selected by the
Joint Procurement Consortium—formed by
Ameritech, BellSouth, Pacific Bell and SBC
Communications—as asupplier of ADSL highspeed data access equipment, pending successful contract negotiations. Alcatel was chosen
from the companies which responded to the
consortium's solicitation for bids on ADSL
(asynchronous digital subscriber line).
Collectively, the operators anticipate that
ADSL technology will be used by thousands of
customers within the next 18 months and will
serve more than amillion of their customers by
the year 2001, according to information
released by Alcatel.
Alcatel's ADSL system has been shipped to
customers in the U.S. and in Europe in the
context of pilot projects.

Cable Technologies signs marketing deal

WILLOW GROVE, Pa.—Cable Technologies
international Inc. has signed an agreement with
L.G. Precision/Goldstar to become its marketing arm to the cable and wireless industries.
Cable Technologies International is carrying
the company's full line of test equipment,
including multimeters, pattern generators,
scopes and counters.

NUKO, BroadBand demo MPEG-2 via ATM
SAN JOSE, Calif. and RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, N.C.—NUKO Information
Systems Inc. and BroadBand Technologies
have completed tests that demonstrated live
transmission of multiple streams of MPEG-2
digital video via an ATM signal, anecessary
capability for the transmission of digital video
over fiber-to-the-curb (FTTC) networks.
The tests utilized the NUKO Highlander
multi-channel MPEG-2 video encoder system
and ATM multiplexer, the BroadBand second
generation FLX-2500 platform and aSamsung
set-top box.

ICI in Peoria selects SDI product

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah—TCI's cable facility in Peoria, Ill. has selected SDI equipment
to upgrade its commercial insertion system to
digital. The Peoria facility notes that it has
been running at 99.3 percent accuracy since
going on-line with the SDI system. CID
1996
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Scientific Atlanta
http://www.sciatl.com

West End Systems Corp.
http://westendsys.com

Family Ware
Email: familyvals@aol.com

Siemens Stromberg-Carlson
http://www.ssc.siernens.com

Zenith Electronics Corp.
http://www.zenith.com

Sony Business & Professional Group
http://www.selsony.com/SEL/bppg/videostore/
index.html
Spectrum
http://www.spectrummhz.com
Sprint North Supply
hup://www.sprintnorthsupply.com
StarNet Development, Inc. (SDI)
Email: info@sndev.com
Superior Electronics Group
http://www.cheetahnet.com
Synchronous Group
http://www.syngroup.com
Tech Electronics
Email: SMatth330@aol.com
Tele Wire Supply
http://telewiresupply.com
Tellabs
hup://www.tellabs.com
Toner Cable Equipment Inc.
http://www.tonercable.com
Trilithic, Inc.
hup://www.trilithic.com
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PCS may be true
road t
o
cable telephony

Voice over coax proves
harder than some had thought

By Fred Dawson

T
he cable industry has arrived at amoment of truth in

its telecom agenda, where strategists must either find
new approaches to getting into voice-based services or
face the possibility that the long-pursued opportunity
may be out of reach.
There's no better gauge of the daunting nature of the
all-wireline approach to cable delivery of telephony
than the fact that the three companies with the most
robust approaches to network design, two of them telephone companies deploying new plant, the other Time
Warner Cable, are reporting the push to voice-over-

Figure 1: Coverage map.
In a test over TCI facilities
in Lakewood, Colo.. PCS
Solutions CMIs delivered
robust signals over four
coverage areas measuring
2,000 feet in radius, and one,
located on asmall hill,
measuring 2,500 feet.
Source: PCS Solutions.
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coax is harder than they thought.
On the cable front, as has been widely reported over
the past month, Time Warner is drawing down its ambitious charge into the residential voice market, ostensibly out of concern over regulatory uncertainties, but
more fundamentally, out of concern over the costs of
making its plant robust enough to meet the performance demands of lifeline telephone service. As noted
in this space on several occasions this year (see, for
example, the February issue), the deeper MSOs have
probed the challenge of wireline telephone service over
hybrid fiber/coax networks, the steeper the climb to
robust performance has seemed.
On the telco side, delivering telephone service over
HFC is proving tougher than expected for Pacific Bell
and Southern New England Telecommunications,
resulting in significant delays of their service rollouts.
CED:COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN N

"At this point, we're not looking at large-scale (HFC)
construction much before '98,' says Craig Watts,
spokesman for Pacific Bell, which now has passed
some 330,000 households with HFC facilities but has
connected only afew hundred with voice service.
But, for all the drawbacks, no one is prepared to say
"Forget it" when it comes to cable moving into the
voice business. In the widely-embraced future scenario
where broadband networks are the norm, and competition is based on provision of afull package of digital
voice, data and video services, there appears to be no
choice but to be aplayer on the telecom side.
The good news, if it can be called that, is that these
are rough times for all the would-be entrants who
assumed that with the passage of the telecom bill the
gates would swing wide open in the local exchange
market. In other words, cable does not run so great a
risk of seeing other newcomers to telecom competition
leap ahead as it rethinks its strategy, given the fact that
the established telcos and their state regulators have
greatly clouded the competitive picture by mounting
court challenges to the FCC's interconnection and other
rules aimed at implementing the act.
Even better news from acable perspective is the fact
that delivery of wireless services over HFC is proving
out, with Cox Communications taking the lead in
demonstrating the cable microcell integrator (CMI) is
capable of supporting commercial PCS services under
real market conditions on apar with all-wireless configurations. Moreover, vendors are now bringing products to market that will support delivery of wirelineequivalent as well as PCS-type mobile services over the
cable/CMI infrastructure.
Cox California PCS Inc. put CMI technology supplied by Lockheed Martin Corp.'s Sanders unit via primary contractor Lucent Technologies Inc. through arigorous test during the Republican Party Convention in
early August, with friendly users making "many tens of
thousands of calls," according to Bruce Crair, vice president and general manager of the Cox Communications
subsidiary. "We found that, from anetwork operations
perspective, we could see no difference in performance
between areas covered by CMIs and those covered by
(tower-based) macrocells," Crair says. "And the same
was true from the customer perspective."
Cox, apartner in the Sprint PCS venture with TeleCommunications Inc. and Comcast Corp., and holder
of apioneer's license for its work in CMI development,
will use the cable-based distribution technology wherever there is adequate cable plant available and adeal
can be struck with the local cable operator for use of
the plant, Crair says.
Officials are holding back specifics of launch plans
at presstime, though they make clear the service will be
underway very shortly.
Based on what Cox is finding, cable operators could
have abigger opportunity in PCS than many planners
might have assumed. Having decided to deploy CMIs
with 2.5 watt transmitters, Cox has found CMIs "provide substantial coverage, better than what we
1996

thought:' Crair says. While cable plant has to be in
good condition and two-way capable, it doesn't have to
be state-of-the-art 750 MHz capacity with fiber to 500home nodes to support PCS, he adds. "We can do this
over 450 MHz systems:' he says.
Crair notes that CMIs are an especially good fit with
CDMA (code division multiple access), the air interq face technology Sprint PCS is deploying nationwide.
Along with providing strong resistance to noise inter• ference, the CDMA spread spectrum method of signal
distribution makes it easy to handle mobile calls in
CMI coverage areas, he says.
"With CDMA, you don't have to worry about
whether the CMI can hand off calls quickly enough to
4
support full mobility," Crair notes. "Multiple CMIs are
transmitting on the same frequency, so there's no need
to switch frequencies as you go from cell to cell."
The other leading supplier of CMI technology, PCS
Solutions, which is ajoint venture between ADC
Telecommunications Inc. and PCS Wireless Inc., is also
reporting outstanding results from recent testing, in this
case in conjunction with aproject backed by Sprint,
ICI and Cable Television Laboratories. The PCS
Solutions test results show that five CMIs, in most
instances propagating signals at aradius of 2,000 feet,
provided coverage on apar with coverage from asingle
macrocell tower-mounted transmitter.
"We were quite happy with what we saw," says Dan
Huslig, director of engineering for PCS Solutions.
"Performance was better than we expected."
The test, conducted in alargely residential area consisting of one- to three-story buildings with "moderate"
amounts of foliage, inserted various types of impairments into the signal stream to calculate acceptable
interference levels on the cable plant affecting both the
CDMA signals and the control signals used to communicate between the headend interface convertor and the
strand-mounted CMIs. "We had been thinking the coverage radius per CMI would be in the range of 1,000 to
1,500 feet at acceptable interference levels, but found
the radius can comfortably be extended to at least 2,000
feet within required specifications," Huslig says.
The biggest factor in what could become amuch
higher level of interest in wireless telecom among operators is Sprint Spectrum, which has returned to afairly
strong emphasis on use of cable networks after nearly a
year of downplaying the concept in favor of arapid allwireless building out. Not only is the company
impressed at CMI performance; it's also finding it harder
than anticipated to nail down tower sites in key markets.
"We're not dependent on cable networks to fill out
our systems," says Sprint Spectrum president Andrew
Sukawaty, "but there are certain advantages to deployment on the cable TV backbone, which Cox clearly has
demonstrated in San Diego. We're working with all our
cable partners to take advantage of that approach."
While Sprint intends to launch 15 to 20 markets by
year's end, with some as early as this month, Sukawaty
says the "numbers are still in flux," with early launch
locations "popping on and off the list" as aresult of

action taken by cities to stall wireless buildouts pending
completion of new tower site planning initiatives.
"When you have 80 to 90 percent of your cells finalized and then you have amoratorium in akey area that
is vital to your business plan, it might not make sense
to go forward immediately," Sukawaty says.
While Sprint is unlikely to match Cox's level of
CMI use in every market, it is likely many markets will
make greater use of cable infrastructure than even the
CMI vendors had expected. Asked whether vendors'
projections of 10-30 percent coverage by CMIs is areasonable benchmark, Sukawaty replies, "We don't have
firm figures yet, but it could go higher where we have
cable networks available."
Along with strong performance from CMIs, Sprint is
finding that cable's fiber backbone infrastructure is
often superior to fiber links offered by other carriers for
PCS backhauling, Sukawaty says. "Cable has installed
alot of fiber, and it's much newer than many of the
links offered by other providers:' he adds.
All things being equal in terms of having ready access
to cable plant or to tower sites in agiven market segment,
Sukawaty says Sprint would likely pick CMI deployment
over the all-wireless approach at this point. "The cable
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network is proving to be very reliable:' he says.
Notwithstanding the current level of activity with
CMIs, the technology could become amuch bigger factor
in PCS network deployments, notes Sanders' Powers.
"We believe that once the technology is out there and
working in acommercial environment, they'll realize this
is avery effective and economical approach:' he says.
A cable operator doesn't have to be alicensee to take
advantage of the opportunities, given the large number of
PCS players that are looking for ways to quickly build
out their networks at relatively low costs. "The service
can provide an incremental revenue for the cable operator with very little operational involvement, as long as
the PCS operator knows what he's doing:' Crair says.
Already, the CMI technology is having an impact on
the thinking of operators in the immediate vicinity of
Cox's PCS operation, Crair notes. "We're starting to
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Figure 2: Downstream
signal allocation. Three
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positioned within the 6
MHz downstream and
upstream channels of the
cable network as indicated
(also see Figure 3). CMIs modulate outgoing signals to the
1.9 GHz PCS frequency, and
incoming frequencies to the
cable channel levels.
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see some excitement from other operators in our area:'
he says. "They're looking at the PCS product as something they can have in their portfolio along with television and high-speed data, which can better equip them
to confront acompetitor like Pacific Bell, who is moving in with PCS and wireless cable."
Adding new appeal to the wireless play for cable is
the emergence of fixed wireless local loop technology
as an acceptable competitor with traditional wireline
service. With demand driving some 30 vendors to bring
WLL product to market in the U.S. this year and next,
there's an opportunity for cable to bypass its drop cables
with wireline-equivalent service that didn't exist before.
"We are watching these developments very closely,"
says Joseph Cece, president of Cablevision Lightpath,
the telecommunications division of Cablevision
Systems Corp., which is undertaking alarge-scale market test of residential voice services this fall.
a
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The growing telecommunications industry support
for WLL options has prompted suppliers of CMIs to
begin planning product options for fixed services as
well. "Everybody that makes these devices (CMIs) is
pursuing WLL options," says Sanders' Powers. "We
have tests planned in that area, but Ican't go into any
details at this point."
Motorola Corp., which recently introduced the first
CDMA-based WLL system in the U.S. and is supplying
several commercial deployments overseas, is also
working on acable-oriented version of the technology.
Cablevision has decided to do some preliminary testing
of Motorola Corp.'s equipment, Cece says, adding,
"One of the reasons we're interested in working with
the Motorola system is their commitment to developing
awireless local loop system:' Cece says.
"We've seen quite afew business cases from PCS
licensees that describe cable-oriented applications:'
said Mike Malone, director of product marketing for
Motorola's personal communications division in Fort
Worth, Texas. "Cable makes alot of sense as abackhaul medium connecting base stations to switches,
especially when plans call for use of alarge volume of
base stations!'
The cell-based Motorola system delivers traditional

single-line service with support for advanced voice and
data features such as caller ID, call forwarding, call
waiting and distinctive ring service. Signals are delivered to a3.3-pound, 9-inch x9-inch x2-inch fixed
wireless terminal mounted on the wall inside the user
premises which is connected via standard interior telephone wiring to traditional corded or cordless phones,
answering machines and computers.
The system uses alow-power, unity gain omnidirectional antenna, as opposed to the more common directional antennas used in other vendors' WLL systems,
thereby reducing the installation and ongoing quality of
service maintenance hassles, says Bill Marsh, manager
of digital WLL product for Motorola's Cellular
Infrastructure Group.
"The beauty of this approach is that it delivers a
radar-like effect where the network finds the subscriber
unit, rather than requiring three hours for aprofessional
installer to set the direction or to reset it if the wind
blows the transmitter off course alittle bit," Marsh says.
Initially, Motorola worked on ahigh-power directional antenna-based design but "found that more
power is acrutch for poor system engineering:' he
adds. The system, which is equipped with eight-hour
internal battery back-up, uses over-the-air programming
and activation to further minimize installation time,
Marsh says. Costs of deployment are below the average
telecommunications industry wireline network costs, he
adds, declining to be more specific.
The radius of coverage for the WLL cell depends on
anumber of factors, including density of users and the
amount of traffic per user. "The radius in avery dense
population area with 6,000 subscribers or so to asquare
kilometer might be seven-tenths to one kilometer, and
we've seen designs for the 1.9 GHz version that have
radii all the way out to 15 Km," Marsh says.
Given the traffic and density requirements associated
with WLL, PCS licensees exploring this application
require alot of base stations, which means there's apremium on size and cost, Malone notes. Motorola has just
introduced a210-pound base station that can be polemounted, and within the next year, will introduce astation half that weight that can be strand-mounted, he adds.
"There's atradeoff between size and call capacity."
Malone says. "The smallest stations can handle 30 calls
at once, versus up to 300 calls at once for the largest!'
"Many PCS licensees see an opportunity to offer
long distance carriers amuch lower cost access route.
given that their PCS peak usage tends to be drive-time,
while residential long distance is heaviest at night:'
Malone adds. "The cable network offers away to connect alot of base stations back into the central switch
and control units at low cost."
So far, there have been no major deals between PCS
licensees and cable, outside of the Sprint venture. But,
with aglut of PCS players looking for ways to cut
costs, and some percentage of those looking for aWLL
connection, the cable industry may soon find its move
into telephony tracks much more closely with PCS than
many strategists anticipated. CUD
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The issue: Interconnects
Cable companies that are serious about entering
the telephony or high-speed datacom markets will
have to be able to send and retrieve signals across traditional cable system franchise boundaries to cover

wider geographic areas. This is amajor break with
tradition, where each cable system was its own
island. Some say it can't be done easily.
What do you think?

The questions:
1. Has your system consolidated headends by adding
fiber to your system?

LI

Yes

LI

No

LI

7. How important will interconnects be in the future?

LI

Very

Somewhat

Don't know

LI

Not at all

2. Has your system considered constructing one
regional "superheadend" to serve the community?

8. Today, would you be inclined to deploy Sonet equipment or go with aless costly analog or proprietary
uncompressed digital fiber system?

Yes

Sonet

No

Don't know

3. Has your system either considered interconnecting
or already completed an interconnect project with an
adjacent cable system owned by other MSOs to fully
"cover" the metro area you serve?

Yes

No

1:3
Don't know

4. Do you think such an interconnect could save your
system money over the long term?

Yes

No

LI

Don't know

5. Do you think your neighboring MS0 would welcome the opportunity to interconnect with your system?

LI

Yes

LI

No

LI

Don't know

6. Do you believe an interconnect could bring your
system more revenue through data delivery to businesses, advertising or other services?

Yes

No

Proprietary

LI

Don't know

9. Do you think cable operators can overcome individual preferences (i.e. signal security) to be able to interconnect their systems effectively?

LI

LI

Yes

No

LI

Don't know

10. Do you think anew set of standards should be created to allow for neighboring cable systems to interconnect seamlessly?

LI

LI

Yes

No

LI

Less

Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above, or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
*Every month, we'll pick
one response from those we
receive and award $50. See
official rules below.
Names won't be published if you request your
name to be withheld, but fill
out the name and job information to ensure that only
one response per person is
tabulated.

Your name and title

Don't know

11. Do you think the cable TV industry should do
more, less or about the same amount of work to determine the feasibility of interconnecting?

More

Fax us at
303-393-6654

About same

Your comments:

Don't know

System name:

Location:

Your MSO:

Your job function:

Daytime phone It
Official rules: No survey response necessa ry .
Enter by returning the completed survey via fax

or mail to thy locations indicated above, or print the words "CED Return Path" on a3"x5" card and mail it along
with your name, address, daytime phone number and signature. To be eligible for the drawing, entry forms must
be received by 5p.m. on December 31,1996. CED is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. One entry per
person. Forms mutilated, illegible or not in compliance with these rules shall be considered ineligible in the sole
discretion of the judges. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries received. A random drawing from eligible entries will be held on or about January 1, 1997. Winner will be required to provide his/her social security
number and proof of identification and is solely responsible for all federal, state and local taxes incurred. Prize is
not transferable to any other person. Sweepstakes participants agree to waive any and all claims of liability

against CED magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC Inc. and its affiliated and independent contractors for any injury or loss which may occur from participation in this sweepstakes or receipt of the prize.
Winner consents to publication of his/her name for publicity purposes without further compensation. Participants
must be 18 years of age or older. Employees of CED magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC
Inc. and its affiliated and subsidiary companies, and their respective employees, agents and independent contractors, and their immediate families are not eligible to participate. Void wherever prohibited, license required,
restricted or taxed by law. Sweepstakes sponsors reserve the right to change or modify the sweepstakes rules
while the sweepstakes is in progress. Participation in the sweepstakes constitutes acceptance of all sweepstakes
rules.
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The issue: Making two-way work
Cable systems are busy
upgrading their networks to
HFC architectures and
installing return path channels to capitalize on the latest directive: To offer some
sort of interactive services to
derive more revenue from
subscribers. And increasingly, the service of choice is
either data or standard cable
TV fare, not telephony. In
fact, alarge majority believe
it will only be another 12 to
24 months until such services are offered over their
networks.
But, there are well-documented noise and ingress
problems with active return
plant. In fact, operators are
split on whether this poses a
"slight" problem or "no"
problem; however, amajority admit it may take some
advanced modulation
method, like spread spectrum, to make it all work.
Not surprisingly, most
respondents say we'll all be
interacting more with our
TVs—not our PCs—seven
years from now.
When it comes to market
acceptance, most said they
can get somewhere between
10 percent and 30 percent
buy rates for $5 movies-ondemand, but they were split
about buy-rates for highspeed data at $40 per month.
Guess we'll have to wait and
see on that one.
Congratulations to Frank
Brady Jr. for winning $50
just by faxing his questionnaire. To qualify for afuture
drawing, fill out the survey
on the previous page and
send it in!
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Interactive TV isn't the driving force it appeared to
be ayear ago. Instead, it's high-speed modems, and for
some, telephony over cable. But to make those services
work, acable network has to be two-way active.

Getting that return plant working well can be atricky
proposition, especially in large networks. Here are your
thoughts about upgrading to two-way.

The results:
1. How important is it to the management of your system that high-speed data or some sort of interactive service be offered over your system?
Somewhat important

Very important

62%
Not important

5+ years

Don't know

62%

15%

15%

8%

3. Is your system presently real-time, two-way active?
No

31%

Don't know

0%

4. If not, are there any plans to activate the return path?

75%

No

25%

Don't know

0%

5. How difficult do you think it will be to fire up the
return plant and keep it "clean" enough to offer services like telephony and data reliably?
Difficult

Slight problem

No problem

46%

46%

8%

6. Do you think your system will have to use an
advanced modulation scheme like spread spectrum to
make the return path more usable?
Yes

46%

8%

8. If you offered true video-on-demand services today
where movies cost $5 each, what percentage of your subscribers would buy them each month, in your opinion?

3-4 years

Yes

Don't know

38%

Don't know

1-2 years

69%

PC

54%

2. How soon do you think services like interactive
shopping, games, etc., will be offered over your cable
system?

Yes

TV

15%
0%

23%

7. Seven years from now, do you think people will be
spending more time interacting with the TV—or with a
personal computer?

No

Don't know

31%

23%

Less than 5%

8%

5-10%

38%

10-30%

30+%

46%

8%

9. If you offered high-speed data and Internet access at
$40 per month today, what percentage of your subscribers would sign up, in your opinion?
Less than 5%

38%

5-10%

38%

30+%

10-30%

0%

23%

10. Has your system added fiber optic technology to
help break the system up into smaller "cells"?
Yes

No

Don't know

85%

15%

0%

11. Overall, of the following choices, which has the
highest priority with your system's management right
now?
Data delivery

Telephony

31%

8%

Interactive TV

Plain old TV

15%

38%

Your comments:
"We're rebuilding now using HFC and offering telephony and Internet by Jan. 1, 1997."
—Frank Brady Jr., WI Tri-Valley, Livermore, Calif.
"I think interactive is the way cable TV companies
need to go."
—Humphrey Lewis, Jones, Swfside, Calif.
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Zenith's MetroAccessTM System

Zenith's Broadband Solutions

MetroAccess is acomplete, costeffective family of RF data communication products from Zenith
Electronics Corporation. It uses
proven, high-speed technology for
hybrid fiber/coax systems linking
businesses, communities, schools and
residences for awide range of applications, including work-at-home, distance learning, real-time video conferencing. Internet access and on-line
services.

With more than 15 years of experience
in the Network Systems areas, Zenith
Electronics Corporation has extensive
development and deployment expertise
in advanced analog set-top decoder
technology, including video and audio
scrambling, real-time two-way cable
systems, digital transmission technologies and computer networks, and is the
industry-leading supplier of high-speed
cable modems to more than 300 cable
systems worldwide.

For more information, call
(800) 788-7244

Reader Service No. 100

For more information. call
(800) 239-0900

Reader Service No. 101

Automated and Remote VCR &Routing Switcher Control

SA's New System 70 Engineering Kit

Contact LEIGHTRONIX, INC.
for literature and information on
automated and remote VCR control
and video/audio switching. Event
controller models MINI-T-PRO,
PRO-8, PRO-16 and TCD-1000
provide affordable and simple
solutions for automated equipment
control. The C-VOICE telephone
remote controller provides VCR
and routing switcher control via
telephone.

Scientific-Atlanta's new System 70
Fiber Optic Platform provides new revenue-generating opportunities. This system supports interactive services such as
voice, data, video-on-demand, telephony-over-cable, narrow-casting, and
work-at-home applications. The
upgradeable System 70 is designed to
support your migration strategy and cost
effectively addresses broadcast video
and 1310 tam or 1550 nm regional interconnect applications in asingle chassis.

IFIGIITRONIX INC.

For more information call
(517) 694-8000 or fax (517) 694-1600

Reader Service No. 102

Call for more information
(800) 433-6222

Reader Service No. 103

New Catalog -Filters/trans for Broadband Systems

EAS Messaging Systems from Albrit

Microwave Filter Company's new
CATV filter catalog, Vol. 1, No. 4, features afull line of "Brickwall" filters
which delete single or multiple channels
up to IGHz without sacrificing adjacent
channels. It also includes the widest
choice of bandpass filters, headend
highpass and lowpass filters up to 1
GHz. Pay-TV traps, Phase Cancellation
filters, bandsplitters, CARS Band, 12 &
18 GHz, Ku Band and TVRO interference filters among others.

CABLE ENVOYTM Affordable and
flexible solutions to EAS-message channel distribution requirements and FCC
compliance without dropping program
signals. Videotext crawls, page mode
displays and audio messaging optional
remote telephone message and voiceover capabilities for local emergency
officials. RF processor and IF configurations. Modular and upgradeable.
Suitable for all CATV systems great and
small.Call Ken Lawson at Albrit:

Keep your channels up with
CABLE ENVOY!

(801) 942-2207 or
fax (801) 942-5798

Reader Service No. 105

For more information call
(800) 448-1666 or (315) 437-3953

Reader Service No. 104
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Blonder Tongue's Full Line Product Catalog

FONS Corp. Cable Assemblies

For over 40 years. Blonder Tongue
Laboratories, Inc. has been manufacturing professional quality, commercial
cable television products. The catalog
includes product photos, descriptions,
specifications, and application notes for
the entire product line. Look for extended frequency range to 750 MHz on their
complete family of headend and distribution products, 13 and 18 GHz
microwave systems, and VideoMask,
their new interdiction system.

FONS Corp. is aleading manufacturer
of fiber optic communications products,
including patch panels, cable assemblies,
adapters, attenuators, fiber management
software, and transmission products.
Operating primarily in the cable television, telecommunications, and data communications markets, they supply regional and national cable systems, RBOCs
and large corporations with engineered
solutions for flexible, modular, easy-toinstall, and cost effective communication
systems. Call for more information.

Call or fax today for aFREE copy
(908) 679-4000, or fax (908) 679-4353

BLONDER
TONGUE

Monroe Audio/Video Switching

FREE Handbook!

Monroe Electronics designs, manufactures and markets -to worldwide customers — afull line of electronic manual programmable audio/video switching,
timing and remote control equipment.
These products are used by the cable,
wireless, broadcast and telephony industries. Monroe's products have atime
proven record of reliability, eager to
assist customers with their standard or
custom switching product needs.

Performance Power Technologies
offer aFREE pocket size Cable TV
Power Supply and Battery Handbook
containing 125 pages of information for
installers, maintenance technicians, system designers and cable TV engineers.
Subjects such as power supply evaluation, plant layout, installation, maintenance and common problems encountered in the field are fully covered.
Included is aspecial section on battery
selection, management and testing.

For support or information call
(716) 765-2254 or (800) 821-6001
or fax (716) 765-9330

For aFREE copy call
(800) 279-6330
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Up In The Air About Aerial Lifts?

WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT from Arrowsmith

Armlift, Div. of TG Industries, Inc..
the aerial lift that provides you with
years of dependable service — lifts built
tailored to your needs. With up
to 34' working height, Armlift offers
avariety of power sources, two
speed operation on all units, gravity
or hydraulic bucket leveling, choice
of buckets and 720 degree noncontinuous rotation. Truck or van
mounts with afull line of equipment
options.

Arrowsmith's workforce management
system, FLEETCOMTm ,provides
automated routing, dispatch and
mobile data communications, which
enable users to improve customer service while reducing operating costs.
The system offers managers access to
real-time and historical information
about operations with its powerful
management reporting tools and robust
application interface.

For more information, call
(712) 864-3737

Up in the air about
aerial lifts

Reader Service No.110

For more information call
(800) 330-89920 or (512) 349-8920
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Vela Research MPEG-2 Encoders and Decoders

NSC, Your Headend Headquarters

Vela Research Inc. designs and manufactures broadcast quality MPEG-2
encoders and decoders. Vela's Centaur
and Argus MPEG-2 encoders digitally
compress raw video into MPEG-2 compliant video data streams which are
stored for later retrieval. Vela's MPEG2decoder boards are single board,
audio/video decoders that reconstruct
the compressed video and output NTSC
or PAL. The decorders are designed for
SCSI-2, PCI, EISA and VME bus architectures.

Nickless Schirmer & Co. offers acomplete line of RF signal and video processing equipment from the industry's
leading manufacturers. And with years
of RF experience, NSC representatives
can recommend the best products to fit
your application. Whether you need a
receiver, satellite antenna or acomplete
satellite or headend system, NSC provides the best combination of quality
equipment, knowledgeable service, fast
delivery and low cost.

Call (813) 572-1230
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(508) 393-4268
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Ride The &ye
Of The Future

Reader Service No.112

For acopy of their latest catalog call
(800) 543-1584
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Drake ISM1000 TV/SAT Signal Meter
The Drake TSM1000 TV/SAT Signal
Meter provides installers with aquality
portable test and measurement instrument for troubleshooting, maintenance
and adjustment of all types of TV systems. The TSM1000 measures signal
levels of satellite delivered programming
to ensure accurate signal levels and proper operation of the receiving system. The
TSM1000 also measures signal levels
associated with off-air TV systems, as
well as cable TV installation. Contact
R.L. Drake Co.
Call (513) 847-4523

Drake VM2552A EAS Ready Stereo Video Modulator

VM2552A
R,„
%IMO MODULATOR
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Enhance your system ‘,\ ith stereo audio
and bring your system up to FCC regulations with R. L. Drake's VM2552A
Stereo Video Modulator, which incorporates BTSC stereo encoding providing
significant cost savings when compared
to purchasing separate components.
EAS (Emergency Alert System)
"ready," ensures that you can be prepared to meet the FCC regulations governing emergency alert broadcasts. The
frequency agile VM2552A features frequency coverage up to 500 MHz.

TSM1000
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Call (513) 847-4523
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Cable Construction Manual for CATV Broadband Systems

The Best Catalog in the Industry

CommScope/GI is now making
available arevised and updated edition of its widely distributed and used
Cable Construction Manual for
CATV and Broadband Systems. The
new manual includes sections on
storage, testing and construction procedures for coaxial trunk and distribution cables in aerial and subsurface
applications, fiber optic cables as
well as safety procedures.

Toner is amanufacturer and
distributor of cable television equipment. As asingle source supplier,
their catalog is acomprehensive collection of the best equipment in the
industry. Toner's products and services include RF system design, custom built headends, fiber optics, modulators, processors, satellite IRD's,
commercial inserters, RF amplifiers,
drop amps, passives, and test equipment.

For more information, call
(800) 982-1708

For acopy of the catalog call
(800) 523-5947 or (215) 675-2053

Reader Service No.116

Lectro ZTT Uninterruptible Power System

Lectro Powernode

The Lectro Zr!' solves today's and
tomorrow's power problems in
advanced communication networks. A
field selectable design allows system
operators to deploy the 60VAC version
to support current needs while planning
for future upgrades. Modular construction allows for ease of installation and
service. The Lectro ZTT is on of the
premier products from Exide
Electronics Emerging Technologies
Group.

aide's Lectro Powernode's modular
design can accommodate up to four
ZTT modules allowing you to increase
your power capacity as you provide
more advanced broadband services to
your node locations. Easy access and
the flexible nature of the design means
service is easier and can be performed
while the system is on-line. Discover
how the Lectro Powernode family can
improve your network reliability with
proven technology.

For more information call
(800) 551-3790 or fax (919) 713-5350
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For more information call
(800) 551-3790 or fax (919) 713-5350
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Philips Otters Data Sheet on 9000T Series Telephony Tap

Philips Broadband Introduces Four-Port Optical Node

Philips Broadband Networks, Inc.
has launched aseries of product data
sheets, including one detailing the
company's 9000T Series power-passing telephony tap, featuring the TelSpot, Philip's unique reflective indicator for quickly identifying atelephone-ready tap from ground level,
even at night. To request literature or
for additional information:

The high-performance Diamond NetTM
optical node amplifier (6-DNA), from
Philips, features four active Power
DoublingTm outputs that improves system performance and reliability. The
new four-port DNA can be configured
and adapted to add greater reach and
flexibility in design. The unit has a
patented design with many features to
increase control of the powering system.
For literature or additional information:

Telephone (800) 448-5171
(in NYS (800) 522-7464)
International (315) 682-9105
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Telephone (800) 448-5171
(in NYS (800) 522-7464)
International (315) 682-9105
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NEW! Amplifier Catalog

Budco's 1996 Cable Catalog Available!

Viewsonics Inc. offers alull color
catalog containing photos and specifications for all of their amplifiers,
including their newest low noise
models with the figure at 3dB and
3.5 dB, depending on the gain, as
well as several new 2-way models.
You'll find their amps all over the
world including places you've never
heard of. For your FREE Viewsonics
Amplifier catalog:

Budco markets and distributes installation tools, construction supplies, marking, identification, and security products
to the CATV industry. Budco distributes
products from: Aervoe-Pacific, Arrow,
BennerNawman, Brady, Cablemaid,
CablePrep, CablePro, CableReady,
CableTek, DFS, Diamond, Engineering
Unlimited, F-Conn, Jameson, Klein,
Lemco, M&B, Master-lock, Preformed,
Redington, Cablematic, Sargent,
Sturgeon Bay, Tyton, and others. And
the taplock, the industry standard for
marking drops. Call (800) 331-2246

Call (800) 645-7600
and/or fax
(407) 998-3712
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West End Systems Corp. 9604 Universal Subscriber Drop

West End Systems Corp. 9600 Broadband Access Manager

WestBound 9604 Universal
Subscriber Drop provides connection
to HFC networks. Providing analog
and digital voice, FAX, ISDN BR!,
V.35, X.21, V.24/RS-232 and
Ethernet LAN connectivity to any
combination of 56/64 Kb/s,
n#56/64Kb/s and ISDN switched services. Voice, data and LAN features
maximize the use of a256 Kb/s symmetrical aggregate link. West End
Systems Corp.

WestBound 9600 Broadband Access
Manager combines functions of an integrated voice and data multiplexer, adigital cross-connect switch and aframe
relay access switch for HFC networks.
Multiservices platform can be managed
locally or remotely from aWest End
network manager, integrating Time
Division Multiplexing and Frame
Relay applications with expansion capabilities to SONET/SDH & ATM.
West End Systems Corp.

Call (613) 623-9600 or fax
(613) 623-0989

Reader Service 124

Call (613) 623-9600 or fax
(613) 623-0989

Eagle Telephone and Ingress Suppression Traps

Technical Software from FamilyWare

Need to activate your sub low spectrum for telephone or other two way
communication? Eagle has the answer,
no matter how complex your return
system may be. A complete line of
high pass filters for the non-return subscriber or high pass filters with return
window for the active-return customer.
In addition, tier traps of every variety,
audio reduction traps and the latest in
positive filters, Side Band interdiction.

This software family is used by thousands of cable operators worldwide
to meet technical dept. needs. MOM
(Monthly Outage Management) helps
reduce outages. POP (Proof of
Performance) documents proof tests.
LES (Leakage Evaluation System) is
the industry standard for controlling
leakage. For details on the complete
family, call FamilyWare today!

For literature or free samples call
(800) 448-7474 or fax (315) 622-3402
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Call (702) 827-2522 or
fax (702) 827-1866
Reader Service 127
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ADC Homeworx Access Platform Overview

ADC Frameworx Fiber Frame Architecture

This overview discusses ADC's
Homeworx platform, afully integrated
loop access and transport system with
telephony and video subsystems. With
the Homeworx platform, the subsytems
can be installed separately or simultaneously, depending on the service provider's needs. The platform accomodates
basic and premium cable TV services,
and allows service providers to gradually
add more sophisticated services, such as
video-on-demand and interactive television. ADCTelecommunications:

This complete package contains information on ADC's integrated approach
to total fiber distribution frame cable
management. Frameworx is aplatform
on which service providers can build a
total fiber distribution frame management system that provides automated
record keeping, remote test capabilities,
patch cord traceability, optical amplification and advanced circuit schematics
such as signal monitoring, switching,
attenuation and wavelength division
multiplexing.ADCTelecommunications
(800) 366-3891

(800) 366-3891

100

Homeworx
Access Platform
Capabilities
Overview
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Cable Prep Otters Two Catalogs
Cable Prep® offers two different catalogs. Their newly printed catalog features updated product sheets and allows
you to add their tech-tip sheets and
newsletters. Or, their Windows®-based
Interactive Catalog is also available —
just point and click for information!
Cable Prep has taken the guesswork out
of matching tools to cables and connectors. Action shots in vivid color and
printable instruction sheets included.
Call the Cable Prep Marketing Dept. to
order your copy today
(800) 320-9350

Strip Tools for Drop Cable From Cable Prep
LablePrep-

MI»
Min
Reader Service 130

Cable Prep® STRIP TOOLS FOR
DROP CABLE. Easy to use, this compact color-coded tool is lightweight,
rugged plastic and has alifetime warranty. Only two cartridges needed for 59
through 11 (including quad) for a1/4"
prep. Two addtional cartridges cover the
same range of cables for a1/8" prep.
The cartridges house non-adjustable
tool-steel quality blades that ensure a
perfect prep every time. Call today for
more information:
Call (800) 394-4046 or
fax (860) 526-2291

Reader Service 131

Avantron Annouces 2000 Series RF Spectrum Analyzer

1550 um AM Transmission Systems: More Power &Options

Avantron is proud to announce the
2000 Series as atruly portable RF spectrum analyzer, weighing under 19
pounds, including the internal battery.
The 2000 Series includes such options
as Non-Interfering RF Sweep System
and CATV return alignment. Measurement performances up to 1GHz, greater
than 70 dB of dynamic range and a
built-in frequency counter with 200 Hz
accuracy. Visit Avantron at Booth
#4724, at the Western Show in Anaheim
this year! Call for more information:

Synchronous Group, Inc. is the
leading supplier of high performance
1550 nm AM transmission systems
for Cable, HFC and Advanced
Network systems. Discover their
new and expanded line of External
Modulation Transmitters and
Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers.
Their new product catalog is now
available. To obtain your copy,
call today!

(800) 297-9726
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(800) 659-6750
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or fax (408) 362-4826

CPS Series Power Systems

BPS Series Power Systems

Alpha's CPS Series Power Systems
provide aflexible and incremental
powering solution for enhanced
revenue-generating and critical
lifeline communications services.
The CPS Series supports incremental
growth of the power node, allowing
service providers to add additional
power and reliability features as
system requirements increase.

BPS Series Power Systems from
Alpha Technologies enable the
immediate full-service deployment of
centralized powering for enhanced
revenue-generating and critical lifeline
communication services. Flexible
enclosure configurations, advanced
network management capabilities and
along list of enhanced reliability
options are all part of the BPS Series'
innovative design.

For more information call
(800) 421-8089 or (360) 647-2360

El3FA-1550

Erbium Doped
Fiber Amplifier

Reader Serdu 134

For more information call
(800) 421-8089 or (360) 647-2360
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NCTI Spanish/English cAri Illustrated Dictionary

FREE 1996 Fiber Optic Test Equipment Catalog

The National Cable Television
Institute (NCTI) offers anew
Spanish/English illustrated dictionary of
cable television and broadband technology terms. The first section presents
English terms with Spanish translation
and Spanish definition. The second section offers Spanish terms with English
translation and English definition. Cost
$29.95 plus S/H; quantity discounts.
Please contact: NCT1, 801 West Mineral
Ave., Littleton, CO 80120-4501,

Noyes Fiber Systems announces its
new FREE 1996 Fiber Optic Test
Equipment Catalog. The full color catalog provides an overview of the products and services offered by Noyes
Fiber Systems including Optical Power
Meters, Light Sources, Loss Test Sets,
Return Loss Test Sets, OTDR's, Fiber
Scopes, and Fiber Identifiers. Contact
Noyes Fiber Systems, P.O. Box 398,
Laconia, NH 03247.

Call (303) 797-9393 or
fax (303) 797-9394

DICCIONARIO

ILUSTRADO
DE TELEVISION POR CARIE
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Telephone (603) 528-7780
(800) 321-5298 or fax (603) 528-2025
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Unattended/Automated Playback for Local Origination

FREE: Wavetek's 1996 CATV Selection Guide

For over adecade, Tech Electronics
has set the standard for highly reliable
and cost -effective controllers for unattended/automated playback. The PVC
Family of Controllers offers full functional control for up to 16 VCRs with
three channel output. Creating and composing playback schedules is easy with
Windows® based scheduling software.
Software and two CC Series Control
Cables are included with every PVC
order. For more information, call

Wavetek's 27-page Cable Television
Selection Guide presents afull line of
sophisticated test equipment designed to
meet cable television's specific system
testing needs. It features Wavetek's new
leakage meter and combination leakage/signal level meter, the CLI-1450.
The new CMS 1000 Central Monitoring
System is included, along with info on
the complete line of MicroStealth signal
level meters. In addition, the popular
Stealth System Sweep, Flash Mini
OTDR, and other test equipment are
featured. Call (800) 622-5515.

CONTROL YOURSELF

.
_

(800) 572-4935
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E-TEK's New 1997 Catalog

Tele Wire Supply Offers Their Full Line Catalog
If rebuilding or upgrading your
system is on your mind...this catalog
should be on your desk! Tele Wire
Supply's new full line catalog
includes virtually all of the quality,
name brand products you need
to build and maintain your network.
Includes product and ordering
information, glossary, and application tips. For more information, call
1-88-TELEW1RE
(888) 353-9473
or fax (303) 643-4797

Relief Sanies No.139
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E-TEK's new color catalog
describes products including optical
isolators, couplers, splitters, WDMs,
combined optics, attenuators, laser
sources, active/passive components,
optical switches, laser amplifiers,
controllers, and production and test
equipment. E-TEK combines innovative excellence, affordability and
fast delivery for awide range of
fiber optic applications.
Call E-TEK Dynamics, Inc.
1885 Lundy Ave., San Jose, CA 95131
(404)432-6300 or fax (408) 432-8550

Reader Service No. 141

Universal Remotes with ENHANCED MEMORY RETENTION

Free Sprint North Supply CATV Catalogs

ABC Cable Products has added an
enhanced memory retention function to
their ProMote Il family of universal
remote control units for the CATV
industry, allowing it to retain its memory for months after the batteries have
reached the level where the remote no
longer functions. And once the batteries
are removed, the memory is retained for
up to six hours before replacement with
new batteries — even if the keys are
accidentally pressed. This feature is now
standard on all ProMote II remotes.

Sprint North Supply is aleading
nationwide provider of integrated solutions for voice, data, teleconferencing
and CATV product needs through its 11
strategically located distribution centers.
Offering more than 30,000 products
from over 1,200 manufacturers, their
broadband catalog also contains thousands of products from 97 suppliers.
Also offered are the Fiber Optics,
Outside Plant, Tools, Test and Supplies,
and Security Product catalogs.

Call (800) 777-2259
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Call (800) 639-CATV or
fax (800) 755-0556
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FIBER End-to-End Systems

New CABLESPANTM Brochure from Tellabs

Ortronics delivers leading edge fiber
technology with our wall or rack mount
cabinets, adapters, jumpers, pigtails,
patch and splice accessories and fiber
management. Other system solutions
include multimedia workstation and
closet products, raceway, patch panels.
110 cross-connects, wire management.
interface cords, and more. ()monies also
offers custom products, technical support, training and our 25-Year Warranty
Programs!

A new, full-color brochure from Tellabs
describes the benefits of the company's
CABLESPAN 2300 Universal Telephony Distribution System, which
allows cable television operators to provide telephone and data services using
the existing CATV infrastructure.
Alternate-access providers will also find
the CABLESPAN system to be a
unique, innovative approach to providing business and residential telecommunications services around the world. To
receive acopy of the brochure, call

For more information call
(860) 599-1760 or fax (860) 599-1774
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(800) 445-6501
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ANTEC Network Technologies

Providing "Best-of-Class" Solutions to Broadband Industry

ANTEC Network Technologies specialize in and manufacture products that deliver your signal from headend to home, devoting more engineering resources to this
critical link than any other company today. Rock-solid products — Laser
Link® Optical Transmitters, Gateway
Optical Receivers, LightLink Fiber
Management System, ANTEC Fiber
Cable, FiberPak® Family of Fiber
Splice Closures, Fiber Apparatus, ANTEC
RMT Network Passives, Regal Drop
Passives and Digiconn4F-Connectors.

Integration Technologies is anetwork
design/engineering, systems integration, and OSS software development
firm delivering best-of-class solutions
to the broadband industry. From HFC
network assessment through full project management and systems integration in complex upgrades, Integration
Technologies delivers the technical
capabilities needed to transition toward
integrated voice, video, and data services. To learn more

Call (800) FIBER.ME

Pi•elenerk Technologies
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Call (800) 211-8424
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New Brochure From Hewlett Packard

Cheetah's Answer to Monitoring

Hewlett-Packard's new cable TV test
equipment brochure is now available,
highlighting HP CaLan's complete line
of test equipment for every task, at the
headend and in the field. Featuring HP
CaLan's new SWEEP/INGRESS ANALYZER — the industry's most essential
tool for two-way system activation and
maintenance, and the HP CaLan 8591C
cable TV analyzer — the industry's
only one-box tester for all non-interfering RF and video measurements.

Cheetah l
`' provides an integrated network monitoring solution that is
designed to evolve with your network
requirements. This solution offers flexibility, reliability and the ability to integrate equipment from multiple vendors.
Cheetah provides status monitoring of
headends, fiber nodes, power supplies,
amplifiers and end-of-lines. For the "10
Questions You Need To Ask Before
Ordering A Status Monitoring System",
call Superior Electronics Group.

QUESTIONS
IC ASK
BEFORE
BUYING
A
STATUS
MONITORING
SYSTEM

(941) 756-6000

Reader Service No. 149

Call HP CaLan at
(800) 452-4844, x. 2009
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FREE Flber Optic Route Redundancy!

Intelligent Microprocessor-Controlled Modulator

Hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) infrastructures
should be extremely reliable, fault-tolerant and cost effective, permitting
smooth transitions to the new services
of tomorrow. With Switchable Optical
Splitters (SOS), new fiber components
manufactured by OptiVideo
Corporation, self-healing, route redundant rings can be added to your system
without additional transmitters. For
information on how SOS can plugand-play in your rebuild:

Barco's PULSAR, aunique microprocessor-controlled modulator, features
complete software control and remote
monitoring capability via an RS-485
interface and provides control of video
and audio RF levels, modulation depth,
frequency deviation, and input switching. When used in conjunction with
BARCO's FMS 860 Headend
Supervisor, alignment of RF levels can
be accomplished automatically.

ULTIMATE

ANALOG IV MOUULATION

134AREe

Call (303) 444-2160
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Call for more information
(770) 218-3200 or fax (770) 218-3250

Modems, Modems, Modems

New Catalog from TRILITHIC

ISC Datacom, Inc. manufactures
broadband, frequency-agile RF modems
for data transfer over cable systems. We
employ our own engineering staff to
handle special project design and new
project development. Products include a
traffic controller monitoring modem. a
series of remotely addressable ma' is
used by municipalities as well as
schools and industry, data translators
and headend modems, and Vertical
Blanking Interval encoders and
decoders. Call for more information:

From signal level meters to leakage
detectors, from frequency counters to
calibration equipment, the new
Instruments Catalog from TRILITHIC
has all of the products you need to test
and maintain your CATV/Broadband
distribution system. Updated in
September, the catalog now includes
such popular new instruments as the
TRICORDER II and III and the SUPER
PLUS leak/ingress locator, and the current price list. Trilithic Inc., 9202 E.
33rd St.. Indianapolis, IN 46236.

(888) RF MODEM or (972) 234-2691
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Phone (800) 344-2412
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Up/down convertor
for digital comm

Broadband
HFC
transmit
platform

SECAUCUS, N.J.—Panasonic Industrial
Company is introducing alow-profile up/down
tuner which offers a125-channel solution for
receiving digital data/video communications
with alow-profile form factor (nominally

ATLANTA, Ga.—ScientificAtlanta Inc. has introduced its
Adaptis broadband transmission platform, its first hybrid
fiber/coax (HFC) platform
designed specifically to support the advanced broadband
systems of worldwide markets.
S-A developed the Adaptis
platform for flexible architectures, greater bandwidth and
more interactive services. The
platform architecture provides
the flexibility to work with
existing systems or to enable
easy migration from trunkand-feeder type architectures

CT-10 up/down convertor

under 15 mm in height). Applications for the
tuner include digital/analog hybrid set-top
boxes, digital cable modems, digital HFC telephony and an interactive model with an integrated diplexer.
Combining filtering, AGC and PLL functions, the CT-10 digital model provides the following features/typical performance specifications: input tuning range of 50 -810 MHz (860
MHz available); gain of 25 dB (35 dB available); CSO of 57 dBc; and CM of 57 dB.
Circle Reader Service number 51

Dual purpose stapler

SADDLE BROOK, NI—Arrow Fastener
Company Inc. has released anew dual purpose
staple gun. The model T2025 shoots both
round crown staples and flat crown staples.
The tool's staple height guide adjusts the
distance that astaple can be driven into asurface, making it
suited for wire
or cable work.
By moving the
finger control,
the user can regulate the
machine's driving depth. For
added protection
Staple gun
to wire and
cable, the T2025 has aspecially-designed
nose that fits over the wire, guiding the staple
legs to either side of the wire jacket. Arrow
manufactures four different sizes of round
crown staples for the unit: 9/32-inch, 3/8-inch,
7/16-inch and 9/16-inch.
Circle Reader Service number 52
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Microwave radio

TORRANCE, Calif.—Cable AML has
announced abi-directional microwave radio,
designed to provide multichannel video and
two-way telephony service from acentral
transmitter site to anumber of receive sites.
The system carries 68 video channels, plus
up to 24 data channels in the downstream.
Each of the data channels can carry four T-1/
E-ls. In the upstream, the system carries four
T-1/E-Is per data channel from each of the
receiver sites to the central site.
The bi-directional link has been implemented at 18 GHz by two coherent transceivers (one
at each end), connected to asingle polarization
antenna. Each of the data carriers has amaximum rate of 10 Mbps of QPSK-modulated
data. The system can be equipped for other digital modulation formats such as 64 QAM.
System design makes it possible to implement asingle, central telephone switch facility
at the headend of avideo distribution system,
providing simultaneous video delivery and telephone service at alower cost than would be
available by alternative system configurations,
according to the company.
Cable AML has also announced aCARS
band (12.7 to 13.2 GHz) solid-state broadband

transmitter designed for applications requiring
outdoor tower mounting. The new Model
OTX-005 is used in situations where the transmitter needs to be mounted in an outdoor
enclosure near the antenna.
Circle Reader Service number 53

Sonet alarm filtering system

CHICAGO—Clear Communications has
released Clearview ProbableCause, amultivendor, intelligent, alarm-filtering and mediation system designed for synchronous optical
networking (Sonet).
The system is designed to sort through the
many "sympathetic" and redundant alarms typically generated by aSonet network problem.
The software then uses root cause analysis to
identify the probable cause of adisruption.
Sonet networks can generate hundreds of
alarms from asingle mishap, making it difficult to find the real cause of the problem.
Circle Reader Service number 54

Universal data processor

AMSTERDAM—TV/Com International Inc.
has introduced its Universal Data Processor
(UDP) for transporting high-speed data. The

CED :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN N OVEMBER 1996

Scientific-Atlanta Adaptis HFC Platform

requiring video servers, redundancy and/or full
transponder utilization.
Circle Reader Service number 55

Return path detector module

4

to fiber-to-the-curb networks.
The platform also features single, dual
and balanced triple amplifier configurations to meet various density requirements, as well as application modularity.
The application module—forward-only,
two-way or fiber—can be installed in the
factory or in the field, depending on the
specific network application.
Featuring abandwidth capacity of 870
MHz, the Adaptis platform provides
optional status monitoring and control
plug-in modules to monitor active transmission components and pinpoint failures in the network before they affect
subscribers.
Circle Reader Service number 50
UDP is the first in aseries of the company's
DVB-compliant data processing products that
will add high-speed data capabilities to uplink.
headend and downlink systems. Applications
for the UDP include transmission of data files

-I
Q!!

iIiIlIlIIIIII
TV/Corn 's Universal Data Processor

which could include programming content,
educational or business information, software
downloads and graphical files.
The company also announced aDVB/
MPEG-2 compliant Transport Multiplexer
(TMUX) that multiplexes up to four multichannel transport streams into asingle transport stream. The capability allows full 54 MHz
bandwidth transponder utilization. The TMUX
is suited to digital satellite uplinks and cable
headends, and for digital broadcast networks

TRENTON, N.J.—Epitaxx has introduced its
EPM718FJ-S CATV Return Path Detector
Module which operates to 200 MHz in
cable television return
path receivers. The
high linearity InGaAs
photodiode chip in
this unit achieves high
responsivity at 1300
nm, -65 dBc IM2, and
alow capacitance of
Epitaxx's Return
only
0.75 pF. The
Path Detector
module is also useful
Module
for other higher bandwidth AM systems with low channel loading.
Circle Reader Service number 56

Digital set-top architecture

SAN JOSE, Calif.—VLSI Technology Inc. has
announced the VISTA System-Level Silicon
solution designed to enable asuper-integrated,
single-chip set-top box. VISTA represents the
company's suite of digital video devices, application program interface (API) software and
reference platforms.
The VISTA architecture is comprised of: network interface (VISTA NI) devices performing
demodulation and forward error correction; system controller (VISTA SC) devices featuring
the advanced RISC machine (ARM) processor
and MPEG-2 demultiplexing and decryption;
and audio/video (VISTA AV) devices providing
MPEG-2 audio/video decompression and
NTSC/PAL video encoding.
In conjunction with the VISTA announcement, VLSI has also introduced its new MPEG
2audio/video decoder (VES6000) and
NTSC/PAL video encoder (VES7000).
The VES6000 is anext-generation design
that incorporates an integrated clock-synthesizer, amicro-programmable RISC architecture,
true-color on-screen display (OSD), EDO and
synchronous DRAM support, plus the ability to
decode full MPEG 2with full-screen OSD easily within 16 Mbits of DRAM.
Integrated into the VES7000 is an internal
digital subcarrier synthesizer, which enables
the system clock frequency to be set anywhere
from 24 MHz to 30 MHz. It also supports data
input compliant with CCIR-601/656, supporting both eight-bit 4:2:2 and 24-bit 4:4:4 formats for RGB and YCrCb. Three nine-bit resolution output DACs have also been integrated.
Circle Reader Service number 57

Coax stripping tools

SYRACUSE, N.Y.—The Remarcable Co. Inc.
has introduced its 800 Series hand-held
portable and 1200 Series bench-top coax stripping tools. The 800 Series is aportable, handheld tool that can be powered by either a
rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery pack,
which
provides
approximately
200 strips
per
charge, or
by an
800 Series hand-held
A/C
stripping tool
power
supply. The tool weighs three pounds (1.3 kg)
and features easy interchange of blade cassettes
for different applications.
The 1200 Series has been designed to handle
awide range of cable types (PVC, Teflon,
semi-rigid) and diameters from .030 inches (.75
mm) to .625 inches
(16 mm). It uses an
all-metal, quick
change blade casette that contains up
to three super hard
(83 Rockwell) steel
1200 series bench-top
blades. Blade depth
stripping tool
is adjustable, and a
strip length stop ensures consistent results.
Circle Reader Service number 58

Fiber alignment system

VANIER, QUEBEC, Canada—Exfo E.O.
Engineering Inc. has introduced the MAS-950
Automatic Alignment System for testing fiber

MAS -950 Automatic Alignment System

optic cables. Its Windows-based control software
integrates smoothly with OTDR and PMD technology. Highly tolerant to vibration for easy
movement between test locations, the unit's Vslot alignment system provides mechanical stability with aminimal number of moving parts.
Circle Reader Service number 59
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QUALITY CABLE &ELECTRONICS I
NC
1950 N.W. 44TH STREET • POMPANO BEACH, Fl. 33064
SYLVANIA
COMPEDCO
JERROLD
RIPLEY
LEMCO
SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA
C-COR
CABLETECH
MAGNAVOXA
PANASONIC
AMPHENOL
COMMSCOPE
BLONDER TONGUE
TEXSCAN
NEvt/UsEn/ Au. EQUIPMENT/COMPETITIVE Firm -Es
Phone: (954) 978-8845 (800) 978-8845 Fax: (954) 978-8831
http://www.qualityeahle.com/

Established

Member

1980

SCTE

leiliarb»ctiareAB,ndim
wg,*teed rf* ree,
-e‘&heel!

Ervin Cable Construction, Inc.
1800-232-7155
Communication Construction Specialist
Fiber, Aerial and Underground
Fiber Splicing
Design and Mapping
Directional Boring

EttielIN limps

wirrestardh. 'Me-arefeet*

Construction
Upgrades
New Builds
Coaxial Splicing

OM*

MICROWAVE FILTER COMPANY
6743 KINNE STREET
EAST SYRACUSE, NY 13057

Top Quality Workmanship and Equipment
260 N. Lincoln Blvd. East •Shawneetown, IL 62984

141111111

White S'andi

1111111114

F to F N to N BNC RCA F-81
AG-56
RG-59
AG-il
RG-213
RG-214

For Pf1.
1710StarNaCom installs
more than 1,200 dishes per week

Belden
Times
Comm/Scope
lntercomp

We will make any cable assembly. Quick delivery on all colors and lengths.
Fax: (602) 582-2915. Ph (602) 581-0331

Nationwide

all (800) 669-8765 Ext. 3046

Services

DESIGN
EXTENDER

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.

Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
•Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
•Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

luddIng Common.. Systems Throughout America

At NaCom we know:
• The Primestar set top operation
• Proper customer education
• Dish location criteria
• Installation techniques

335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027

COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

itiaCom I

for Installers??

1-800-Jumpers

o

800-448-1666 •315-437-3953
Fax: 315-463-146?
htlp://www.ras.com/mwfilter/mwfilter.htm
E-MAIL: mfc @ ras.com

Are You Looking

CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
Gilbert ANS
LRC
Off Shore
Amphenol

two

1-800-338-9299

THE MAPPING INNOVATORS

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration
•System Sweep
• Proof of Performanoa
•Turnkey Headend
•Complete Turnkey
Project Management

ADivision of GLA Intornational
Strand Mapping
As Built Mapping
Rebuild Mapping
Fiber Optic Routing
MDU Surveys
Map Digitizing
System Design

Est 1982
FTF-FTSA Design
Fiber Optic Design
Lode Data -AutoCad
Lynx, Focus, CableView
Microstation (DGN) Experts
File Conversions DWG -DGN -DXF
CAD System Sales 8, Training

17995 Chesterfield Airport Rd. •Suite 100 •Chesterfield, MO 63005

quality service performed on atimely basis

Phone: 314579 4627 or 800-875-8786

Far :314-579-4628

To Place An Ad...
•Call Tim Reeder at 800-866-0206 or 610-964-4982 by the first of the month preceding the month of the desired issue.
•Fax copy and insertion order to 610-964-4663.
•Mail ad materials to: CED Classifieds, 1Chilton Way (4th Floor), Radnor, PA 19089.
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Field Map
Design Engl
Asbuilt Digitizing
High Capacity
,On-time

"Mapping the 21st Century's
Information Super Highway"
Cable TV •Power •Gas •Telephone •Water/Waste Water

SECA

350 Indiana Street, Suite 200, Golden, Colorado 80401
(303) 279-7322 •fax: (303) 279-2546 •email: mapping@seca.com

Services Include:

Consulting • Data Conversion • GIS/Facility Mapping
Data Base Design • Field Walkout • Fiber/Coaxial Design
FOCUS TM

EAS "SUB-ALERT"

Emergency Alert System

FCC & LOCAL FRANCHISE COMPLIANT
1st COMPLETE AUDIO & VIDEO E.A.S.
"Solutions" Not Just Products...

800-628-0088
(Audio Only Also Available)

For more information contact:
405 N. Reo Street

SPferiglit

• P.O. Box 201 12 • Tampa, FL 33622-01 12

Telephone: (813) 289-4119 • Facsimile: (813) 287-3674

Satellite Antennas
• One piece spun aluminum
• Easy installations

•Design

•Installation

*Testing

•Full Turn Key Services

PO. Box 571
APPLICATIONS: Telephone •Cable TV,
Danielson, CT 06239-0571
802 Networks •Process Control •Security • Tel: 860-774-4102; Fax: 860-774-4783

IVHS •Educational Networks

ProPesi4m

inc.

RR6, Box 29, Metamora, IL 61548

Your One Stop Design Shop!
Full Service Design

Construction

Mapping

Aerial

Digitizing

Underground

Lode Data and Lynx (FOCUS)

Directional Boring

File Conversions DWG-DGN

Splicing

CALL OR FAX FOR BROCHURE AND PRICING

DH Satellite
600 N. Marquette Rd.

Prairie du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406 or Fax (608) 326-4233

WE BUY SCRAP
CATV CABLE
MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES
800-852-6276
10 YEARS OF NATIONWIDE SERVICE
P.O. BOX 96, Argos, IN 46501

•All Architectures/Upgrade/New Builds/Extensions •
Contact Tony Lusher at (309) 383-2655
TEST EQUIPMENT
Reconditioned Wovetek, HP, Tektronix and more. Signal Leva Meters,
Sweep Systems, TN's, Power Meters, Spectrum Analyzers, Frequency Counters
and Fiber Test Equipment. Guaranteed to meet/exceed
manufacturers specs. 90 day warranty standard.
SATELLITE ANTENNAS
Used Scientific Abato, Andrews, Vertex, RSI and others. 7meter &up.
PTL Cable Service, Inc., USA
Phone (561) 747-3647
Fax (561) 575-4635
BUY-SELL-TRADE

Call 800-866-0206
to reserve space!

THE

PREMIER

high gain

Aeel, Polar, Horizon & motorized Dual Axis Mounts

Planes 1057

SERVICES INCLUDE: System Engineering & (1405) Buenos Aires
Republica Argentina
Design •Outside Plant Construction •Project Tel: 582-2915: Fax 582-1372
Management •Aerial &Underground Cable
Installation •Systems Integration •Premises
;
Wiring •Splicing •Termination •Testing •
Activation •Training •Emergency Service

• C & KU

• Delivery Worldwide
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Ci'D CLASSIFIED
DoLLARs
wELL ;•.\s

RETURN ACTIVATION
•Headend Services

—COMPLETE HEADEND RELOCATION SERVICE
—RERACK AND REWIRE
—OPTIMIZE
—PROOF

SEèISEI
,SOM;11-11PIG

•FCC Proof Performance
—RF PROOFS
—VIDEO TRIANNUAL PROOFS

(800) 292-0126
(605) 426-6140
I
PSWICH, SD

Industry,
Service

—STRAND MAPPING
—As BUILT MAPPING
—SYSTEM DESIGN
—MAP MANAGEMENT & SYSTEM UPDATES

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

ot

1966

P.O. BOX 9707 •HELENA MT 59604

CONNECTORS,TAPS, HEADEND, LINEGEAR,

TM BROKERS

5402 HIGHWAY 95 -CocoLALLA, ID 83813
TEL: 208-683-2797 on FAX: 208-683-2374
Emit: moorst@comtch.iea.com
HOME PAGE: http://www.iea.com/-moorst/
We Now Accept M/C And VISA
See Inventory On Home Page

•AG -59
•BNC
• Other

•RG -56
.Pi_

•FFemale
•RG-11

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our
quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible Call for pricing and free sample (406) 458-6563

1

,
ei 9_â 1
e; la re] FA i
BUY

I SELL IREPAIR i MFO

UPooAua

SWee

(5) $74 _he Amps

(5) fiber Optics

CAL Addressable
‘111. Coétverters

S-A, eCON
‘.101 EQ's

• Fax 864-574-0383

BOLIGHT/SOLD/SERVICED

450

MAG Station
GI Station
SA Station
C-COR Station

450

MAG LE
GI LE
SA LE
C-COR LE

MHz

MHz

Upgrading or adding channels?
Contact us for all your equipment needs.

864-574-0155

WE BUY &SELL
SURPLUS NEW & USED

Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

JUMPER CABLES •
FMale

Since

$349$85-

ALL TYPES OF
EQUIPMENT WANTED
-Fax ListWE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
SINCE
1982

(5)Videociphers

e MaptavOX
Upgrades

AULISAL
ser
1-800-98-ARENA

Fax 1-610-279-5805

• e-mail salesedbtronics.com

http://www.dbtronics.com

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

By

Texscarf

Idea/onies

Field Service En. ineer
Argentina

Texscan, amajor supplier of cable television (CATV/RF) transmission equipment,
is seeking aprofessional to be based in Buenos Aires, Argentina for up to two year
assignment. Qualified individual will work in Argentina, Chile, Brazil, and other
countries in Latin America. Ability to speak Spanish desirable but not necessary.
Minimum Requirements: Ability to install, troubleshoot and repair amplifiers and
related equipment in the field and at the customer's site, ability to train customer's
technicians and installers in the repair, maintenance, and installation of equipment.

TO MEET THE FCC MANDATE
or For local franchise requirements
Complete Audio and Video
or Audio only systems available
Compatible with all headends
Affordable
Idea/onics
The pioneers in Emergency Alert Systems
(701) 786-3904
FAX (701) 786-4294

We offer comprehensive benefits including 401K with company match. Companypaid housing in Buenos Aires, generous cost-of-living allowance, and Companypaid vehicle. Please send or fax resume and salary requirements in confidence to:

Texsca

Attn: Human Resources
P.O. Box 981006, El Paso, TX 79998
Fax: (915) 543-4839
http://www.texscan.com
Equal Opportunity Employer
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WE BUY AND SELL
QUALITY CATV EQUIPMENT

LINE AMPLIFIERS, TAPS, CONNECTORS
CONVERTERS -ALL TYPES AND MAKES
HEADEND EQUIPMENT
FAX US YOUR SURPLUS IN
LIST
PH: (619) 631-2324 • FAX: (619) 631-1184

CAL! . TIM REEDER
TO RESERVE
SPACE.
riri-.;.166-0206

•On Site Training
•Design and Drafting

j
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CONSTRUCTION
AERIAL, UNDERGROUND, &

NETWORK SERVICES. INC

SUPERVISORS PERSONNEL

the nation's fastest growing HFC

EXPERIENCED AERIAL, UNDERGROUND
CREWS, AND EXPERIENCED SUPERVISORS
NEEDED IN THE MIDWEST & SOUTHEAST
PARTS OF THE USA.
CALL OR SEND RESUME TO:
ERVIN CABLE CONSTRUCTION, INC.
P.O. BOX 548
SHAWNEETOWN, IL 62984

Professional Search
and Placement

NEEDED

accepting applications for the
following positions:
> BROADBAND DESIGNERS

CIIVd S33d

network design contractor, is presently

Engineering
Sales
Management Marketing
Technicians
Construction

(618) 269-4411

> CADD DRAFTERS

Call or Write

Wick Kirby
Phone: (630) 369-2620
Fax: (630) 369-0126
P.O. Box 2347
Naperville, IL 60567

FEES PAID

D1C1TE

CABLE SEARCH
ASSOCIATES

DATA ENTRY PERSONNEL

COMMUNICATIONS & COMPUTERS

• SYSTEM PROOF/SWEEP &
BALANCE TECHNICIANS
• FIBER SPLICERS
> FIELD ENGINEERS
> FIELD MAPPERS

Excellent Compensation &Benefits
Mail Resume lo:

Fa-MOTES
BUY FACTORY DIRECT AND SAVE!

DIGITEL NETWORK SERVICES
1335 Old Norcross Road. Lawrenceville, GA 30245
or fax to: (7701682-4500

Cff.

>Welt

CfMi c,

122TE

0201

CM

1201

UP

RM.

1

2

for the following positions:

Broadband Routes.

SA 8600
Operates 8600
on-screen program
$4.50

—

TECHNICIANS

175

SRC 175 (beige)
SRC 175 (block)
Operates all 8500 to 8580 series non-volume
SA converters
$4.00

ARGO

is hiring experienced people

Design Fiber & Coax

201

SRC

CDI Telecommunications, Inc

DESIGN ENGINEERS

MY

JER 550 (w/vol)
PIRC 82A (v/vol)
DP, DPBB, DPV, DON
Operates Pioneer
5&7, Starcom VI, (11.4 5000 &6000
$4.00
$4.00

ALSO NOW AVAILABLE:
SA 475
PAN 120
JER 400
PAN 140
JER 450
PAN 170
JER CFT 2000
PIONEER (w/vol)
TOCO/A, ZENITH, 6-M-1 UNIVERSAL
All remotes are quality tested. Call for specs

VOLUME DISCOUNTS ENCOURAGED —

Installation, Cut-over,
Testing, Upgrades
ALSO AVAILABLE:

Call: (800) 669-1890
Ext. 895
Fax: 800-875-1904
JC 7200
Fits fen

Attn. C8895

$3.75 any quantity

00

SC 8600
$5.95 any quantity
Fits Scientific-Atlanta 8600 series.

SA 8500
SA 8511
SA 8520
SA 8525
SA 8550
SA 8580
SA 8590

PAN 110
PAN 120
PAN 130
PAN 140
quantity
pricing
discounts!

800-G44-GB82

Mail resume to:
P.O. Box 4056, Dept. 95
Scottsdale, Arizona 85261-4056

Novaplex, Inc. 8818 Bradley Ave, Sun Valley CA
91352
FAX: 818/504-6522
credit terms available
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Audio Video Corporation
is accepting applications for the following:

Scientific-Atlanta, headquartered in metro Atlanta, GA, is at the forefront
today's telecommunication revolution. Currently, we have adynamic opportunity
in the fast-paced communications industry for a:

SENIOR APPLICATIONS
ENGINEER

SYSTEM INSTALLERS: sell-inotIvuted
individuals with astrong background in
electronics and good mechanical skills are a
must. Familiarity with CABLE TELEVISION
head-end systems is ahuge plus. Much
overnight travel is required. Excellent
compensation and good benefits.
Please mail your confidential resume to:
AUDIO-VIDEO CORPORATION
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
213 BROADWAY
ALBANY, NY 12204
Audio-Video Corporation,
Established 1946, is an EOE

Working in conjunction with assigned salesperson, this professional will
focus on pre-sales activities with the responsibility of increasing Headend
Systems booking for assigned accounts and regions. Specifically, this will
involve identifying and tracking key opportunities, preparing quotes, gathering
information, preparing and updating competitive analysis, analyzing
customer problems, participating in trade shows, as well as preparing and
presenting sales proposals. Approximately 40% domestic travel may
be involved.
Requirements include a 2+ year electronic degree coupled with 5+ years
of CATV with Headend (hardware and software) experience. Proficiency
with Word, Excel and Powerpoint is also required. Marketing classes
a plus.

oeh
Froeh
Fr

SCIE Member

peter

We offer acompetitive salary and exceptional benefits package. For consideration, mail, fax or email resume and salary history to: Scientific-Atlanta,
Attn: Staffing, JOB CODE SKJM, 4311 Communications Drive, MS
ATL 30-K, Norcross, GA 30093-2990; FAX (770) 903-3902:
sa.staffing@sciatl.com. (email resume in TEXT format). See our

lich
lich &Co.
search

PO Box 339 Weatherford. TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

HomePage at www.sciatl.com.
are an equal opportunity employer dedicated to diversity in the workplace (M/F/DN)

Scientific
Atlanta

999
Ill
%Ilanla IQ%

All levels of Technical
Positions -Corporate to
Hourly. Operators and
Manufacturers
Call or Write. Fees Paid.

Continental Cablevision, aleading provider
of quality telecommunications services, is
currently seeking qualified candidates for
the following positions to join our Western
Region in Stockton California (92,000 subs):

TRAINING

TRAINING
Learn to splice,
test, connect and
troubleshoot a
fiber optic network.

(970) 663-6445

TECHNICAL MANAGER
Addresses overall technical aspects of system operations and maintenance of a750
Mhz cable system using fiber optic technology. Monitors system performance for FCC
compliance and evaluates and recommends
changes. Participates in the design and
approval of plant design. Supervises
Engineering department and headend and maintenance technicians. Minimum 5years experience as System Chief Technician
or Senior Technician, formal electronics
education and prior supervisory
experience BCTE certified preferred

HEADEND TECHNICIAN
Responsible for the effective and efficient
daily operation of headend facilities and
related equipment. Ensures consistent over-

FIBERLI GHT
INTERNATI ONAL
2100 W.Drake, #269
Ft. Collins, CO 80526

110

CONNECT WITH
EXCELLENCE
all video and audio quality and
compliance with all Company standards and
FCC regulation. A minimum 10+ years progressive cable and/or telecommunication
equipment installation, equivalent experience
or certification in electronics. Knowledge of
microwave and fiber optic technology is
necessary.

SERVICE TECHNICIAN
Responsible for troubleshooting and repairing cable plant reception problems from the
bridger to the customer TV set. Provides
quality control and activation of new plant
and MOU facilities. High school diploma or
equivalent; minimum 3-5 years cable and/or
telecommunications equipment installation
experience; knowledge of electronics.
Continental Cablevision offers acompetitive
salary and excellent benefits. Send resume
to: Continental Cablevision, 3443 Deer
Park Drive, Stockton, CA 95219, Attn:
Human Resources Dept. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer and Promote Diversity
in our Work Force.

Continental
4
-i-rm Calcélevision ®
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

TEST ENGINEERS
TCI Technology Ventures, Inc. currently seeks
two test engineers for its newly opened
Product Test & Qualification Laboratory
located at TCI's National Digital Television
Center in the Denver, Colorado metro area.
Digital Test Engineer
Will plan and execute comprehensive lab
testing and qualification of digital technology-based cable television and telecommunications products and components. Will write
project test plans, interface with customers
and vendors, and fully document all test
results. Must have current working knowledge of digital cable/telecommunications
products (headend, plant distribution and
switching, and customer terminal equipment), techniques, standards, and related
specifications.
Analog Test Engineer
Will plan and execute comprehnsive lab testing and qualification of analog/RF technology-based cable television and telecommunications products and components. Will write
project test plans, interface with customers
and vendors, and fully document all test
results. Must have current working knowledge of analog/RF cable/telecommunications
products, techniques, standards, and related
specifications.
Successful candidates must hold aB.S., or its
equivalent, in engineering or arelated technical field and must have five to seven years
experience in cable, satellite or telephony as
asystem, project, or technical support engineer. Previous laboratory experience is
strongly desired. Must have excellent written
and verbal communication and presentation
skills and be willing to travel as required.
Non-smoking facility. Drug test and criminal
records check required of successful applicant. Please send resumes to Pamela
O'Malley, ICI Technology Ventures, Inc.,
5619 DTC Pkwy, Englewood, CO 80111,
Equal Opportunity Employer.

TCI

We're Taking Television
Into Tomorrow

Since 1975 we have served
the CABLE-TV industry by
matching talent with opportunity.
JIM YOUNG & ASSOCIATES
difir One Youn gPlaza 1235 Ran ger Hi ghway Weatherford, Texas 76086
Call (800) 433-2160 or Fax (817) 599-4483
SYSTEM OPERATIONS MANAGER
The Coldwater Board of Public Utilities of Coldwater, Michigan has an opening for aSystem Operations
Manager for its newly founded communications division. The system, presently being constructed, is a
Hybrid Fiber Optic/Coaxial Communications Backbone which will provide broadband video as well as
telephony and high-speed data on afiber optic based SONET/ATM digital transport system.
The successful candidate for this position will possess strong technical experience in fiber optic/coaxial
technology, broadband and digital distribution systems, and aworking knowledge of FCC. OSHA, and
NEC rules and regulations. Prior management experience in the cable television, telephony, data communications or related industry is desired.
Experienced applicant must possess:
•Minimum of 3years in installation and testing of fiber optic/coaxial cable, active/passive devices, and
system powering.
•Minimum of 3years experience with the implementation of LAN technologies.
•Experience with the implementation of WAN technologies.
•Experience in administering multi-location voice processing and transmission systems employing stateof-the-art technologies.
•Excellent interpersonal communications skills.
We offer acompetitive salary and benefits package.
Please submit resumes to:
S. Ingram 8ic Associates
1405 Windermere Drive
Findlay, OH 45840
or FAX: (419) 425-1198

ENGINEERING
GENERAL INSTRUMENT These Names Make

wAgeeMUSIC CHOICE
The "Right Choice" For Your Career!

sel '

We are Music Choice, the emerging leader in residential and commercial music and audio services and
apartnership of Sony, Warner, EMI, General Instrument and leading MSO's. We are currently seeking
dynamic Engineers to min our team and lead us into the 21st Century!
DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING —We are seeking atruly hands-on professional to direct the Engineering
efforts of our organization, responsible for overall systems design and implementation. You will provide technical direction to ensure the success of our brand through enhancement of the residential & commercial business
lines as well as the development of new products and services for our customers including music channels for foreign language and information channels, music choice on-screen retail, modem and information services.
Candidate will investigate, evaluate, recommend and ensure integration of Music Choice technology into current
& potential distribution system paths in order to meet business objectives. Present platforms include: G.I. 2200
and compressions systems, DIRECT TV and Galaxy Latin America, DBS, Telco, MMDS, VSAT and the Internet.
8+ years of Engineering experience (system design) with 3years at the management/director level required
Intimate working knowledge of system engineering, distribution system architecture and subscriber termina
capabilities. Understanding of RF Engineering, Video Signal transmission tech and Database design preferred.
Additional duties include, managing resources for effective completion of projects, and optimizing organiza
tions network and telephone systems. MS preferred. (Code-DOE)
ENGINEER, COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT —Candidates will provide engineering support with
all system technology, development and integration of commercial music & audio Messaging services through var
ious distribution paths. Experience with satellite Messaging systems, alternative distribution paths and customized
on-premise systems needed. RF in Engineering and 5-8 years experience in related field required. Complete
knowledge of end-to-end system architecture (DBS, VSAT, Networks, etc..) needed. BS preferred. 60% travel.
(Code -ECD)

Finding A Needle In A Haystack Is Easy
When You Place Your Employment
Opportunities Or Employment Services
Advertisement In
CID Classified
Con

610-964-4982 To Place An Ad!

RESIDENTIAL ENGINEER — Primary responsibility will be to provide Engineering support to the residential business unit as well as providing technical direction to our traditional cable systems, DOS. MMDS and
non-GI platforms. You will manage the development of new technology to maximize Music Choice and effectively
operate in current and prospective distribution channels (i.e. cable modems). Management and training skills helpful. RF in Engineering with 5-8 years experience in related field required. BS preferred. Knowledge of digital subscriber terminal capabilities, digital video signal transmission, system design architecture and PC & operating systems needed. 601.. travel. (Code -RE)

0

As aleader in the industry, we offer acompetitive salary & comprehensive benef0
To he considered, please mail or FAX resume, with salary history, to: music
Choice, Dept. KKC/(Indicate position Code), 300 Welsh Road, Building 1, Suite
1'n le 220, Horsham, PA 19044. FAX(215) 784-5870. E0E. NI/r/DN

USIC
0

"0

CLASSIFIEDS
C AREER O PPORTUNITIES

Utility Consultants, Inc.

We have openings in the Southeast for talented telephony professionals.
Opportunities for Retirees Early Incentive Takers. and Experienced Pros

Immediate Openings
New Contracts

Engineers

Project Management

OSP, CATV, BICS, ROW, Makeready,
Facilty, REA, Network and Transmission Design,
Broadband Designers, Hybrid Coax, FOCUS

OSP Construction, BICS, REA 515
Fiber, Broadband, Cellular,
Node Implementation

CAD:

(Full time/Longterm)
(Insurance/Vacation)
(40 1
k/Paid Holidays)

Microstation, IDDS, AutoCad, Experienced Professionals

Call for Assignment Details and Immediate Consideration
Recruitment: 1810 Water Place, Suite 200 Atlanta, GA 30339
Ph: (800) 676-6970 Ext. 350
Fax Resume to: (770) 955-9955
*Equal Opportunity Employer

Need some Help?
Let CED Classified's
11FrrITCY7MMMtrel
recruit it for you!
With CED's circulation to
cable television

+++ SERVICE TECHNICIANS

+++

+++ MAPPERS/SURVEYORS

+++

Qualified Service Technicians wanted for system activation/sweep. Various locations in
U.S. Must be willing to travel. Minimum 1year experience.
Qualified walk-out personnel/supervision wanted. Must be willing to travel. Prefer 1year
experience but may train right individuals.
Send/fax resumes to:
Communications Services, Inc.
PO. Box 17 •14815 Gratiot Road
Hemlock, MI 48626-0017
Fax: (517) 642-3132 • Tel: (517) 642-2966

professionals, reaching the

-agar

right candidate is as easy
as...

NewCom,
Technologies

CED.

—■imembi.___

To reserve classified space in the next
available issue of CED, please call
Tim Reeder at:

NEWCOM TECHNOLOGIES, I
NC.

is a midsize, fast growing state-of-

the-art engineering company with excellent benefits including 401(k),

800-866-0206, 610-964-4982 or

health, dental, and life. We are seeking qualified individuals for the

Fax to 610-964-4663.

following positions.

DESIGNER,

AutoCAD Rel. 12/13 for outside plant hybrid fiber/coax archi-

tectures. Minimum of 3years experience required. Lode Data
experience is a plus. Commensurate salary.

FIELD ENGINEERS,

Minimum of 3years experience for outside plant

engineering and/or permitting. Company provided vehicles and
equipment, 80% overnight travel. Commensurate salary and per diem.
Call Tim Reeder to reserve space

RESUME

send resume including work history and references to:
NEWCOM TECHNOLOGIES, I
NC.,
ATTN. GINNY FRA7_EE,
2910 W ESTOWN PARKWAY, SUITE 300, •W EST DES MOINES, IA 50266
or fax to
515-327-2082.
EOE, Drug screening required.

in the next

of CED!
800-866-0206

available issue

Your Adverasemem
A. Winnin

Combination!
-8
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CEP Classifieds =
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W HAT'S AHEAD

NOVEMI.
4-15 Fiber Optic Technician

Training, produced by
FiberLight International.
Location: Estes Park, Colo. Call
(970) 663-6445.

5Analog Headend Technology,

produced by Scientific-Atlanta
Institute. Location: Atlanta, Ga.
Call (800) 722-2009, press "3"
when prompted.

5-7 Broadband-CATV

Laboratory, produced by C-COR
Electronics Inc. Location: State
College, Pa. Call C-COR
Technical Customer Services
(800) 233-2267, ext. 4422.

6-8 Philips Mobile Training,

produced by Philips Broadband
Networks Inc. Location: Truro,
Nova Scotia, Canada. Call (315)
682-9105, Ext. 389.

7-8 Operating Analog Headend

Systems, produced by ScientificAtlanta Institute. Location:
Atlanta, Ga. Call (800) 722-2009,
and press "3" at the prompt.

11-14 Broadband/ Multimedia
and Local Loop World Forums,
presented by the International
Engineering Consortium.
Location: The Broadmoor Hotel,
Colorado Springs, Colo. Call
(312) 559-4600.
12 Mid-South SCTE Chapter,
Testing Session. Location: Time
Warner Cable Office, Memphis,
Tenn. Call Kathy Andrews (901)
365-1770, ext. 4110.
12-14

Broadband-LAN
Laboratory, produced by
C-COR Electronics Inc. Location:
State College, Pa. Call Technical
Customer Services at (800) 2332267, ext. 4422.

13-15 Philips Mobile

Training, produced by Philips
Broadband Networks Inc.

Trade shows

Location: Syracuse, N.Y. Call
(315) 682-9105, Ext. 389.

December
11-13 The Western Show.
Location: Anaheim, Calif.
Call the California Cable
Television Association at
(510) 428-2225.

14 West Virginia Mountaineer
SCTE Chapter, Technical
Seminar. Topic: Installer certification. Location: Holiday Inn,
Bridgeport, W.Va. Call Steve
Johnson (614) 894-3886.

January
8-10 SCTE Conference on
Emerging Technologies.
Location: Nashville, Tenn.
Call SCTE National
Headquarters (610) 363-6888.

15 Chaparral SCTE Chapter,
Technical Seminar. Location:
Albuquerque, N.M. Call Rick
Padilla (505) 761-6290.

February
3-6 CoinNet '97. Location:
Washington, D.C. Call IDG
World Expo (800) 545-3976.

18-21 Fiber Optics 1-2-3:
Installation, Design &
Maintenance, produced by The
Light Brigade. Location:
Indianapolis, Ind. Call (800)
451-7128.

11-14 Expo Comm
Telecomunicaciones Mexico
'97, organized by E.J. Krause
& Associates Inc. Location:
World Trade Center, Mexico
City. Call Caroline Ruggieri
or Steve Sasse (301) 9867800.

19-21 Cable Television
Technology, produced by
C-COR Electronics Inc. Location:
Fremont, Calif. Call Technical
Customer Services (800) 2332267, ext. 4422.

16-21 OFC '97. Location:
Dallas, Texas. Call the Optical
Society of America (202) 4161980.

2-13 Fiber Optic

19-21 Texas Show '97.
Location: San Antonio, Texas.
Call the Texas Cable &
Telecommunications
Association (512) 474-2082.

DEcEm
Technician Training, produced
by FiberLight International.
Location: Dublin, Calif. Call
(970) 663-6445.

4-5

Fiber Optic Technical
Seminar, produced by ADC
Telecommunications Inc.
Location: Columbia, S.C. Call
(800) 366-3891, ext. 2040.

Digital Video
& Fiber Optic
Networking

5-6

Competition in Local
Telco & Cable Markets, produced by Strategic Research
Institute. Location: The Loews
L'Enfant Plaza Hotel,
Washington, D.C. Call (800) 5994950.

9-12 Fiber Optics 1-2-3:
Installation, Design &
Maintenance. Produced by The
Light Brigade. Location:
Sunnyvale, Calif. Call (800) 4517128.
1
1T-1 Technical Seminar, produced by ADC Telecommunications. Location: Phoenix, Ariz.
Call (800) 366-3891, ext. 2040.
11-12 Fiber Optic Technical
Seminar, produced by ADC
Telecommunications Inc.
Location: Salt Lake City, Utah.
Call (800) 366-3891, ext. 2040.
JANU.
13-16 Telecommunications
Engineering/Operations
ComForum. Location: Dallas,
Texas. Call the International
Engineering Consortium (312)
559-4100.
22-24

Women in Cable &
Telecommunications'
Leadership Conference.
Location: Loews Coronado Bays
Resort, San Diego, Calif. Call
Molly Coyle (312) 634-2353.

DECEMBER 3-5 /STATE COLLEGE, PA
This seminar explores fiber optic technology
as used in HFC Networks for transporting
analog and digital video. In addition, delivery
of high quality, uncompressed, digital video is
described in detail. Other topics relating to
modern transport of video information is also
discussed.
For more information call

aCO

ELECTRONICS INC
Irk

800-233-2267 ext. 4422
60 Decibel Road /State College, PA 16801
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I
N THE LOOP

W

ell, once again I'm sitting here, and the operative
word is "sitting," in rush-hour traffic, so Idecided to start
drafting this column. Yes, Iam one of those folks who
attempt to get work accomplished while
inching down the highway, and yes, Ido
understand that this increases my
chances of being involved in afenderbender. But currently, at the 0mph that
I'm traveling, the chances of any vehicleto-vehicle contact are remote.
So first I'm wondering, is there anything that could help alleviate this situation and enable me to get to my destination more quickly, so that Ican work
at amore appropriate location—like on
an airplane? And second, I'm wondering, if Ikeep wondering about improving traffic flow, how I'm going to get
this column done.
Well, my two wonderings have some
synergy this month. Specifically, in
researching how networks targeted at
one application can be developed into
multiple application networks, I've come
across atrend. Local governments, both
individually and on aregional basis, are
looking at infrastructure developed for
traffic signalization purposes to be further developed to provide transport for
other types of data, voice and video communications.
Typically, fiber infrastructure used for
traffic signalization connects one or more central operational sites to signals or clusters of signals out in the
field. The transport path is used for both central site monitoring of field operations from information received
upstream, and control functions that send data downstream to the signals, including dynamic re-synchronization of signals to react to changes in traffic conditions
and improve traffic flow. The system is often designed to
be fail-safe. If the communications link is cut for any reason, operation of any individual signal reverts to apreprogrammed mode controlled by an on-street master unit.
In many cases, there is asignificant amount of fiber
capacity remaining once all necessary traffic signalization transport needs are met. Additionally, computerized traffic signalization systems are most often set up
in afiber grid along key arterials and high-volume collector routes. Putting these two facets together, then,
provides asignificant amount of fiber capacity that
runs past amajor portion of public facilities.
It is easy to see why it's attractive for anumber of
jurisdictions to pursue aconcept that combines the traffic signalization system and the potential for awealth of
additional communications applications. The City of
Denver is one such jurisdiction. The city, in association
with the Denver Regional Council of Governments, is
pursuing development of acommunications infrastructure for this type of traffic signal system, beginning with

New trend:
Traffic
control
times two

By Thomas G. Robinson,
Director of Regulatory
Affairs and Technology
Development, River Oaks
Communications Corp.

Have acomment?
Contact Tom via e-mail at:
tomgrob@rivoakscom.com
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the core area of Denver that houses the central business
district. As part of this effort, Denver has already issued
arequest for statements of interest ("RFSOI").
The RFSOI was focused on obtaining conceptual proposals on how the communications sub-system for the
traffic signal control system could be developed, including linkages from office locations to field-located master
controllers, and then from the masters to individual intersections. The RFSOI also sought to obtain specific proposals on public/private partnership arrangements. For
example, Denver had already been involved in apilot
project where the city and atelecommunications firm
shared the cost to construct ajoint-use conduit line, with
pull boxes, splice vaults and other access points at sites
of mutual need. Currently, asignificant amount of information has been gathered through the RFSOI process
and related discussions, and the city anticipates issuing a
specific request for proposals regarding the communications infrastructure on or about November 1.

City-wide telecom applications
The City of St. Louis is involved in asimilar project,
and it already has afair amount of fiber infrastructure in
place. A significant portion of this fiber has been
installed along major thoroughfares for traffic signalization as part of an overall congestion mitigation and air
quality project. Based in part on aJune 1995 strategic
plan for information systems study commissioned by
St. Louis and performed by the Center for Business and
Industrial Studies of the University of Missouri—St.
Louis, the city is now pursuing the development of an
integrated information network that would enable citywide telecommunications applications.
For example, such afar-reaching network could be
used to develop amore integrated health care system;
improve the quality, availability and efficiency of educational services; improve universal access to telecommunications services; and serve both public and private needs
by encouraging partnership opportunities similar to the
Denver initiative. These are all goals of the
St. Louis Board of Public Service in pursuing development of this network, and based on the experiences and
efforts of other cities, they would seem to be attainable.
As local governments continue to experience significant budget constraints in the face of ever-mounting
demands for services, these types of network initiatives
that build on existing infrastructure and strive for multiplicity of use could be critical. In this case, helping to
improve vehicular traffic flow, while at the same time,
improving the flow of data communications, would seem
to be an excellent response to both types of traffic challenges. And at this point, having been able to increase my
speed to abreakneck 3mph, Iwould appreciate any easing of traffic congestion that Ican get.
Ya' know, working while motoring wasn't all that
bad when Ionly had the cellphone, microcassette
recorder, steering wheel and laptop to contend with.
But with the new car's five-speed gearshift added in, I
just ran outta hands! CED
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Innovative Status and
Performance Monitoring
Solutions from Cheetah.
Continuous Monitoring.
The Cheetah System never sleeps. When you are away from
your network, rest assured knowing you will be notified of equipment
problems or out-of-spec conditions. Should apower supply fail, amodulator
deviate from specifications or if system Carrier-to-Noise impacts picture quality, the
Cheetah System makes sure you know. And you'll be aware of it before your subscribers call.
Improve Performance.
The Cheetah System helps you manage your network. Monitor headend and distribution devices
throughout your multi-vendor plant. Measure ingress and noise on your return path. Fully
automate all your performance measurements including non-interfering distortion monitoring,
measurements, levels and frequencies. Plus with Cheetah, your network reliability increases, giving
you the flexibility, quality and control you require to implement new data and video services.
The International Benchmark.
The Cheetah System is astandard around the world. From the Pacific Rim and
South Pacific to Europe, Latin America and North America, Cheetah monitors
the world's broadband networks. For status and performance monitoring, the
Cheetah system will work for you now and in the future. For further
information and product literature, call (941) 756-6000 today.

SUPERIOR ELECTRONICS GROUP, INC.
6432 Parkland Drive •Sarasota, Florida, USA 34243 •(941) 756-6000 •FAX: (941) 758-380(1

PREPARE TO HAVE YOUR

EXPECTATIONS RAISED.

Scientific
Atlanta

COME DECEMBER, WE'RE GOING TO CHANGE
THE WAY YOU LOOK AT HEADENDS.

ale+

